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Farm Bill May
Pass By Easing
Grain Embargo
DOWNTOWN CELEBRATION — The downtown celebration of the
Gallery of the Arts Month got into full swing Friday afternoon with
several activities. Included in the celebration were (from top left
photo, clockwise) the Murray High jazz Band, under the direction of
Charles Cobb, which performed several selections. The fourth grade
class of Cyndi Cohoon at Carter Elementary School demonstrated

several Spanish dances. Harry Cartwright, president of the Murray Art
Guild, auctioned several works from art guild members. Proceeds
from the auction are to go to the Will Linn home, which houses the
art guild. Joe Rigsby displayed his artistic talent by sketching Betty
Lowry.

AGO Hopes Arbitration Can Reduce Litigation

'
'- 01..fajEow"r434.0,4,4p
The
Reagan administration e'ould improve
the chances of getting its 1981 farm
bill through Congress by easing the
embargo on grain sales to the Soviet
Union,a congressional source says.
A well-placed source on the Senate
Agriculture Cmunittee Said Sen.
Jesse Helms, R-N.C., the committee
chairman, told the White House it
should make up its mind on the embargo by April 27, the deadline for
preparing the farm bill.
"We have explained to the administration what we perceive to be
the chances for an administration bill
and what it could do to improve its
chances," he said. The central
feature is easing of the embargo."
The administration's farm bill,
among other things, would give
Agriculture Secretary John R. Block
more authority in Setting price supports, a -prerogative Cohgress has
reserved for itself in recent years.
U.S. officials say President Reagan
is likely to signal within two weeks his
intention of lifting-the embargo if the
Soviet threat to Poland continues to
ease.
The defusing of tensions in Poland
makes it easier to negotiate" with the
Soviets on all issue? a State Department official said Friday.
Officials also suggest The administration will disclose its will-

ingness to begin talks with the Soviets
aimed at'lirrbting—teployment of
nuclear weapons in Europe; though
actual talks might not begin for some
time.
Several senior officials, who asked
not to be identified, said in the past
week they think the embargo will be
lifted soon. This was reinforced in
background interviews with both
State Department and congressional
sources Thursday and Friday. _
During the presidential campaign,
Reagan pledged to lift the embargo
once in office. Now, a high State
Department official -says April 27, the
deadline for.the'farm bill, is a key
date for the administration.
Rather than lifting the embargo
outright, Reagan may only indicate
that the United States is willing to talk
to the Soviets about their grain needs,
the official said.
-.Since -the existing five-year grain.
sales agreement with the Soviets expires in September, the focus of the
administration's action likely is to be
on negotiations for a new one.
Secretary of Agriculture John Block
has said he is "very confident that
prospects are improving" for lifting
the embargo. Sen. Roger Jepsen. RIowa, a member of the agriculture
committee, said this- week he thinks
the embargo will be lifted within three
weeks.

Way Found To Resolve New Car Disputes
By HERBERT SPARROW
Conference.
Associated Press Writer
"Hopefully, this prograrti will pro
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The
state attorney general's office-hopes
that more arbitration can.- reduce
htigatron and give consumers a more
satisfactory way to resolve disputes
over new automobiles.
Attorney General Steve Beshear anValerie Ross, 25, Murray, was arnounced Friday that his office,
through its consumer protection divi- rested in the city Friday on warrants
sion, will fully cooperate with an ar- from three counties by Calloway
bitration program the Better Business County Sheriff's Office and Kentucky
Bureau operates in conjunction with State Police Detectives' Division officials, a sheriff's spokesman said.
General Motors and Volkswagen.
Ross was charged with two counts
Beshear said his office will recommend the program to people who file of second-degree forgery from
complaints with the consumer protec- Calloway warrants, eight counts of
seCond-degree forgery from Marshall
tion division.
"We have spent years pushing some County warrants and six counts of
kind of mechanism to give consumers second-degree forgery from Trigg
an informal and inexpensive way to County,the spokesman said.
•
Other charges against Ross are pensolve problems with new
automobiles," Beshear said at a news ding,the spokesman added.

vide many citizens and automobile disagreements
and
dealers with an opportunity to resolve misunderstandings which cannot be
resolved. through informal mediation
should not have to be
and _which
_
resolved by private legal action or my
consumer protection division,"
Beshear said.
The Better Business Bureau had
been operating the General MotorsShe was lodged in the Calloway
Volkswagen Arbitration Program in
County Jail,the spokesman said.
Kentucky for about one year.
In a related arrest, Wayne
The program, begun nationally
McDowell, Route 1, East Bernstadt,
about nine years ago, is a blanket
Ky., was charged with one count of
agreement by General Motors and
second-degree forgery from a Trigg
Volkswagen and their dealers to arwarrant,the spokesman said.
bitrate consumer complaints.
McDowell was in the Calloway jail
If the consumer agrees to arbitraat the time the warrant was issued,
tion, a three-person panel is selected
the spokesman said.
to hear the dispute and render a
Other charges also are pending
legally-binding decision.
against McDowell, the spoicesthan
Each side choses one person for the
said.
panel from a list provided by the BetThe two - allegedly passed checks
ter Business Bureau and those two
belonging to Cathy Mitchuson, Murselect the third person, also from the
ray, the spokesman said. Mitchuson
list of specially trained, volunteer arhad reported her checks missing
bitrators.
about one month ago.
Kathryn Conklin, director of the
The sheriff's department and the
Better Business Bureau of Central
KSP detectives' division conducted
Kentucky in Lexington, said she has
the investigation.
had good success in using the arbitration procedure to settle new car
a
disputes.

Woman Is Arrested On
Forgery Charges Here

Theatre Will
Hold Auditions
For May Plays

EASTER GLEE — This Easter bunny lit up the eyes of Jason and Justin
Rouse, 4-year-old twin sons of Mr. and Mrs. Bill Rouse, as they
walked through Begleys this week. jack Feger, store manager, is
shown with the boys.
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partly cloudy
Partly cloudy todaS, with scattered thunderstorms. Highs in the
upper 70s to low 80s. Mostly cloudy
tonight with a chance for showers.
Lows—in the mid to upper 50s.
Cloudy with a good chance for
thundershowers Easter Day.
Highs around 80. Southwest winds
10 to 20 miles an hour becoming
west to northwest-late this afternoon and tonight. Urthwest 10 to
15 mph Sunday.

• The Murray-Calloway County Community Theatre will hold additions on
Wednesday,April 72,for an evening of
one-act plays to be presented in May.
Production vice-president Linda
Begley, who will direct one of the
three plays,says that plans are to present the program May 14-16 at the Old
Freight Depot.
Auditions next Wednesday will be at
7 p.m. in the Old Depot which is
located near the municipal swimming
pool in the city-county park. Begley
says that roles are available for male
and fe,male adults and for children.
The two other plays in the program
will be directed by Charlene Butwell,
an accomplished local director, and
by Bill Phillips, a long-time Com-•
munity Theatre performer.
Anyone interested in further information can call the theatres information service at 759-1752.

Banners Stolen
From Celebration
On Court Square
Workers at the downtown celebration of the Gallery of the Arts Month
reported that the banners hanging on
the eastside of the court square were
stolen sometime Friday night.
The workers asIrthatthe banners be
returned either to the Murray Art
Guild, North 6th Street, or to the courthouse. No questions will be asked,
worker said.

Gallery Of
The Arts
April 18, arts celebration,
downtown Murray.

Lions Club
Sets Broom
Bulb Sale
The 85-member Murray Lions Club
will be calling on doors Monday and
Tuesday nights, April 20 and 21,for its
annual spring bulb and broom sale.
The club will sell an assorted light
bulb package for $3.60, kitchen
brooms for $4, warehouse brooms for
$5, push brooms for $8 and 10- and 16ounce wet mops for $2.50 and $3.50.
Lions will begin their routes at 5
p.m.,according to co-chairmen Eddie
Adamsand Dale Hughes.
Proceeds from the sale will be used
to , support the club's sight conseivation work and special projects
such as the blood bank at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital, Grover
Parker,club president,said.
The Lions will be assisted in their
sales efforts by members of Epsilon
Pi Tau at Murray State University
and students from the university's industrialeducation department.
Local residents are urged to support
the Lions while receiving quality products at reasonable prices,the project
co-chairmen said.

CHARITY HORSE SHOW — The annual Kentucky Charity Horse
Show opened Friday night at the West Kentucky Livestock and Exposition Center.(From top photo) first place in the slow rack class
was awarded to Security's White Lace, owned by Ronnie Morris and
riden by Joe Dan Carter, both of Paducah. The award was presented,
with ringmasterjames E. Cole, Jackson, Tenn., by MoUy Valentine,
escorted by Kim Weatherford. The judge's stand, which displayed all
the silver awards, was decorated by Jones Landscaping and juanita's
Flowers. Crowd favorites Thomas "Slick" Banks headed Miss Muffet,
Talmadge "Buster Tutts entry in the amateur harness pony. They
received second place in the class. Tonight, one of the big events will
be the retirement of Mr. Kandu,Owned by Tuft.
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Coming Community Events
•

•-, Saturday, April 18
Tryouts and registration
for Murray Baseball will be
14a1-1, Park, and Senior
Babe Ruth. all from 9:30
a in. to 12:30 p.m.; Little
Legue and Junior Babe
Ruth, both at 4:30 p.m.

Saturday, April 18
Second day of gala street
festival by the MurrayCalloway count) Arts Committee will be held on the
court square from 10 a.m. to
2 p.m. in conjunction with
the natiowide Gallery of the
Arts celebration.

South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church
will have an Easter sunrise
service at 5:15 a.m. in front
of the church building.

Monday,April 20
Calloway County Association of Retarded Citizens will
have its annual potluck supper at the Comprehensive
Care Center, 704 Main
Street, at6:30p.m.

Easter Sunrise„ Service
Reservations for theladies
will be at 5:30 a.m. on front
lawn of the Immanuel day luncheon for Wednesday
• Birthday party for all
Second night of the annual Lutheran Church.
at the Murray Country Club
members of Greater
should be made by today
Paducah Chapter of Parents Kentucky Charity Horse
Monday, April 20
with Cathryn Garrott, chairWithout Partners having bir- Show, sponsored by Sigma
of the hostesses.
Department
of
Murray
man
Swing
will
thdays this month will be at 7
Front Porch
m. at the Red .Lion, - Woman's Club and Murray rehearse at 7 p.m. at the
Ticket sales drive for the
Rotary Club, will be at 7:30 First Christian Church.
Paducah.
Charity Ball will begin with
p.m. at the West Kentucky
Profe,ssional Secretaries volunteers to call Murray
Film,"Galile-an," will be Livestock and Exposition
International will have its homes to take ticket orders
shown at 7 p.m. at the Locust CefiTer..
Executive Night Banquet at for the May 30th event.
- 4.rove
Church of the
aiarene, located north of ..Murray State Racer the University Center, MurSquare dancing will be
Kirksey off Highway 299. Baseball team will play Ten- ray State University, at 6:30
held at 12:30 p.m. at the
flys is free and open to the nessee Tech at 1 p.m. at p.m.
Douglas Center which will be
public.
Reagan Field, Murray.
Theta Department of Mur- open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m
Sunday, April 19
ray Woman's Club will have for SeniorsCiiineramm.ivities.
Murray-Calloway Shrine
Mr. and Mrs. Frank an open meeting at 7:30 p.m. Lunch will be at 12 noon.
lown Club will have an
:aster Da ice At.ttle J• cee Roberts will be honored at a with the program by
AkApatfon of Southern Harmony Singers, -Spring concert by Murray
---;ea
L
anniver- arranged by Dr. Ray State University Choir and
711L,lit with inusi( by the thei 0th w
sary
from
2
to
4
p.m.
at the Mofield.
ain se's. This is open to the
Chorus will be at 8:15 p.m. in
Felloeship Hall of the First
it t ith the cost being $10
the Recital Hall Annex, Fine
Christian Church. The couBluegrass State CB Club Arts Center, MSU. This is
(.ei couple.
ple requests that guests not will meet at 7 p.m. at Joe's free and open to the public.
Family Restaurant.
- Car - Wash, sponsored by bring gifts..
Tuesday, April 21
Kirksey United Methodist
Martin's Chapel United
Easter
Egg
Hunt
for
Youth. will be held from 8
Community
Chorus., Methodist Church Women
preschool through sixth
14, to 3 p.m. at 641 South
directed by Dr. Irma Collins, will meet at 7 p.m. at the
Super Shell..Cost will be $3 grade will be held at 1:30 will practice at 7:30 p.m. at church.
p.m. at the Oaks country
-per-ear-=
the Calloway Public
Club. Each child should brLibrary.
Free blood pressure check
ing six boiled eggs.
_.. :Annual reunion, of the
will be from 12 noon to 2 p.m.
!laze! School Alumni will be
at the Seventh-Day AdvenSunrise Service will be
bithiat the HAlel Community
held at 6 a.m. at Mason's
Murray Lodge No. 105 tist Church, South 15th and
('cuter at 7 p.m. Freed Curd Chapel United
Methodist Free and Accepted Masons Sycamore Streets.
%%All be speaker and the meal Church.
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
will be served by the Hazel
Murray Assembly No. 19
Easter sunrise service by lodge hall.
Woman's Club_
Ordr of the Rainbow for
Elm Grove, poplar Spring,
and Sugar ercele Baptit- Recovery, Inc 1 will meet G s-will meet at 7 p.m. at
Chapter \1 of the P. E. 0. Churches will be held at 6:30 at 7:30 p.m. at the Health the Masonic Hall.
Sistorhood will meet at the a.m..at Elm Grove.
Center, North_ Seventh and
Bessie Tucker Circle of
holi,e of Mrs. Robert Bryan
Olive Streets.
Sunrise service by Good
First United Methodist
1:11 Mrs. Olga Freeman'as
assistant hostess at 12 noon. Shepherd and Martin's . Winsome Sunday School Church Women will meet at
Chapel United Methodist
A luncheon will be served.
Class of Memorial Baptist 9:30 a.m.
Churches will be held at
Church will meet at 7 p.m. at
a.m. at Good Shepherd,
Music Department of Mur•
church.
the
located four miles southeast
ray Woman's Club will meet
Bargain Matinees
of Murray on the New CbnSot. & Sun 2:00
Willing Workers Sunday at the club house at 7:30 p.m.
cord Road.
Class of Sinking SprSchool
Cheri & Cine'
Parents Anonymous will
Church will have
Baptist
ing
All Seats S 1.50
Community-wide Easter
at 6:30 p.m. meet at 6:30 p.m. For inforsupper
salad
a
Sunrise Service, sponsored
mation call 753-5995 or 435church.
by Murray-Calloway County at the
4385.
Ministerial Association, will
Thru Thurs.
be at 6 a.m. at the Freight Children's Theatre will
Kappa Department of
Depot in Murray-Calloway present -The Musicians of Murray Woman's Club will
Park.The public is invited. Bremen" at the Murray meet at 7 p.m. at the club
State University Theatre, house.
Calvary Temple will have Fine Arts Center. Admission
an Easter sunrise service at will be 50 cents per student.
6 a.m.
•

Ends Thurs.
7-00,9:2541:00Sat

Sun

Your Individual
Horoscope

7)e
npul,

ia•oral

Registration for the
Purchase-Pennyrile Area 4H Horse judging competition
will begin at 9 /tilt at the
West Kentucky Livestock
and Exposition Center.
Murray State University
Brass Quintet will perform
at 8:15 p.m. in the Farrell
Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Center, MSU.There is no admission.
Ellis Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by the Murray Senior
Citizens with exercise at
10:15 a.m., lesson On
"Parkinson's Disease" at
10:30 a.m., lunch at noun,
aigjetivities at 12:30 p.m.
Retirees of Local 1068
UAW of the Tapan Company,
and retirees of other locals
are scheduled to meet for a
covered dish supper at 5:30
p.m. at the First Christian
Church.
Murray TOPS (take off
pounds sensibly) Club will
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health
Center.

The Greater Paducah
Chapter of Parents without
Partners has planned
special activities for the
month. This is for any person,single by divorce,death,
or never having been married.
Further information may
be obtained by calling 1-2476599 aor 1-247-8356 in
Mayfield.
A general meeting is planned April 17 at 8 p.m. at the
American Legion in
Paducah. Channel 2 TV from
Paducah Community College will film a short
documentary on PWP and
what it is all about.
On Saturday, April 18, a
birthday party for all
members having a birthday
in Aprirwill be held at 7 p.m.
at the Red Lion,Paducah.
A family activity is planned on Tuesday, April 21, at 7
p.m. when the group goes
dutch treat to the Mayfield
Twin Cinema.

Coffee and conversation
will be held at 7 p.m. on Friday, April 24, at the home of
Dorthy Parker, Trail Ridge
Road,Mayfield.
Wine and Cheese Party
will be held at the home of
Doris Duporrier, Route 1,
Olivet Church Road,
Paducah,at 7 p.m. on Saturday,April 25.
On Spnday, April 28, at 2
p.m. Kite Flying will be held
at the Kiwanis Park, Cuba
Road,Mayfield.

The group plans to attend
the play, "Bus Stop" by the
Actors theatreof Louisville
on Monday, April 27, at 7
p.m. at the Mayfield High
School. Tickets are on sale at
the First National Bank,
Mayfield.
There may be more than 2
trillion tons of coal deposits
in the United States, 10 times
as much as all the known
coal reserves.

Revival
Chestnut General Baptist
Monday Aprit-AOtia
Thru
Wednesday April 22nd
featuring
David Gorgon;from Wingo

I Lost 33 Pounds
•

QUICKLY AND NATURALLY

Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at 9:30 a.m. at,the Dexter 9enter.

kinds of foods can be, not only
for me but for my entire family."
Nancy Stevens
Dyersburg

This is the last week before the
holiday, she did it and we can do it
tool
CAU NOW:753-0820

AT THE tosmio

DIET

FOOD FOR UMW:
otholie CIPtlon 25lbs. Won the lit of June
*Mott sae too 35-40 lbs. Moro the 1st of
how.

How long since you've been to Nashville
for a holiday? With the rising•cost of gasoline
and everything else, this would be a -great
year to pack up the family and head to nearby
Music City for two or three days.
If you've been before, there were probably
things you wanted to see and do that you
didn't get around to. And there are also some
new things like the tremendous variety of entertainment going on almost every night at the
new Tennessee Performing Arts Center.
Why not send us the coupon, so we can
send you the complete Nashville Vacation
Pack. It's just full of information about everything that's going on in Doily's hometown!
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tP114MAM
UNITE
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n

WtPhi.-.Smite 20.1,
Sit 1 Weasel
100-5:30 Illon...14.
itt00.2:00 Set.

Step back Into American high:ply at the
Hermitage, President Andrew Jackson's
stately mansion, Belle Meade Plantation
nd Civil War battlegrounds.
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Opryiand, U.S.A. Enjoy a dazzling array of
America's greatest music and acres of rides and
amusements
Historic Printer's Alley. Join the fun at the hub
of Nashville's nighttime scene. A lively touch of
the past.

Thru Sun.

Nashville

‘
4

Some
like

It.
BIZ:2a

Loves Company.
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Visit the Country Music Hall of Fame- bigger,
bolder and better than ever! Dozens of sight &
sound exhibits.

\

INCOMING
FRESHMEN

Tennessee Performing Arts Center, a new
motti-million-dollar facility that has three great
theatres and offers events ranging from
Broadway musicals and orchestral performances to children's events.
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learned how satisfying the right

Murray Optimist Club will
meet at 6 p.m. at the Boston
Tea Party.

Singles Class of Seventh
and Poplar Church of Christ
will meet at 7 p.m. at the
church.

fo

"But-mere important---1-have

Activities for the senior
citizens will be from 10 a.m.
to 2 p.m. at the Douglas
Center with lunch at 12 noon.

Senior Adult Group of
First Baptist Church will
meet at 11 a.m. at the church
to go to Grand Rivers for
lunch at thspIron Kettle.

I-.

gif
pr
7'
Ai

*-A

Hazel Senior Citizens will
meet from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
at Hazel Center with kirich at
1145

Dollysays,"Y'allcome onover
for afun-filled
Nashville Music Holiday!"

1%/1

#411\V
Frances Drake
FOR SUNDAY,APRIL 19, 1981
What
kind
of
day will tomor- VIRGO
Thru Thurs.
row
be?
To
find
out what the (Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
7110, 9.30 - 200 Sat..Sun.
Decide what it is you want
stars say, read the forecast
before going on 'a shopping
given for your birth Sign.
tour, otherwise you'll tend to
EXCAUSI R 0
buy indiscriminately. Be tactARIES
ful in speech.
Mar.2I to Apr. 19
EXCALIBU
Social relationships are ac- LIBRA
cented, but curtail a tendency (Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) --11-n
Attend to personal needs,
to extravagance. Good times
tempt you to spend beyond but watch diet and a tendency
Thru Thurs.
to overspend. Honor
your means.
9:404-2
agreements
and don't overex,Sun
TAURUS
tend your schedule.
ROW WARR
( Apr. 20 to May 20)
&AMARA
If you'll overcome a tenden- SCORPIO
cy to goof off, you'll make a (Oct.23 to Nov. 21) iniet"
Plan to spend more time by
dent in household tasks. Close
ties are willing to help you out. yourself. Needed rest will
restore your vitality.
GEMINI
However, don't neglect the
Ends Thurs.
May 21 to June 20)
A loved one shows a dif- feelings of loved ones.
ferent side of his,or her per- SAGITTARIUS
sonality. Watch diet and self- (Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
It's an active time, socially,
indulgence. Don't let things
but you'll enjoy yourself more
slide.
in the company of one or two
CANCER
friends.
Be
select
i June 21 to July 22
Home entertainments go discriminating.
well, but don't mix business CAPRICORN
I late Shows Tonite
and pleasure. Don't bore (Dec.22to Jan. 19)
Friends may turn you on to
others with too much shop
new money-making propositalk. Just relax.
tions. Be mindful of the needs
LEO
FRIEOAtW
(July 23 to Aug. 22) 1214g of children. Unexpected corn- ....._
w
V
Distant plans are subject to pany may arrive.
change. Local visits with AQUARIUS
Adult Entertainment
relatives and other close ties (Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
Don't rush into an agree- 18 or over only -1
work out well. Don't scatter
ment. Get advice from trusted
your energies.
confidantes. News from a
distance may pertain to
business. Be open-minded.
7:15
6:45-START
OPEN
DRIVE.
%
ect
i
te
PISCES
• EGUIPPEO WITH RADIO SOUND •
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
A mood to take risks makes
you willing to expeçiment
regarding investrnen , but
you'd be wise to stick to conscrivative ventures.
YOU BORN TODAY are
versatile and reform-minded.
Though you can succeed in
business, you usually
gravitate towards the professions. Politics, law, medicine,
reform movements, religion
and publishing are some of the
fields in which you'll find happiness. You crave excitement
and may be drawn to
brokerage, travel and acting.
Once you find a cause larger
than Self, you're able to devote
your fine mentality to the
realization of its success. Do
DRIVE-IN
not let your emotions get the
ROTS
better of you. Find a creative
ARE MERE
outlet for your temperament.
AGAIN
rajo Averiorirint.si
13tirthdate of: Jill St. John, actress; Dudley Moore, come1st Feature Repeated Iii. & Sat. Nites
dian; and Hugh O'Brien, actor.

Tuesday,April 21
Ticket sales drive for the
Charity Ball on May 30 will
start with volunteers to call
Murray homes to take ticket
orders.

Parents Without Partners
Plans Special Activities

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I City
I
I
I
.State
1
I
I Zo
I
Ilimmamimmunimminiumumm•
il
Nashville Area
I
Chamber of Commerce
Dept. CN-81
I
161 Fourth Ave., N.,
I
Nashville, TN 37219
I
Please send me the free
Nashville Vacation Pack.
I
I
I Name
I Address
I
t•

*
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Muniay Business News!Weft
Economy Slows Down
But Is Not Stopping
economists
expected, that housing starts rose 5.8
By ROBERT BURNS
although analysts noted that percent in March, recoverAP Business Writer
NEW YORK (AP)- The a jump in auto production ing a bit from February's 25
economy is sputtering. But due to carmakers rebate of- percent decline. But building
fers was largely responsible permits fell for the fourth
it's not yet out of gas.
The economic signals this for the increase in overall straight month.
past week point to a output last month.
...The Commerce Departslowdown, especially in the Allen Sinai of Data ment said retail sales rose a
manufacturing sector, but Resources Inc., an economic scant 0.1 percent in March,
not a screeching halt. That forecasting firm, said the after seasonal adjustments.
leads many economists to figures showed the economy That increase followed a,1.6
believe a recession is unlike- is "going nowhere."
percent rise in February and
Jeff Rogers, assistant manager, Big K No.64, presents ly this year.
David Jones, a financial was the 10th consecutive
gift certificates to the winners of "Customer ApThe government reported
-1111015"orkease in sales.
preciation Night" that was held Sunday, April 12 from that industrial production s"
invAl
Pstm
'
in
..
t-bfirt; Aubrey G. But it was the smallest rise
7 to 10 p.m. First place was Pearl Kinnel, second place, rose 0.4 percent in March Lanston & Co., called the since May, when sales fell
Ann Cooper and 3rd place, Tricia Alexander. All after a decline of 0.4 percent data evidence of a "persis- 0.6 percent.
management and employees want to thank everyone in February. The March tent softness" in the --American Telephone &
figure was better than most economy.
for making this event so great -"Thank You."
Telegraph Co. reported an
Most forecasters are call- 11.1 percent increase in its
ing for a gradual slowdown firstquarter earnings, but it
in economic activity through said local telephone rates
at least mid-year.
would have to be increased
many sharply to improve profits..
Although
of
president
reference
biographical
The board ot directors of ecutive vice
economists expect an im- --The Big Three automakers
publications, which include
the American Biographical Scoden Inc.,in Murray.
proving trend in the third
Institute Research Associa- The association is opened -Community Leaders and quarter, some say a tur- reported that sales in the
first 10 days of April dropped
exand
long-standing
Noteworthy Americans,"
tion announced the selection only to
naround may depend on how nearly -12 percent -from a 'of Thomas S. Denton,812 N. ceptional associates if -the "Personalities of the South,"
rapidly Congress passes an year earlier because of a 23
20th St., to life membership institute. Members of the "Personalities of the West
economic
package - and percent decline by General
association have appeared in and Midwest," "Notable
in the association.
whether
it
differs Motors Corp. and the end of
Denton currently is the ex- one or more of the institute's Americans," "Personalities
significantly from President cash rebate programs.
of America" and "Book of Reagan's proposal.
***************************** Honor."
Chrysler Corp. reported a 33
Richard. Peterson, chief percent advance and Ford
For all your Travel Reservations Call
Some of the aforemention- economist at Continental Il- Motor Co. a 4.8 percent gain.
ed titles date back over,A._ _linois National Bank & Trust
in-Chicago,-said in his- —
* -decade and contain
*
* biographies of thousands of latest economic report that
* outstanding individuals who an econlinic recovery in the
* have made considerable con- latter part of the year "rests
A trial balloon launched by
• tributions in various fields of importantly" on the passage the state Department of
by
Congress
of
Reagan's
* endeavor - the atts,
Revenue to shorten the time
representing
science, education, religion, econarnic plan.
*
in
which many businesses
It calls for reductions in
*
* American and International Traveltime * industry, government, proforward sales tax receipts
three-year
spending
and
a
* motion, publishing, writing,
tax cut for individuals. The and withholding taxes to
1**************************** sports and many others.
aim is to lower inflalion and Frankfort has come in for a
Persons elected for increase productivity by giv- forced landing, and it doesn't
membership are entitled to ing people more incentive to appear the issue will ,be
full honorary advisory save and invest, while reduc- aired again for some time.
The department will not
privileges in regard to the in- ing the government's need to
stitute's publications. borrow to finance public pro- exercise its option to present
the. proposed regulatory
Membership in the associa- grams.
changes
to an interim
tion represents an endless
Peterson said that if the
alliance with a highly- economy were to weaken legislative subconunittee for
accomplished group of substantially in the weeks consideration. Instead, the
dedicated Americans who ahead, Congress would be department has withdrawn
are _ like-minded in their more likely to change the the proposals, at least for
"
-'darch for knowledge, direction of the Reaganpro- now.
"I'm not sure anybody
.societal enrichment and in- .gram. _
could
'say there wouldn't be
ternational unity on every
In other business and
any
circumstances under
level.
economic developments this
which we wouldn't decide to
week:
past
Members are invited to atThe government reported raise the issue again, but at
tend, along with other eminent personalities from
every continent of the world,
gatherings organized by
American
both the
Biographical Institute of
Raleigh, N.C., and the International Biographical
Center of Cambridge,
91
,gland.

Thomas Denton Selected

*)1 Marjorie and Bill Major
753-0880
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NEW INSURANCE OFFICE - Jim Fain has opened an MFA (soon to be Shield of
Shelter) insurance office at 614 S. 4th St. Office-hours are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday.

Jim Fain To Offer Various MFA Insurance Coverages
Jim Fain has opened an
MFA Insurance 4SOOfl to be
Shield of Shelter ) office at
614S. 4th St.
A graduate of the Kentucky School of Insurance,
the Liddell Health and Life

least over the next several
months we have no interest
in pursuing it,- according to
Jim Parks, ap assistant to
Commissioner
Revenue
Robert H. Allphin.
Representatives of Kentucky business organizations
voiced vehement objections
to the proposals during a
hearing in the state capitol.
They said the proposed
system of speeding up tax
collections would cause
them bookkeeping problems
and put them in a time crunch.
KENTUCKY STOCKS ON
THE MOVE I ACT_ WE'rK
Market direction for the index of 26 Kentucky stocks
was mixed. Leading
gainers: Chi Chi's (OTC), to

The office is open from 8
a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday. The
telephone number is 7530632. No appointments are
necessary.
A member-of-the Murra
°Orals(' -Club and t e
Murray-Calloway County
Airport Board, Fain resides
at 1903 Gatesborough with
267ti from 2334; Reliance his wife Patsy and children
Universal )0TC1., to 29'2 Elizabeth, 14, and Mitchell,
from 26'4. Largest losses: 11.
Thomas Industries I NYSE, Fain- invites the public, to
to 13 from 13'4; CONNA 'drop by his new office to
Corp. (OTC), to 1334 from discuss various types of in14'2.
surance coverage.

Insurance School, both in
Louisville, and a two-week
MFA course on the fundamentals of personal insurance,Fain is offering life,
health, property and casualty to customers.

Danny M. Dunn's
Electric
Licensed For
Commercial & Residential

Call 436-2372
Murrcy,

There's a

•

Life
Insurance I.
Shield for you too

Ake Got •
The Shield

MISS
YOUR PAPER?

SEE

Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Murray ledger & Times by
5:30 p.m. Monday-Friday or by
3:30 p.m. Saturdays are urged
to coil 153-1916 between 5:30 p.m.
eel 6 p.m., Moeda, Mrs* Friday, or
3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m. Saturdays.
A circulation deportment employee is on duty during these
time periods to insure delivery
of your newspaper. Coils must
be placed by 6 p.a. weekdays or4 p.m. Saturdays to guarantee
delivery. .
The regular business office
hours of The Murray ledger & Timesore I a.m. Is 5 p.m, Monday
through Friday and a.m. to aeon,Saturdays.

Murray Electric
System 753-5312

A

Tax Balloon Has Landed

SAVE
HIGH WIRE ACTS
FOR

Power lines are serious business. When working
outdoors, take a minute to note the location of
electrical wires. Then be extra careful not to
touch them. Don't touch them yourself, with a
ladder, or with anything. It takes only one
careless move to cause an injury or death. Look
up and live.

•

OF
SHELTER

DAN N1cNUT7

DAN McNUTT
522 W. MAIN
(OLD NATIONAL HOTEL BLDG)

753-044S
TOP OPERATORS- Landolt Ltd., local jeans manufacturer, has announced its top
three operators for the first three months of 1981. They are (from left) Charlene
Higgins, Linda Hargrove and Mary Lee. All three employees received cash bonuses
in addition to the honor.

.•

Glenda Anderson Secretary

SOON rola
SHELTER INS.
COMPANY

Shoppers Need
To Think Twice
Before Charges
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We at the

Bank of Murray
offer our

Congratulations
to
,9
4

O'
0
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Pearl Kinnel
Ann Cooper
Tricia Alexander
Thomas S. Denton
Jim Fain

By LOUISE COOK
Associated Press Writer
Today's shoppers are
thinking twice before saying
"charge it."
It is one year since the
government clamped down
on credit to try to slow borrowing and curb inflation.
The controls lasted less than
four months. But the cost of
credit went up, inflation is
still a problem, and consumers seem reluctant to
pile up new debts.
Sandra J. McLaughlin,
senior vice president of the
Mellon Bank in Pittsburgh,
said the use of bank credit
cards during the first two
months of 1981 was down
"rather substantially."
A Chicago bank said that
holders of its Visa and
MasterCards
charged
-*almost one-fifth less this
January than they did a year
earlier.
And Visa customers nationwide are using their
cards'less often each month.

;111L
JOHN DEERE
)
k...

8-hp Riding Mower
The 4ohn Deere 68 Rider has an enclosed engine for a
really quiet ride Color-coded controls are clustered
for easy use. In-line 5-speed transmission lets you
Shift on the go. A safety switch automatically shuts off
the engine, if you leave the seat with mower or
transmission engaged. Triple-safety starting, sturdy
footrests Recoil or electric start — 30- or 34-inch
cutting w'idth.
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Come In Today For A
Special Discount Price

RENTAL',SALES
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Opportunity To
Say Thanks

By JOHN CUNNIFF

Masters' Accreditation
NEW YORK (AP) — A master's
degree in business administration
provides knowledge but it doesn't
always make the recipient a competent mapager. The American
Management Association feels it can
complete the }ob.
So confident is it, that it is now seeks
accreditation for a master's degree in
management program, not to compete with but to complement the MBA
degree, said James Hayes, president
and chief executive officer.
If his belief is borne out, that
management techniques can be learned by individuals now operating far
below their capabilities, it could force
changes in the curricula of many
business schools.
The new program stresses:learning
rather than teaching, he said. A good
manager can't be told, but must take
the initiative to learn.
That attitude challenges the
assumption that managers are born,
not made, and Hayes, a former
business school dean, insists the
fallacy of the notion will. be proved by
the superior performance of the program's graduates.
For the class to begin this fall, a
candidate should be a practicing
Manager with four to seven years of
. by the
experience, be sponsored
employer,and believe in the learn-bydoing method of education.
After the manager-students are
evaluate„d on 18 competencies found in
successTul managers orForttirie-500
companies, a personal learning plan

will be developed to raise their performance. When they achieve top ratings
they will be graduated, perhaps in one
to three years.
The competencies include two entrepreneurial skills relating to how
managers take initiative toward work
and environment:
Efficiency orientation, described as
the ability to be congerned with doing
something better using efficient
methods, realistic goals and standards of excellence; and proactivity,
or the ability to want to take action to
accomplish something, such as solving problems, overcoming obstacles,
achieving goals.
Three intellectual competencies
refer to how managers think and use
analytic reasoning:
—Logical- Thought, which is the
ability to understand cause-and-effect
relationships and to arrange events in
WRITE A LETTER
a causal sequence.
Letters to the editor are welcomed
—Conceptualization, or the ability and
encouraged. All letters must be
to identify new concepts or to signed by the
writer and the writer's
recognize new patterns in an assort- address and phone
number must be
ment of information.
_
included for verification. The phone
.—Diagnotic Use of Concepts, i.e., number will not be
published.
the ability to use concepts or patterns
Letters should be typewritten and
to explain,or to interpret an assort- double-spaced
whenever possible
ment of information.
and should be on topics of general
If might not be possible to teach the interest.
competencies, Hayes concedes, but he
Editors reserve the right to
strongly believes average performers condense or reject any letter and
can learn them well enough to limit frequent writers.
substantially raise their ratings.
Address correspondence to:
Which is to say that if superior Editor, The Murray
._
&
nag rs
ays birenougtrto- Times,"- fox 32-,Murray, Ky.42071.
substantially raise their ratings.
I
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Reagan Sinks
The Admirals

WASHINGTON — A hospitalized
President Reagan did not wait for the
tragic sinking April 10 of a Japanese
trawler by a missle-firing Polaris submarine to bring the admirals to heels
by ordering full speed ahead on a vital
submarine conununications system
they wanted stopped.
From the White House last week, an
updated memorandum ordered
Secretary of Defense Caspar
Wein&irger to countermand- the
Navy's decision to cancel its extremely low frequency ELF communicatrwis system. The memo bore only
Reagan's name, not his signature, but
it had been orally approved from the
hospital bed of the invalided commander in chief.
.
There shall be no funding
reductions." Reagan said.
You
should advise the Navy that I am not
inclined to terminate this muchneeded Program without compelling
evidence to do so.••
That presumably scuttled the effort
by the admirals to play the familiar
old Navy game: Put aside currently
needed projects at the expense of funding futuristic systems. Surprisingly,
the Pentagon civilians did not bring
the Navy brass up short; the decision
on a piece of hardware had to go all
the way to the president's hospital
bed.
The Navy leaked the first news of
this to the public via no champion of
the Pentagon: Sen. Carl Levin of
Michigan, a liberal Democrat and allout environmentalist foe of ELF, a
system destined for his home state.
When Levin passed the word to the
Detroit News, it exploded with the
force of a Polaris missle among
defense leaders on Capitol Hill.
For 20 years, the Navy and a few
brave politicians willing to take on the
environrnentaliSt lobby had preached
the soundness and safety of ELF.
Without it, the president cannot communicate with submerged U.S. submarines; they must come close to the
surface and trail their antennas.
That is probably what happened,
Navy submariners told us, in the East
China Sea tragedy April 10. The U.S.S.
George Washington, a Polaris missile
sub, was almost certainly surfacing to
pick up new orders. That maneuver
would be unnecessary With ELF.
In an international emergency, the
president could not order U.S:
strategic submarines to prepare for
possible missile firingsor to rush to a
new location, without risking their
destruction by an enemy as they expose their surface antennas. ELF is
the critical linchpin" to wartime
deployment of the subs, wrote Sen.
John Tower, chairman of the Senate
Armed Services Committee, in an
angry note to Weinberger when he
first heard about the Navy's decision.
Why, then, did the Navy risk con-

Bible Thought
Fear not, for I have redeemed thee,. . Thou art mine. Isaiah 43:1
It is a marve!ous thing to know that

we belong to God The only lasting
joy we will ever know in this world
is to know that God has redeemed
us through the shed blood of iesus
Christ

gressional wrath and the commander
in chief's personal affront by cancelling ELF? The full reason is shrouded

in Pentagon mists, but defense
specialists — including many submariners — say the reasOn was simple greed for defense appropriations.
The Navy brass decided the $34
million earmarked for ELF in the
coming fiscal year could be used to
develop a futuristic aircraft for cum-

rminicating- With submarines called
TACAMO. Then, in another year or
two, it could return to ELF, knowing
that growing congressional support of
the ELF system would still guarantee
delivery of the funds.
In so doing the Navy betrayed its
friends who, on April 7. had won a
referendum over the environmentalists-in Ashland County, Wis., where
the first part of ELF is being biiilt.
Supporting ELF in the name of national security, veterans groups have
spent thousands of dollars to argue
there is nothing to fear from the
underground antenna. The VFW had
wired Adm. Hayward, chief of naval
operations, two weeks earlier that
cancellation would destroy Navy
credibility.

Dear Editor:
Thank you! The Murray Chapter,
Professional Secretaries International wants to take thi.s.opportunity
to say thank you -to The Murray
Ledger & Times,WNBS and WSJP for
the excellent job they have done in
helping us make the public aware of
the name change of our organization.
Because of the outstaading Work of
the media here in Murray, everyone
will soon be aware that Professional
Secretaries International(PSI)is just
a better description of National
Secretaries Association,International
(NSA).
This is just one example of the
outstanding community service the
Ledger, WNBS and WSJP are performing. For this reason we salute the
Murray media.
Very truly yours,
Jean Fleming
President

10 Years AgotatiiiittNetillitiagitatfitilMENROMIMia,6'Residents of the city of Murray will
go to the polls on April 20 to decide the
local option question.
_
Deaths reported-include Mrs._ Verna
Winchester, 88, Cecil (Slick) Turner,
78, and Mrs. Ellie Miller Cunningham.
Sp-4 Gordon C. Jones, grandson of
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin M. Jones of Murray, has been reported wounded in ac-

An AP News Analysis
By DONALD M.ROTTHBERG
AP Political Writer
WASHINGTON (API — What began
as an effort to please feminists is
threatening to turn into a political embarrassment for Democratic Party
officials getting ready for the 1982
elections.
At issue is implementation of a
resolution from the 1980 Democratic
National Convention that would deny
financial and technical help to candidates who fail to support the Equal
Rights Amendment.
Eleanor Smeal, president of the National Organization for Women, wants
the resolution to apply to congressional campaign committees and
state party organizations as well as
the national committee.
But top party officials are determined to apply the resolution only to the
Democratic National Committee, a
position certain to create an uproar
when the executive committee of the
party Meets May 8. The national party organization plays no role in providing either technical or financial
assistance to state legislative candidates, the people most directly concerned with ratification of the ERA.
Afyer the resolution was passed Ms.
Smeal- said she believed the
Democratic Party was far broader
than the national committee. In fact,
activists pressing for the resolution
said they defeated an effort to have it
refer to the committee rather than the
party.
Party officials quickly rejected the
NOW position on grounds it ,simply
would be unenforceable.
Feminists were prepared to open

tion while serving with the U.S. Army
in the Republic of Vietnam. He is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Alton C. Jones of
Highland Park,Mich.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs, Larry Jones on April 15.
Kathy Stubblefield and Ernie
Williams of Murray are featured in
the Murray State University Readers

Theatre production of "The Pot
Boiler" on April 20 and 21 at the
auditorium of the United Campus
Ministry.
National Library Week will be
celebrated with special programs at
the Calloway County Public Library
during the week of April 19 to 26.

20 Years Ago'"'''''40wzgoomsoomileigwAmo"vm.
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Industrial Road will be the area
where the Calloway County Fair will
,be held this year, according to a board
spokesman. It will be on the Joe B.
Smith property near the Ryan Milk
Company.
Mrs. J. A. Outland of Calloway
County was elected District Director
of the Purchase Area Homemakers of
the Kentucky Federation at the
meeting held yesterday at Murray
State College.

MenThers of the TVIurrIVCfl
High and Calloway County High
School Chapters of the Future
Business Leaders of America attended the ninth annual FBLA convention
held April 14 and 15 at Louisville. Judy
Thomas of Murray College High was
elected as a delegate to the national
convention to be held in June at
Washington,D. C.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.

Randall kursave, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Lennie Barnes, and a girl to Mit
and Mrs. Billy West.
Mrs. E. J. Steyler of Murray is attending a national meeting of local
Girl Scout Councils being held at Cincinnati, Ohio.
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Lancaster of
San Jose, Cal., have been the guests of
their daughter, Mrs. Eli Alexander
and family.

•A

The decision reversing the admirals
was made by the White House on two

grounds: First, ELF is the only
foreseeable system to give the president command-and-control access to
missile-firing submarines, which are
a vital part of the strategic triad; second, credibility of the entire defense
establishment, not just the Navy, was
on the line at a time the new administration is trying to restore
American defenses.
Pentagon civilians, in distinction to
this White House posture, did little to
bring the admirals to heel. Entirely
exempted was Secretary of the Navy
John Lehman, who pleaded conflict of
interest stemming from his activities
as a Washington-based defense consultant. Although Weinberger quietly
informed White House aides of his
own doubts about the Navy's decision,
he did nothing publicly to force a
reversal.
That left it up to the commander in
chief. The display of a decisive president able to make a quick political
decision from his hospital bed is the
one dividend from the ELF affair.
What Reagan should now do is tranfer
some of that spirit to the Pentagon.

30 Years AgoLt. Jacqueline C. Miller, Women's
Medical Specialist Corps, daughter of
W. C. Miller of Murray Route 3, is serving at Brooke Army Medical Center,
Fort Sam Houston, Texas.
Deaths reported include Robert 0.
Broach.
Gordon Crouch of Lynn Grove was
named as head escort of the Kentucky

'7:t:',.M.WaltigaggismimtititiatW.MclUat.KMAIMMWMOSWISIWINNW/MBNMSW/NE/Widi

Woodmen of the World at the meeting
held at Louisville.
The Summer Roundup will be held
April 20 at the Coldwater School with
Dr. J. A. Outland, county health officer,in charge.
Cast members of the play, "Little
Miss Somebody," to be presented
April 20 by the Junior Class of Lynn

40 Years Ago,

The Western Dark Fired Tobacco Jones,and Dorothy Neil,
Stark to John
Growers Association will stop making E. Outland, both on April
12.
advances to members on the 1940 crop
Heath High School of McCracken
of tobacco on May 2, according to L.
County placed first, Murray Training
L. Veal, general manager. Today is a
School placed second, and Lynn
clearing date for markets in Paducah, Grove
High School placed third at the
Mayfield, and Murray.
Field Day held by the Purchase
Deaths reported this week include
Future Farmers of America at ClinMrs. Edwina Oliver; 70, and Mrs.
ton on April 12. W. H. Brooks is FFA
Missouri Nance Wilson.
advisor at Murray Training and BobThe dedication exercises for the
bie Grogan at Lynn Grove.
Warren S. Swann Memoriale)DorElected as officers of the Hazel
mitory at Murray State College will High School Parent-Teacher
Associabe held May 1 at 2:30 p.m., according tion were Mrs. Carmon
Parks, Mrs.
to Dr. James H. Richmond, president Make
Erwin, Mrs. Wiley Parker, and
of the college.
Mrs.Ina Dunn Nesbitt.
A total of 2500 high school seniors
Mrs. Fannie Nold McEIrath was
from high schools in Kentucky, Ten- honored at several
events held in
nessee, and Illinois were guests of celebration of her 90th
birthday this
Murray State College on the annual week.
high school senior day on April 11,
The Hazel Funeral Home,owned by
The Kentucky Jurisdiction of the W. D. Kelly
and W. P. Dailey, has
Woodmen of the World will hold s bi- been opened for business.
ennial session at the Irvin Cobb Hotel,
Shows at the Varsity Theatre this
Paducah, starting April 22. A large week include "Mr.
Dynamite" with
delegation from Calloway County will Lloyd Nolan;
"Tobacco Road;""The
the battle over the resolution at the attend.
Lady Eve" starring Barbara Stannational committee meeting in
Marriages announced this week in- wyck and
Henry Fonda; and "The
Washington last February, but a last- clude Virginia Sutherland to Thomas
Westerner"starring Gary Cooper.
minute compromise postponed the
.
AgOmostis000vomiumomot
clash until May.
But the battle lines were clear.
Damages estimated at approx- president of the Calloway aninty
Marjorie Thurman, the Democratic
state chairman in Georgia, told the imately $40,000 were suffered here on Singing Convention at the meeting
February meeting that "-there's no April 12 when two tobacco barns just held April 3 and 4 at the Kirksey
way I'm going to withhold funds from east of the depot burned. One was Methodist Church.
Miss Frances Helen Linn, daughter
candidates who don't support ERA." owned by A. G. Outland and ComIn the South, she argued, that would pany, and the other by the Murray of Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Linn, was
elected May Queen at Murray State
amount to conceding races to Tobacco Board of Trade.
College. Elected as maid of honor was
Deaths
reported
this
week
include
Republicans.
On Capitol Hill, it also is clear the Greenberry Lafayette Ross, 80, Miss Searcy Wooldridge, daughter of
Democratic campaign committees in Hubert Washam,32, Mrs. Azlee Marr, Mr. and Mrs. M. E. Wooldridge, Murthe Senate and House will ignore the 73, Mrs. Rhoda E. Tidwell,48, William ray. Attendants include Juliet Holton
B. Hay, 59, Francis Worth Allbritten, and Clover Harrison, both of Murray.
resolution.
L. H.Pogue is serving as minister of
..82,
Edward S. Sledd, 79, Eugene
Ironically, the intraparty clash
the Union Grove Church of Christ.
Stems from the Democrats' efforts to Dkrnell, and David Lee Winter,76.
A-Total of 645 applications for seed,
show strong support for the ERA in
contrast to the Republican convention feed, food and fertilizer loans have
Mu
—thiray Ledger & Times
move to drop its support for the been made by farmers of Calloway
USPS3011-700)
County, according to County Agent C.
amendment.
Publisher
Walter I..
0.
Dickey.
Editor
Ronald Reagan opposes the ERA,
It. Gene McCutcheon
The
Mtrray Ledger Si Times is
Dr. Floy Robbins, head of the
and he didn't want the GOP convenevery afternoon except Sanding, July 4,
tion that was going to nominate him Geography Department, Murray
Quislings Day, New Years My and Theallogiv
for president to adopt a platform that State College, Prof. W. J. Caplinger, log by hhrray Newspapers, Inc., IS N. 4th St,
Murray,Ky.41071. Second Class Postage Paid
contradicted his position. Reagan said superintendent of the Murray City
Murray,Ky.0171.
Schools
and
Murray Training School,
in the campaign that while he supSUBSCRIPTION RATIO: In areas served by
carriers,
0.25 per month, mat* in advance.
ported equal rights for women, he op- and Prof. J. W. Compton, principal of
By mail In Calloway County and to Benton, Herposed using a constitutional amend- Murray Training School, are speakers
din, Mayfield,Sedsha and Farmington,Ky.,and
Parts, Buchanan and Puryear, Tn., MAO per
ment as the keystone of efforts to at the meeting of the Kentucky
year. By mail to other destinations, IWO per
Education Association being held at year.
achieve equality.
Jimmy Carter was unequivocal in Louisville.
Member of Associated Press, lissitacky Prue
Births reported this week include Amocistion and Southern Newspaper Polishers
his support for the ERA, but he still
Association.
drew opposition from feminists twins boy and girl, to Mr, and Mrs.
The Associated Prins is szcistvely satitled to
rapahlih
local news sigimid by The Muivay
Haley
Stokes, and a boy to Mr. and
because the drive for ratification had
Ledger 111 Times me well se all other AP news.
stalled during his four years in the Mrs. Willie Glover.
TELEPHONE NUMBERS
Mrs. E. B. Houston, Murray, was Beier Office
White House=
Advertising
75.1.
713491
14111
No state has ratified the ERA since elected historian for the Woodmen Clairifid
MOM(Display Adverting
1977, and approval of at least three Circle of Kentucky at the Paducah areintsa
'
7
751
1 11"
314
1
Newsand Sports Dept
703.1313
more states still are needed to make it session last week.
4
R. T. Parker, Jr., was elected as
part of the Constitution.

Washington Today
.
Political Embarrassment
•

•

50 years

Grove High School are Faye
McReynolds, Marian Rogers, Gerald
Paschall, Barbara Myers, H. L. Ford,
Anna Howard, Virginia Miller, Bobby
Hopper,Ferrel Miller,and Pat Orr.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"Saddle Tramp" starring Joel McCrea and Wanda Hendrix.
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Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Saturday, April 18, the
108th day of 1981. There are 257 days
left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On April 18, 1906,San Francisco was
rocked by an earthquake that sparked
fires which nearly destroyed the city
and killed about 703 people.
On this date:
In 1775, patriot Paul Revere made
his famous ride from Charlestown to
Lexington, Mass. to warn the colonists that the British were coming.
In 1912, Turkey announced it was ,
closing the Dardanelles Straits.
In 1946, the League of Nations officially went out of existence.
And in 1968, telephone workers
across the country walked off their
jobs in the first national strike against
the BellSystem in 21 years.
Ten years ago: South Vietnam's
President Nguyen Cao Ky said it
would be 15 .to 20 years before his
country could defend itself.
Five years ago: About 40,000
Israelis marched into the occupied
West Bank area of Jordan, demanding that Israel annex the territory.
One year ago: President Carter'
said he had learned that Iran's
Ayatollah Khomeini had said the
American hostages wouldn't be freed
until after the US. presidential election in November.
Today's birthdays: Actor-producer
Robert Hooks is 44 years old. CaOher
Gary Carter of the Montreal Expos is
27.
Thought for today: To live is the
rarest thing in the world. Most people
exist, and that is all.— Oscar Wilde,
Irish-born writer (l854-1900)
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HEALTH

UMW Negotiators, Industry To Recess

Diseased gallbladder
DEAR DR. LAMB Recently I had some tests in a
hospital and learned that I
have gallstones. Before I went
into the hospital I had nausea.
some pain in the area of the
gallbladder and a lot of gas.
doctor told me that I
would have to have my
gallbladder removed, even if
the stones were dissolved,
because the gallbladder is
diseased.
My question is this, how can
you tell that a gallbladder is
diseased from an X-ray? Why
can some people have the
stones removed or dissolved
and keep their gallbladder? If
I feel better on a fat-free diet,
do I really need the surgery? I
have had major surgery
before and am not very
thrilled about going through it
again.
DEAR READER - Some
doctors believe that the very
presence of stones in the
gallbladder means you have
gallbladder disease. The
stones are formed because of
an abnormal reaction to cholesterol or bile pigments. You
can have two types of stones,
pigmented stones or cholesterol stones. The latter may
be dissolved in some cases.
This procedure is still-under
study to determine when it is
useful and when it is better to
operate.
Also, the gallbladder should
be seen on X-rays when it fills
with 'bile containing. a dye
used for the test. If the X-ray
shows that the gallbladder has
not filled, one possible cause
is from scarring and 'fibrosis
from previous inflammations
of the gallbladder.
There are differences of
opinions on whether gallbladder surgery. is .necessary_ in
plUents who do not have significant symptoms. This is
discussed more fully in The
Health Letter number 4-9,
Gallstones and Gallbladder
Disease, which I am sending
you. Others who want this
issue can send 75 cents with a
long, stamped, self-addressed
envelope for it to me. in care
of this newspaper, P.O. Box
1551, Radio City Station, New
York, NY 10019.
.
One of the important considerations is the general
health of the patient. An older
person with. other medical
problems who is not having
any symptoms from a gallstone may do well to avoid
surgery. A younger person
might avoid future problems
by having it. You could ask for
a consultation with another
doctor before agreeing to
surgery.
DEAR DR. LAMB - How
can grandparents endure a
lively beautiful granddaughter who I am positive is
hyperactive? She was Very.
small when she was born and!

John Dale Will
Speak At Seventh
And Poplar Church
John Dale will speak on
"The Resurrection Gospel"
with scripture from I Cor.
15:1-4 at the 8:30 and 10:.40
a.m. services and on "I Will
Sing and Pray" with scripture from!Cor. 14:15 at the 6
p.m. services on Sunday,
April 19, at the Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ.
Assisting in the services
will be Jerry Ainley, Jerry
Bolls, Gary Roberson,
James Lee Harmon, Garry
Evans,Sam Parker,Glen W.
Gibbs, Webb Caldwell,
James 0. Lamb, Tommy
Carraway, Kelly Crouse,
Lenith Rogers, Glen B.
Gibbs, Johnny Bohannon,
Gene McDougal, Max
Farley, Earl Nanny, and B.
Steve Simmons.
Teen nursery helper will
be Karen Shultz and special
class helper will be Janee
Sims. Serving on the extension department will be Joe
Garland and Emmanuel
Manners.
Bible study will be at 9:45
a.m.Sunday.

University Church
Of Christ Will
Hear Bruce Logue

required special treatment.
Her mother did drink and
smoke during the pregnancy
as she didn't realize that this
could have any effect on the
pregnancy. It breaks my heart
to hear her threaten to punish
the little girl when I know my
granddaughter needs help to
enable her to be more responsive.
DEAR READER - First,
let me agree that cigarettes
and alcohol, and perhaps
caffeine in coffee, are harmful to pregnancies. That is
especially true if they are
used in large quantities.

By WILLIAM KRONHOLM
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) Lawrence E.Lamb,M.D. With both sides unwilling to
But babies born to mothers budge, negotiators for the
who have been very careful United Mine Workers and
can still become hyperactive. the soft coal
industry have
Why don't you forget about
the alcohol and cigarettes and declared an indefinite recess
just talk to your daughter that could extend the 23-dayalong the lines of the value of old coal strike through a
having a check-up to see if the fourth week
and into a fifth.
little girl is all right now, in
Representatives of the
view of her small size when
she was born. As a grand- UMW and the Bituminous
parent you do have some Coal Operators Association
responsibilities and some
rights. Perhaps if your daugh- ended their talks after two
ter sees this column she may hours of bargaining Friday.
realize that her child has a No new negotiations were
problem which she may not
scheduled.
have recognized.

Each side said the other's
proposal was unacceptable,
and neither expressed any
willingness to compromise.
UMW President Sam
Church said the industry rejected the union's sevenpoint proposal for rewriting
the tentative threeyear contract that miners had voted
down by a 2-1 margin.
He described ttie union
droposal as a more formal
version of one the industry
had rejected Tuesday. But
he urged the industry to give
it further study anyway.
B.R. Brown,the industry's

,7ccept this agreement." He
chief negotiator, would not
said he would not send the
comment on the talks. ChurChurch said the union vote rejected
contract offer back
zh, however, said the inclearly showed "that our to the coalfields
for a second
dustry had told the union to
people ... were not willing to vote.
"give them a call when we
want to be realistic."
Jack Ptrry, UMW District
17 president and a member
of the union negotiating
team, said the BCOA
negotiators want the union to
reconsider the threeyear
-Your Not Getting
contract rejected earlier.
"We obviously can't do
Older, Just Better
that," Perry said. "They
found our proposal unaccepable, and their proposal is
!ertainly unacceptable to

Congratulations

Frank & Verna

Jerry & Mary Ann
we
honor
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Economy Size Mobil Grill
With 20-1b,Propane Tanitlr,ne features of larirr grills '3 .x2'U steel cook-

r
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Fi

Briefs, Athletic Shirts

ing grate, 22.000 B:L single burner Rustproofed,
steel base Rubber tire wheels Sovei
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Knit Pants, Fresh
Spring Colors MisSave
seoswizes.
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3 In Pkg.

Our Reg 897

propane fork is emptv

6.97
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4.00

5.49

Travel Alarm Clock

Men's Cotton Underwear
Boys' Briefs Or Tees.
Cotton. 3-In-pkg. 3.00

Jrn , nous nor as
Hand - wind

Sale Price

Gaines' Gravy Train'
25-lb
bag of nut
ritionally complete
dog food Just oda
water to make a rich
thick gravy
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,1 Limit 2
-

$1

) $1

Ten 10-gal. bags

2.22

20
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Bags .. 78'

10" Fry Pan
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1.47ylon
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Knee
flattering
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tone. Nude
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FOR

1.68

OVER-DRY
SKIN

Propane Cylinders

Vaseline

Intensive Care - Lotion
Soothing dry skin reset '5oz Regular with pump

INTENSIVE
( ARE

'F

DEVELOP AND PRINT
Kodacolorll'4Focal.
Color Print Films

power
with
curling ironSwivel cord.
Dry
indicator light.

SLIDE AND
MOVIE
PROCESSING
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Sale
Price

Spee-D-CurIR Curler
-on

MS,

12-Exp. 1.99
Our Reg 3.97

20-Exp. 3.29
up to

Flannel Backed, Colorful
Vinyl Table Covers
Freshen up for spring!52x70- or
60" round in sun-bright prints
and solid colors Save!

2.22

Process 20-exp.
Slide or
8MM Movie Film
For

up to

with 16oz drink

11.24

24-Exp. 3.69
LAD to
36-Exp. 5.79

8 oz. chopped beef steak
(served in mushroom
gravy) Choice of potato,
creamy coie slew

Process 36-exp.
Slide Film

2.08

*C 41 PROCESS F PAS
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our on time
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QUALITY PARTS AND SERVICE
SPECIALS THRU SATURDAY

Sun. Thru Tues.
Only Auto Specials

Mon
Thru
Sat

Alignment
8.88

, Sklikwis.tsio;
'
)
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SERVICES INCLUDE

"Hyde Park"

nylonAttractive

Our
3.28

I
2
3
4
5

Runner
condv

stripe in
polypropylene
23x60"

The University Chorch of
Christ will hear Bruce Logue
speak on "Why Are You
Weeping" with scripture
from John 20:1-18 at the
10:30 a.m. service and on
"Messengers From God"
with scripture from Acts 5:111 at the 6 p.m. service on
Sunday,April 19.
'Ernie Bailey, Wayne
Williams, Vernon Gantt,
Hemp W. Brooks, Jim
Sate
Feltner, Jim Lawson, Tim
Cooler
Feltner, Charles Bazzell,
4-Gol.
bevJeff Duman,Chuck Wilson,
°see
12
Polyethylene, holds
Larry Smith, Bubba Nelms,
10-lbs ice
cons,
Wayne Doran, Kennie Colerage
son, Harold Grogan, and
Greg Delancey will assist in
the services.
ColkITION MI by Kfree Comperallan
Nursery supervisors will
be Pansy Ford, Mabel
Gallagher, Greta Gargus,
and Millie Curd.
Bible Addy will be held a
9:3? a.m.Sunday.

Sale Price

itairjR/W
Our Peg. 19.88

4-amp Champ..

Steel Car Ramps

For 6-V or 12-V battery

Slip resistant incline

6
7

21.88
25.88 I
27.88
37.77 29.88
31.77 31.88 I

36-month
Battery
Maintenance free.
Top or side terminal
style. Sizes to fit many
COM.

Installed Wtih Exchange

Sale Price

39.88
Front Disc
Brake Special

Additional parts and
services, which may
tve-r-erecrect
added cast Many
US Cars

171
2.04
2.14
:.211
2.37

"KM" Economiser" Blackwalls
4-ply Polyester Cord Body
'

Replace front brake
pads
True rotors
inspect calipers
Refill hydraultc system
Repack inner and
outer bearings
Re(NOCe front grease
seals
Inspect master
co:nder
Inspect rear linings lot
-wecsieeldtt.onoteest
it repairs on rear
brakes are needed)

Our 25.77
A78x13

Full '78' series tread width, 5-rib tread
design.' Popular sizes for many cars
All Tires Pius F E T Each

Mounting included •No Traci•-in Required
•

Sole Price

7.47

Each

H.D. Shocks
Installed

piston and '
shaft All weather
fluid Sizes for many
US cars

1
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Boggess, Hooper Pace Tiger Comeback

Murray Storms Back For 13-8 Win
The Murray bats con- shortstop was misplayed inPace came back in the McMillen. Taylor then drove
tinued their torrid hitting to left field and allowed all fifth to score Ftequarth with in both with a single.
and Darren Hooper pitched 4 three runners to score.
a triple before the Tigers
"We are starting to hit the
1-3 innings in relief to stop After Pace had moved to scored their final two runs in
ball a little better," Miller
McLean County's early out- third on a sacrifice by John the sixth.
said. "We just need to cut
burst as the Tigers rallied Billington, Vic Marshall
Boggess started the inning down on some of our errors.
for a 13-8 win yesterday, walked and Boggess singled
with a single and was moved We are playing much more
their ninth against four in Pace.
to third on a single by aggressively."
losses.
Four of Murray's hits went
to Mark Boggess, who also
scored two runs and drove in
two. Ronnie Pace had three
hits and drove in four runs
while Bruce Taylor had one
hit but drove in three runs.
Before McLean County FARMINGTON, Ky. - Brown singled and both ad- and Jeff Garrison, for the
had taken a 6-5 lead through For the second time in two vanced on a wild pitch.
first two runs. Dan Key
three innings, Hooper was days, Calloway County had
grounder by Bills singled Garrison to third
A
brought in to relieve David to rally for a win, this time
Berberich was bobbled at base, Darnell drove in GarMcMillen.
by a 7-4 score over Farm- third base, and the first two ...ison with a sacrifice fly,aufl
"He came in and shut ington.
Key scored on an error in
runs scored.
them down," Murray coach
centerfield.
The Lakers all seven of
In the fifth, Craig Darnell
Cary Miller said about their runs between the fourth
"Our kids are definitely
off with a triple and
led
Hooper's pitching.
and sixth innings as Don
Hooper finished the game Hargrove finished the strong scored on Hargrove's single. doing a good job of not giving
up until the final out,"
with four strikeouts and just pitching Eddie Burgess had
The Lakers capped their Calloway
coach Joe
one walk while allowing two started.
surge in the sixth by starting Stonecipher
said.
runs and three bits.
Calloway began its com- Pie inning wi,th three
As Hooper was completing eback 'in the fourth inning straight doubles, by
In his inning and a third of
his half of the work, Murray when Hargrove walked, Tim Berberich, Marty McCuiston relief, Hargrove struck out
began making its comeback
in Itb bottom half of the
fourth inning.
Tony Herndon led off with
a single and stole second
base. Taylor walked, and
both runners advanced on a
wild pitch. A walk to Eddie
Requarth loaded the bases
before Pace's grounder to
•••••••••••
•

Murray plays Christian
County in a doubleheader
starting at 1 p.ni. today.
McLean Co...1 2 3 0 2 0 0- 8 7 5
Murray
3 1 1 4 2 2 x -13 14 4
C. Thomas ?.Thomas (4)and KepiInger; David McMillen, Darren
Hooper (3) and Bruce Taylor. 25 Phillips (MC), Mark Boggess (hi),
Tony Herndon (M). 3B- Ronnie Pace
Mt.

Burgess, Hargrove Combine For 11 K's

Lakers Rally 2nd Straight Day

;
•

,
,

•A`' •

FOUR HITS IN FIVE AT BATS Mark Boggess,shown going into third base, was or
base for Murray all but one time as the Tigers rallied to beat McLean County, 13-8.
^
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three batters to save the
game for Burgess, who had
struckout eight and walked
four in his 52-3 innings.
The Lakers, now 7-2, will
host McLean County in a
doubleheader beginning at
12 p.m. today.
Calloway ....0 0 0 2 1 4 0- 7 9 3
Farmington . I 1 0 0 2 0 0- 4 8 6
Eddie Burgess, Don Hargrove (6)
and Craig Darnell; Todd Smith and
Wagner. 28 - Bill Berberich (CC),
Marty McCuiston CC), Jeff Garrison
(CO. Todd Smith (MC), Al Colley
(MC). 38 - Darnell (CC). HR Smith

Iff
I.

mis

WIN

GOING FOR A BACKHAND SMASH - Mike Costigan teams with Mats Ljungman (left) as the number two
MSU doubles pair won two more matches in the Racers'9-0 wins yesterday.

I

Season Records Go To 18-9, 7-1

MSU Tennis Team Wins Two
BASKETBALL AWARD WINNERS - For the Calloway County boys team above are (front
row, left to right)
Jeff Butterworth, Craig Darnell(Most Improved)and Brad Miller(Most Improved);(back raw)Dan
Key (Assists
and Free Throw Percentage), Bryan Tebbetts, Marty McCuiston (Coaches Award), Keith Loveft
(Rebounds and
Field Goal Percentage), Jeff Garrison (Defense). For the girls team below are (left to right)
Ladona Overby
(Most Improved), Jena Hoke (Attitude), Angie Futrell (Assists), Patty Doyle (Defense), Beth Hooks
(100 Percent), Rachel Lamb(Most Valuable Player).

The Murray State tennis overall and 7-1 in the OVC,
team won twiceAy scores of will play Louisville and
9-0 yesterday, defeating Eastern Kentucky today.
MSU 9, Morehead 0
MOrehead State in an Ohio
Singles Results - Mats Ljungman
Valley Conference match def. Phil King,
7-6, 6-2; Terje Persson
and coming back to beat St. def. Nick Lee,6-2, 1-6, 6-0; Finn Swarting def. Ronen Graziani,6-3,6-0; Mik
Louis.
Costigan def. Julian Lowiri,-6-1,
The Racers, now 18-9 Erik Tistharnmer def. Leighton J
•

3-6, 6-3, 7-5; Steve Wille def. Jim Lee Blount, 6-2,
6-3; Swarting def.
Lykins,6.2,6-3.
Mike Schfafly,
Doubles Results - Persson- Scott Howell, 6-0, 6-0; Costigan def.
6-0,6-2; Tisthammer def.
Swarting def. King-Lee, 6-4, 6-4; Lou
Andrews, 6-0, 3-6, 7-6; Wille def.
Ljungmkn-Costigan def. Lowin-Jones, Bill Hornbarger,
6.4,6.0.
6-2, 6-1; Tisthammer-Wille def.
Doubles Results - PerssonGrazumi-Lykins,6-1,6-3.
Swartmg def. Molinari-Andrews, 6-1,
5-7, 6-1; Ljungman-Costigan def.
MSU 9,St. Louis
Blount-Hornbarger, 6-4, 6-2;
es Results - Ljungman def. Tisthammer-Wille
def. SchfaflyMarco
bnari, 6.1,6-4; Persson def. Howell,6-4,6-2.

matey 9treey

LIVE!... ON STAGE!...
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AZALEA'S
FLOWERING & SHADE

TREES

MSU Women Lead
MTSU In Tourney
After First Day

EVERGREEN & FLOWERING

SHRUBS
BEDDING PLANTS
VEGETABLES & FLOWERS
Profestional Landscape Service

Jones Landscaping
-Sot. 8-5 Sun. 12.5
407 N. I 2t4s St.
urrey, Ky. 42071
Phone 7534725
WO
"

MOREHEAD,Ky.- After
the first day of the Ohio
Valley Conference women's
tennis tournament, Murray
State leads Middle Ten
nessee State by two point
with Morehead State anothei
three behind.
Five of Murray's single
players advanced while tht
. number two doubles tean
also won.

Eastern Kentucky 11, Western Kentucky 9, Austin Peay 4, Tennessee
Tech 2.

Singles Results - Fran Spencer
drew a bye, def. Joy Rupert EKU ),60, 6-1; April Horning def. Allison Hill
Mot,6-1,6-0, def. Mary Squire (AP),
6.0, 6-4; Jonum Eid won by default
over Natalie Price 1AP I, def. Mariam
Hart(MO),34,6-4,6-0; Carla Ambrico
def. Paula Castro (EKU 1-6, 6-1, 6-3,
def. Kirstin Wicorin (MO, 6-3, 6-2;
Sherryl Rouse drew a bye, lost to
Diana Myers (MT), 6-2, 6-3; Mary
McNichols, drew a bye, def. Lynn
Swindell(MT),34,6-2,6-L
Doubles Residta -Spencer-Horning
lost to Wilson-Newgreen (MT), 6-4, 6Team Results - Murray State 21, .X.1131
,
1110 ,Eld-Carla Ambeico del.
Tennessee-ii; ikarehead 19, Bradley-Leslie(WU),6-1, 6-2.

The 11-game hittrng streak in the American League since
for Minnesota's Ken Lan- Porn Dimaggio of Boston had
dream in 1980 was the longest a 34-game streak in 1949.

THE MICKEY GILLEY - JOHNNY LEE SHOW IS
COMING TO MURRAY, KY SUNDAY, MAY 3rd
Don't miss the excitement! See Mickey Gilley, Johnny Lee and the Urban Cowboy Band
live in the M.S.U. Fieldhouse.
Good seats are still available for $9.50 each. Tickets are limited to insure comfortable
seating for everyone. Seating will be on a "first come" basis and the doors will open at
g:00 p.m.
Tickets may be ordered by mailing check or money 'order to: McCracken County Khoury
League Concerts
P.O. Box 1383-- Paducah, Ky-42001
Mickey GMey
Johnny-Loa's
Hits
Master Card or Visa • call 502-443-7365
"Roomful of Roses"
"Lookin' for Love"
(operators will take your order)
"Window Up Above"
from the movie
"Don't The Girls All Get
"Urban Cowboy"
TiClUET LOCATIOIIS: World of fowl
Prettier At Closing Time?"
"One In A Million"
Coro-Aostio
"Pickln' Up Mangers"

Doemisoo-Noot
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Unbeaten Oakland Still Doing Eveirything Right
By HERSCHEL NISSF)I
SON
AP Sparta Writer
The Oakland A's apparent.),can do no wrong.
"Tbe guys who were supposed to get on base got on
base,the guys who were supposed to hit the ball out of the
park hit the ball out of the
piurk and some of the guys
who weren't supposed to hit
the ball out of the park hit
the ball out of the park,"
Cliff Johnson said in recapping the unbeaten A's 16-1
rout of the Seattle Mariners
wriday night.
With ned-hot Tony Armas
leading the way with two
homers, a double and five
runs batted in,the A's thrilled a franchise-record crowd
of 50,255 by pounding out 18
hits,five of them home runs,

In running their record to 9-0.
That tied the club mark for
consecutive victories and
moved the A's within one of
the major-league record for
consecutive victories at the
start of a season.

AL Roundup
Elsewhere in
the
American League, the
California Angels blanked
the Minnesota Twins 4-0
behind Ken Forsch's six-hit
pitching; the Detroit Tigers
downed the Toronto Blue
Jays 8-5; the New York
Yankees nipped the Texas
Rangers 2-1; the Boston Red
Sox turned back the Chicago
White Sox 8-5, and the
Baltimore Orioles edged the
Kansat City Royals 3.-2.
Cleveland and Milwaukee

Houston Advances

were not scheduled.
Armas and Johnson have
been known to hit the ball out
of the park before. Rickey
Henderson and Dwayne
Murphy, who also homered,
are known more for their
speed.
The A's treated the crowd
to some early fhiworks,sending 10 men to the plate in a
fivenin first inning against
Floyd Bannister. Henderson
singled to lead off and Murphy and Johnson followed
with home rwis.
Almost lost in the rout was
the tour-hit pitching of Steve
McCatty, who conceded that
"it's easy to pitch when you
are 15 runs ahead" and said
that after the first inning he
knew that "we were off to
the races."
Armes belted his fifth
home run of the season in the
fourth with one man aboard
and hit his sixth with two on
to cap a six-run seventh inning. The five RBI gave him
16 for the season to go with a
.405 batting average.
"I've never had a start like
this -I can't believe it," he
said.

Angels 4,Twins0
Dan Ford and Tom
Bninansky hit solo home
runs off Al Williams in the
first two innings to help
Forsch record his first AL
victory as Califorrilis snapped a four-game losing
streak. "I had real good
command of my pitches and
felt great after the second or
third inning," said the
veteran of 11 National
League seasons."I was a little nervous at the beginning,
I guess. I walked the leadoff
hitter on four pitches, all
fastballs."
Tigers 8,Blue Jays 5
Kirk Gibson cracked a
tworun homer to help rookie
lefthander Howard Bailey
pick up his first majorleague victory. Gibson's
homer capped a fourrun first
inning against Luis Leal.
Detroit added four runs in
the sixth inning on six hits,
triggered by a Gibson single.
Gibson, who was 4-for-4
Thursda.A night against
Toronto, went 2-for-2 Friday,
raising his average to .466.
"I feel good at the plate," he
said. "I feel when I go up

there that Ilrget a hit. When
there are guys on base I feel
like I'm going to drive them
in."
Yankees 2, Rangers 1
Reggie Jackson, making
his 1981 debut, doubled
across the two runs Ron
Guidry needed in the first inning. Jackson, who had been
nursing a torn tendon in his
right leg and was on the
disabled list for the first five
games of the season, drove a
1-2 pitch from Danny Darwin
into the left-center field gap
to score Willie Randolph and
Jerry Mumphrey, who
reached on an error and a
walk.
"I felt completely comfortable out there tonight
because I saw some live pitching yesterday (Thursday)
against our Double A team
(Nashville)," said Jackson.
"I was more nervous against
them than I was tonight. I'm
not swinging the bat like I
want to. I'm not thinking
nome run up there; I'm just
trying to hit the ball hard."
Red Sox 8, White Sox 5
Carney Lansford and Rick
Miller, both acquired from

SPORTS AT A GLANCE

California in winter trades,
combined for five RBI.
Lansford collected four hits,
including a two-run homer,
and Miller rapped three
singles and drove in three
runs. Tony Bernazard, Greg
Luzinski and Harold Baines
homered for the White Sox.
Lansford's first homer of
the season followed a walk to
Tony Perez and launched a
three-run second inning.
Gary Allenson doubled and
scored on a single by Miller.
Orioles 3, Royals 2
Rich Dauer's bases-loaded
double triggered a three-run
rally in the eighth inning that
sent AL champ Kansas City
to its third setback in as
many home games. Loser
Dennis Leonard, who retired
16 straight batters. in one
stretch, gave up singles to
Gary Roenicke and Terry
Crowley to start the eighth.
After Al Bumbry's attempted sacrifice bunt turned into
a single and loaded the
bases, Dauer doubled home
two runs to tie the score and
Eddie Murray greeted Dan
Quisenberrjr with a sacrifice
fly.

Sports In Brief
By The Associated Press
TENNIS
MONTE CARLO. Monaco 1API Jimmy Connors swept utto the
semifinals Of the 6250.000 Monte Carlo
Open with a 6-3, 6-2 victory over Yennkk Nosh of France.
In other action, Bali= Taroczy of
Hungary beat Ricardo Cano of Argentina 6-2, 6-3; and Guillermo Vila., of
Argentine defeated Tomas Saud of
Czechoslovakia 6-0.14,74.
Lot ANGELES AP - John
McEnroe breezed past Stan Smith 6-2,
6-3 to gain a semifinal berth in the
$75,000 Jack Kramer Open tennis tournament.
Third-seeded Brian Teacher fell by
the wayside during the qualerfinsIs,
as he retired during his match with
Sandy Mayer. After losing the opening
set 6-1 and dropping the first game of
the second, Teacher told the umpire
that he had been sick with the flu and
could not continue_
In the other quarter-final matches,
Bill Scanlon eliminated 'weeded
Walter Redondo 6-4, 6-3, and Nick Saviano whipped John Lloyd of Great
lintain,6-3,6-4.
GOLF
FtANCHO LA COSTA, Calif. AP Lee Trevino birdied two of the last
three holes for another 5-under-par 67
and a 134 total to take a 2-stroke lead in
the second round of the $300,000
MONT-Tourruiment of Champions.
Ray Floyd shot a secondround 67
and was in second place at 136.
TALLAHASSEE,Fla. API - Dave
Eichelberger carded a 6-under-par 66
for a 132 total to take a two-shot lead
over Boblifurphy in the second round
of the $100,000 Tallahassee Open.
ORLANDO, Fla. (API - Beth
Djiniel posted a 5-underpar 67 for a 135
total to take a three-stroke lead over

Cindy Hall after two rounds in the
8100,000 LPGA Florida Lady Citrus

townmnent.

HOCKEY
GOTEBORG,Sweden AP)-Olympic star Dave Christian scored on a
penalty shot with 11 seconds left, his
third goal of the game, giving the
United States a dramatic 74 victory
aver The Netherlands in the "B" pool
opener of the World Championslups.
In another "B" pool match.- Finland
got two goals each Irani Tapio Leve
and Jukka Porvan and downed West
Germany 6-3_
The top four teams - the Soviet
Union, Czechoslovakia, Sweden and
:anode - start competition in the •'A"
,xpol Saturday

Transactions
By The Associated Press
BASEBALL
American League
CLEVELAND INDIANS-Activated
Andre Thornton, first baseman. Op:lolled Von Hayes, infielder, to
Charleston of the Southern League.
Signed Ron Pruitt, catcher-outfielder,
to a one-year contract with Charleston
of the International Leag tie
National League
HOUSTON ASTROS-Signed David
Clyde, pitcher, to a contract with Columbus of the Southern League.
LOS ANGELES DODGERS-Placed
Don Stanhouse, pitcher, on irrevocable waivers for the purpose of
giving him his unconditional release.
COLLEGE
RICE-Named Tommy Suitts head
basketballsoach.

series, you don't deserve,to
advance."
Murphy, the oldest and
shortest player on the court,
carried the scoring burden
for Houston because center
Moses Malone was ill. But
the 6-foot-10 dynamo still
scored 21 points.
Suns 81,Kings 76
Phoenix scored the last
five points of the game to
avoid elimination against
Kansas City.
down a ninth-inning Houston Walling's sacrifice fly before Philadelph
"The momentum is cerBy KEN RAPPOPORT
ia over Chicago. Matthews scored from third runs and scored twice and
tainly with us," said Suns
rally to defeat the Astros.
AP Sports Writer
shutting off the Houston ral- Christenson, 1-1, struck out on Larry Bowa's
double-play Lary Sorensen and Jim OtPittsburgh starter Rick ly.
center Alvan Adams, whose
The Atlanta Braves traded
five and yielded four hits in grounder and put the game ten combined on an
eighttwo free throws with 33 Doyle Alexander during the
Mike Easier and Vance seven innings as the Phillies away with a threerun fourth hitter as St. Louis beat Cinseconds left broke a 76-76 tie. offseason because of conLaw spoiled the home pit- won their fourth straight capped by Keith
Moreland's cinnati. Scott, George Hen"The pressure is back on tract problems.
,
ching debut for Don Sutton, game. Proly pitched the sacrifice fly.
drick and Garry Templeton
them."
Friday night, he made
0-2, with sacrifice flies in the final two innings against the
"I made- a lot of collected three hits apiece as
"Sunday's game will be them pay for it.
Rhoden, 2-0, scattered six first and fourth innings and Cubs, who were batting .195 mistakes,"
said Christemon. the Cardinals snapped Cintremendous," said Phoenix
Theright-hander, now pit- hits but was chased in the the Pirates never trailed.
as a team entering the game.
threw
too
many high fast cinnati's threegame winning
Coach John MacLeod."They ching for San Francisco, ninth when Craig Reynolds
Phillies 6,Cubs 2
The loss was the fourth balls. But I got away with a streak.
have excellent coaching. came back to,haunt his old doubled and Cesar Cedeno
Larry Christenson and straight for Chicago.
lot of them."
"There's a newness in facThey've competed like team, scattering five hits in singled. Reliever Grant Mike Proly combined on an ,The
Phillies took a 1-0 lead
Cardinals
9,
Reds
5
ingother hitters," said
heck."
seven innings as the Giants Jackson gave up DennN eight-hitter to pitch in the second
when Gary
Tony Scott knocked in two Sorenson.
The Kings, down to just defeated the Braves 6-2.
eight players because of in- "It was a typicarhollexjuries, managed to outre- ander game," said San
bound the quicker Suns, but Francisco Manager Frank
were plagued by 16 tur- Robinson. "He throws a lot
novers and 38.3 percent of pitches because he tries to
shooting from the field.
make you hit his pitch."
"You got to give the
Alexander didn't tire after
By BARRY WILNER
Hedberg had gotten behind 2 minutes later and, after real test and we said to confident. We're
not kidding
Phoenix Suns credit," said throwing 106 pitches, but
AP Sports Writer
the Blues' defense and was Sutter got his second goal of ourselves, 'It's a 0-0 game ourselves. This
will be a
Kansas City Coach Cotton came out with a blister on his
One of the most exciting - headed in alone on St. Louis the game, Ron Duguay beat with
20 minutes to go."
tough
series."
Fitzsimmons. "They were finger.
and rare - plays in hockey goalie Mike Liut when he Liut with 47 seconds remainThey went right out and
Guy Chouinard had three
playing defense, and their
"I gave them seven good climaxed a most exciting was tripped by Jack
ing.
continued
their
domination
assists
for Calgary, while
defense is one of the reasons innings and we have a good Stanley Cup quarterfinal Brownschidle of the Blues.
"I think it's the fatigue of the Oilers' penalty killers, Behn Wilson scored once and
that we're shooting the way bullpen, so there wasn't any playoff game between the St. Newell's arm
shot up im- more than anything," said with Potvin scoring the set up two goals for the
we are. They're exploiting use in me staying out there Louis Blues and New York mediately and he pointed
to Blues Coach Red Berenson. game-winner at 3:47.
Flyers.
us, trying to two-time our any longer," he noted.
Rangers Friday night.
center ice to signify the first "Last week (a five-game
"Denis is shooting like a
North Stars 5,Sabres 2
good shooters and leaving
Alexander was dealt to the
The penalty shot, in which postseason penalty shot preliminary
round
series
demon,"
said
Goring,
who
Minnesota
won its-fourth
the other people open."
Giants in a controversial an attacker skates in one-on- since Philadelphia's Bill
with Pittsburgh) finally had the team's other power- straight road playoff game
Johnson led Phoenix with trade that he requested when one against a goaltender as Barber was stopped
by caught up with us."
play goal. "And we're mov- as Steve Christoff and rookie
17 points, while Scott Wed- Braves management refus- the rest of the players stand Glenn Resch
of the
Islanders 6,Oilers 3
ing the puck.around so well Dino Ciccarelli each scored
man led all scorers with 19 ed to renegotiate his con- aside, is so special that it Islanders. The
only sucThe defending champions that they can't key on one twice.
for the Kings.
tract.
nearly always raises the cessful effort was by Wayne used a dynamic
power play guy."
"The offense and defense
In other National League crowd noise to a fevered pit- Connolly of Minnesota
Bucks 109, 76ers 86
- three goals by Denis PotGlenn Anderson scored have both been playing
Milwaukee forced a Sun- action,the an Diego Padres ch. And it is so rare that against Los Angeles'
Terry vin and one by Butch Goring, twice and set up a goal for well," said Christoff, who
day showdown by taking nipped the Los Angeles when referee Dave Newell Sawchuk on April 9, 1968.
giving the Islanders 13 the Oilers.played for the gold medalcontrol of the game in the Dodgers 3-2 in 10 innings; the awarded one to the Rangers' "I faked to the right,
then I power-play tallies in five
Flames 5, Flyers 4
winning U.S. Olympic
third quarter and, pulling Pittsburgh Pirates edged the Anders Hedberg at 8:29 of put a forehand
shot between games and seven against the
Calgary built a 5-2 lead hockey team _last year. He
away in the final period Houston Astros 4-3; the the third period, it was only his legs," Hedberg said.
Oilers-to down Edmonton. through two periods, then also set'a rookie record for,
against Philadelphia.
Philadelphia Phillies stop- the seventh time it had hapThe New York Islanders It was the first time the survived a third-period blitz playoff goals with eight last
--Mickey Johnson scored 22 ped the Chicago Cubs 6-2, pened in National Hockey journey to Edmonton SunIslanders played a close by the Flyers, who scored spring.
points and center Bob Lanier and the St. Louis Cardinals League playoff history.
day and Monday,leading the game in these playoffs.
twice and sent 19 shots at
"Since we got in the
added 20, including a layup outscored the Cincinnati
"You're kidding me," said Oilers two games to none
"Our character came out Flames goalie Pat Riggin.
playoffs,
we're mucking and
early in the third quarter Reds 9-5.
Hedberg, a speedy right after a 6-3 victory Friday; after the second period,"
"I'm
a
lot
more
confident
forechecki
ng better than the
that put the Bucks ahead to
Along with Alexander, wing and one of hockey's Calgary and Philadelphia
said Potvin, noting that the going home with that win," other teams. Plus we have
stay,49-47. The Bucks led 74- Larry Herndon and Enos most deadly shots on the are knotted at a game apiece
score was 3-3 after 40 said Flames Coach - Al some young, smart
66 at the end of the period Cabell were key elements of breakaway, when told it was after the Flames won on the
minutes. "This was our first MacNeil. "But I'm not over- players."
and outscored the 76ers 35-20 the Giants' victory. Herndon the first penalty shot in Flyers' ice 5-4, and Minin the fourth quarter..
hit a two-run single in the Stanley Cup action since nesota won its second
Marques Johnson, hobbled first inning and Cabell col- May 7, 1975.
straight on Buffalo ice, takby a back injury all week, lected three hits and scored
"I think that's an indica- ing the Sabres 5-2.
contributed 15 points. Julius three runs.
tion that the referee is very
The Rangers overcame a
Erving led all scorers with
Alexander,2-0, walked one reluctant to call penalty 3-1 Blues lead built on firstand struck out two before shots," Hedberg said. "But period goals by Jorgen Petyielding to reliever Greg it definitely was the right tersson, Larry Patey and
Minton in the eighth inning.
call. I give him credit for it." Brian Sutter. Barry Beck
Gaylord Perry, 0-1, the
Hedberg's successful shot scored for New York in the
Ile FREEDOM FUELBraves'u 42-year-old right- broke a 3-3 tie and stanza.
***** ****
hander, was chased in the catapulted the Rangers to a
Dean Talafous got the only
fourth after yielding eight 6-4 triumph and a split of the goal of the second period,
hits and five runs.
first two games of the series then Jere Gillis pulled New
Padres 3,Dodgers 2
in St. Louis. The teams head York even just 59 seconds
Broderick Perkins, a late- to New York for Games 3 before Hedberg's tally.
inning replacement at first and 4 on Sunday and Monday
Mike Allison pushed the
base for Randy Bass,lined a nights,respectively.
Rangers atiead 5-3 less titan
10thinning single to score
'BASED ON CURRENT AVERAGE PRICe OF REGULAR GASOLINE IN THIS AREA Gene Richards from second
SMALL MILEAGE REDUCTION COMPARED WITH GASOLINE
as San Diego handed Los
Angeles its first defeat of the
season.
Richards reached first to
LAS VEGAS,Nev.(AP)- the world's champion," an
* ENGINES LAST LONGER
open the 10th when Dodger In the huge pavilion of glit- unassuming hero who
lifted
shortstop Bill Russell bobbl- tering Caesars Palace,in the the spirits of a people
* REDUCES OIL COST
beset
ed his grounder for an error. company of the rich and the by racism and of a
nation
Ozzie Smith sacrificed him famous, nearly 3,000 people faced with World
* NO FUEL PUMP NEEDED
Now at your Toyota
War II.
dealer your lbyota is cheaper to keep
to second and reliever Steve cheered in tribute to the
"God sent Joe from the
than before We've lowered the prices of the most bask services
Howe walked Ruppert Jones memory of Joe Louis, the black race to represent
* LESS CARBURETOR & OTHER
and parts: tune ups, oil changes,air and oil filters, spark plugs,even
the
to
set the stage for Perkins. man with the modest man- human race," Jackson
batteries We sell genuine Toyota triple filtering element air filters to
said.
MAINTENANCE COSTS
help protect the engine of your Toyota For Toyota service specialists
The Dodgers had won their ner and mighty punch.
Prior
to
and genuine Toyota parts, plus new everyday low prices, bring ydur
the
service
first six games of the season.
"Let's hear it for the
* MORE USEABLE POWER
Toyota to the people who know Toyotas best
Tim Lollar worked the 10th champion," the Rev. Jesse several hundred people
viewed
the
open
coffin,
sitinning and set down all three Jackson said Friday at the
batters to get the victory.
close of his eulogy for the ting on a bier in a boxing ring
sinloi.pat
"I'm not bitter about Bass black former heavyweight and flanked by an honor
starting at first," said boxing champion. "Let's guard from nearby Nellis
Air Force • Base. On
Perkins, who lost the job to dhear it for the champ."
Thursday
more than 10,000
Bass in spring training. "All
The crowd in the sports
CALL FOR MORE INFORMATION
I can do is go out and play pavilion rose and erupted in7 people filed past during the
day-long
public
Viewing, seand pull for Randy. I'll do to applause for Louis, who
my job when I get the chance died Sunday at 66 and will be cording to mortuary of-1
and I want to thank the buried Tuesday at Arlington ficials.
Padres for giving me that National Cemetery in
Jackson shared the serchance."
Virginia.
vices with Frank Sinatra and
Pittsburgh's Tim Foil got
Jackson, a civil, rights Sammy Davis Jr., Who sang
three singles and scored two leader, eulogized Louis as "Here's to the Winner." his
runs and the Pirates' tut "the blacks' treasure and voice breaking at one point.

By WILLyaki R.BARNARD
AP'Sports Writer
It has been 14 years since a
team with a losing record in
the regular season reached
the next-to-last round of the
National Basketball Association playoffs.
The Houston Rockets, 4042 in 1980-81, ended that string Friday night by beating
the Midwest champion San
Antonio Spurs 105-100. If the
Kansas City Kings,also 40-42
in the regular season, can
beat the Phoenix Suns in
their seventh and final game
Sunday, a losing team in the
NBA final series is
guaranteed.
The 1958-59 Minneapolis
Lakers were the only
regular-season losing team
ever to make the final series.
They lost in four straight
games to Boston.
Phoenix, which had trailed
Kansas City 3-1 in their bestofseven Western Conference
set, forced a seventh game
with an 81-76 triumph Friday
night, while the Milwaukee
Bucks tied their Eastern
Conference semifinal at 3-3
with a 109-86 victory over the
Philadelphia • 76ers. The
Boston Celtics, who swept
the Chicago Bulls in their
Eastern semifinal, await the
winner of the Bucks-76ers
series.
Calvin Murphy bombed
the Spurs with 19 of 28 fieldgoal attempts and hit all four
of his free throws for 42
points as the Rockets won for
the third time in the series at
San Antonio. Houston now
has won five out of six games
on the road in the playoffs.
"We were 40 and 42 this
season, not as good as they
(52-30Spurs) were," Murphy
said. "But when the playoffs
came, we played champion,
ship basketball. We deserv-__
ed to win this series."
"This series was
unbelievable," San Antonio
Coach Stan Albeck said after
each team won just one
game on its home floor."The
finish of it also was
unbelievable. The homecourt advantage in this
series didn't mean a thing.
(Forwed) Paul Griffin said
it best: 'If you lose three at
home in a seven-game

Contract Problems Pay Off For Giants' Hurler
NI Roundup

Hedberg's Penalty Shot Rallies Rangers

CONVERT YOUR TRUCK FLEET
PROPANE GAS

**
Texgas.

"THE FREEDOM FUEL"

PROPANE COSTS 40 TO 50 CENTS PER
GALLON LESS THAN GRSOLINE*

Thousands Pay Tribute
To Ex-Champ Joe Louis PROPANE THE CLEANER BURNING FUEL

TOYOTA

TEST DRIVE

A Propane Converted Truck or Car

Hatcher Auto_Wi_
515 S. 12th
Wormy
753-061

Texgas.

-

Railroad Ave.
Murray, Ky.

Chris Jones
Manager
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Feathers
MEMO OUTDOORS

6V Wee hems

Britt Cone held up the
chain stringer with °Re lone
fish dangling on the end.
"Boy, this would make a
pretty picture for the
paper!" he joked. And to
make matters worse, the
small white bass had an "Scurve" deformation in its
spine.
-Had to go and catch a
cripple, didn't you," snorted
L.M. Lowery from the back
of the boat. Cone didn't
answer, and he turned back
to flipping his bait upcurrent and working it back.
We were on the Little
River near Cadiz. Each spring when the rObuds bloom
thousands of white tiass
migrate up the river from
Barkley Lake to spawn.
Bill, lee Mark, and Mkhael Rebertsea, seas of Steve Reliertsea and Martha lacy, had a fine day fishing whoa
They swim upstream until
they broaght in a string of $6 crappie (left photo) and th• sane day caughtehis 40 pound catfish *a a tretline
Trigg County's Little River, white bass and spring
they find shallow shoals, and
scenery sunk. a great fishing
(right photo).
cesehhiation. Britt Caw(pktered ere)and L. M.L•wery of
then they spread out to make
Beaten have taken geed
catches of fish frees the river in the past three weeks.
nests and lay eggs. And in
the process,they will usually
(Photo by Wade Boom)
"yew
latch onto any bait which
This way they can cover tpring. Newborn leaves luck. "We got'em here two
SWililS
.
_
L. M. and Britt are both more 'territory and hunt for sprouted -frOfff—rflapte- urid-•—tiaYs -age,"-one Saki. "-Theyfrom Benton. L. M. works at the fish if they prove to be gum and sycamore. Redbud caught'em this morning on
a tire company,and he'd told scattered:So we were on our blossoms outlined sheer upstream by the old bridge,"
me about the white bass run way to the launching ramp in limestone bluffs, and moss another chimed in.
On April 10, 11, and 12th event, and information on Murray Home & Auto, Ver- Murray Bait Co., Carrico while patching a flat I'd Cadiz, and we were nearing and ferns added to the pic- Statements like that are
the West Ky. Fur Takers next years Rendezvous may non's Western Shop, Coast Paints, Sherwin-Williams brought in. "My grand- the Little River bridge on ture. Around one'bend was a great for building conpair of wood ducks, the male fidence.
were host of the first Rendez- be obtained by contacting To Coast Hardware, Paints, Carrico Super Ser- parents live near Little U.S. Highway 68.
But finally we began to
Southern States Co-Op, Big vice, Robersons Hi Burger, River over in Trigg County," "We're coming up on the swimming, the 'female pervous for the state of Ky. in Earl Allen at 436-2686.
K, Long John Silvers, Sirloin Joe Smith Carpet, Lovett he said, -and my grand- critical factor,". L.M. said. ched on a log. We got within score. Britt landed a nice
140 years.
The West Ky. Fur Takers..
Stockade, Otasco, Murray Bros Gulf, Steele & Allbrit- father told me about the "When we go over the 10 yards of them before they fish,then another. I caught a
This Rendemods took wish
gratefully
to
throw-back. Britt caught
pce at Camp Energy, acknowledge the following Supply Co., Twin Lakes Of- ten, Murray Lumber Co., stripe rim several years ago. bridge, if the water's up and flew.
Martin
Amoco,
Aurora
KenFinally
another.
L.
M.
cut
Then L.M. got into
muddy,
back
the
spring
the
we
don't
might
get
rains
If
Supply,
fice
Auto
D
&
as
W
well
beautiful
Land merchants and organizalocated in the
power on his outboard. "This the act and added still
Parts, Burger Queen, Oak Motel, Farmington river too high or muddy, turn around arid go home."
Between The Lakes.
tions whose generosity
Various clubs and helped to make this event Hardees, East Y Grocery, Cafe... Radio Station WSJP there's about a month's The water was up slightly is it," Britt said to his part- another fish to the stringer.
Stokes Tractor, Harrell Radio Station WNBS, T.V. worth of real good fishing." and dingy from a recent ner, and then to me,"This is The • further upstream we
organization of the sporting possible:
L.M. proceeded to tell me rain, but not so much so to the first shoal upstrearri 'Worked, the more fish we
Farm & Home Supply, Channel 6, WPSD, The
world were represented. And
Hank's Hardware of Paducah Sun, and The Mur- that that month is right now, force us to cancel. "Britt, from the lake. You can't see found. They were still scatOverby
Honda,
Peoples
roll call of the states
Bank of Murray, The Na- Paducah, Five Point Gulf ray Ledger & Times, Col- and the redbuds are the tell- what do you think?" L.M. it very well because of the tered and slow, but it soon
amounted to 18.
muddy water, but it's only was apparent that we'd
Various guest speakers in- tional Guard, Kroger Co., Service, Follow Thru Deli, onial House Smorgasbord, tale sign'"Britt and I were asked.
cluded U.S. Congressman Williams Country Sausage Man's World, Victors Big Joe's Restaurant, over there last Tuesday, and "I think it'll be okay. I about three feet deep. This is catch enough for a meal.. .
"Got one," L.M. declared,
C,arroll Hubbard, Asst. Com- Co. of Union City, Tenn., Restaurant, McClards Shell, Parkers Food Mkt., we caught around 30 real don't like it to clear. We're the type spot the stripes
and the fish and its catching
missioner Don McCormick, Storey's Food Giant, Owens Jeffrey Dry Goods, Beale Walmart of Fulton, Ky., and nice ones. Threw back a already tere-,-so lers run up like."
L.M. and Britt were using seemed only an average oc1st Dist. Commissioner- Sol Food Market, Jim Adams Hardware, Settle-Workman Creative Printers, plus a bunch more little ones." All and see wha! happens. It
Fritz, State Representative IGA, Kesterson Meat Co. of Dept. Store, Bill's Fish Mkt., special thanks to the co- it took was a suggestion that won't take lung to tell if casiing rods and spincast curance. But once it was
we're goint_ to catch reels. Their tried-and-true landed, I noticed that this
Freed Curd, various Fur Paris, Tenn., Flav-O-Rich Bill Melton, Ro-Ho Service sponsors of the Fish Fry, we try'em again.
Most people fish the stripe something," Britt answered. bait was a red jig with a fish might indeed be special Takers of America officers, Milk Co., D & T Warehouse Ctr., Chuck's Music Shop, The Commercial Fishermen
and officials of TVA, which Foods, Wallis Drugs, Uncle Pier 1 Imports, Lindsey of Kentucky. Public Ice Ser- run from the bank, but L.M. . The run -up Little River white Mister Twister trailer. very special.
Britt worked the front of
"L.M., that's a yellow
and Britt fish from a boat. was beautiful in the wrap of
included Dr. Frank Holland, Jeff's Sporting Goods, Uncle Jewelers, Pro-Am Parts vice of Murray.
the boat, running a troll bass, not a stripe," I said.
Scott Seiber,and Mark Cope. Lee's Sporting Goods,Snows Shop, Rib Shack, Lookofsky
motor to keep us moving "That's the biggest yellow
This now will be an annual Sporting Goods of Paducah, Sporting Goods of Mayfield,
'bass I've ever seen." (A
slowly up the current.
"I caught one here on the yellow bass is a first cousin
second cast last Tuesday," to a white bass, but it seldom
L.M. said. "I'd sure like to grows over a half pound.)
Finally we gave up and
see somebody get one here
came in, and the first stop
pretty quick."
He'd hardly got the words we made was at a local
Work-oriented societies paniments of ftecreative Ex- laboratory techniques, the
out of his mouth when Britt grocery. We weighed the
such as ours) tend to feel perience" indicated that researchers were able to
set the hook. The fish made a yellow bass on certified
guilty about recreation — or physiological Changes occur monitor such things as heart
quick rim downstream, but scales, and it went 1114
so psychologists have been during recreation. The study rate, skin
resistance,
Britt put on the brakes and ounces. L.M. then took the
telling us.
underscores how necessary forehead tension, upper back
soon
had the one-pound fish home, wrapped it in a
But a growing body of recreation is to relieve tension and respiration.
white bass dangling over the wet cloth and froze it. Meanscientific knowledge sug- stress.
These readings reflected the
boat. It was the "cripple."
while, I checked with the
gests that not only shouldn't
A research team subjected levels of stress, in the
"That's a good sign," L.M. Fish and Wildlife Departwe feel guilty about taking a group of volunteers to a research subjects.
said confidently. "They're ment in Frankfort to see if
off for a day of fishing, or two-phase treatment. The
Test result's revealed
still
in here."
L.M. had caught a new state
waterskiing, we should do it first phase was a period of significant differences in
For a while it seemed that record.
for our mental health.
mental arithmetic problem- five of the six physiological
those words were the kiss of
"It would have been a
and
More
more solving deliberately design- variables
monitored
death.
After
Brilt's
state
initial
record until last
psychologists are prescrib- ed to be frustrating. This between the period of induccatch we didirt get another week," explained Charlie
ing regular recreation as an was followed immediately ed stress and the recreation
bite for more than a half Bowers, the Department's
antidote to the stress of by phase two, which con- period. In short, the study
hour. We covered over a hun- chief of fisheries. "The
modern society, according to sisted of participation by the provided additional evidence
dred yards of shallow water, previous record was 8
the boating authorities at volunteer in a period of ac- of the value of recreation in
working our jigs slowly, then ounces, but last week a
Mercury Outboards.
tivity that he thought of as relieving stress.
fast, over the rocks, but our fellow was fishing here in the
Recently a major study "recreation."
Which is something
efforts were to no avail.
game farm lake and caught
Earl Allen, director if the West Ky. Far Takers Association, left, and Robert Overundertaken at the University
By placing electrodes at fishermen and boaters have
a
We
saw
yellow bass which weighed
several
fishermen
by,
of
Overby
Honda,
coagratulate
Kent
Dinicea,
19111
tester,
the
whining
Al..,
of Wisconsin entitled "Some various points on the body knoWn or suspected for a
for
along the banks, and they 121.4 ounces."
ATC 110 three wheeler given away at the anneal Readezveas held in the LBL.
Physiological
Accom- and employing other long time.
were having the same lack of
Easy come,easy go.

West Ky. Fur Takers Spring
Rendezvous Hugh Success

Stress and Recreation
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641 Super Shell

41110

IE
CP Ft 'I"
0.7 ti,a,/,,/
La.*,
Why Pay More For Your Next Boat?

Where "Service Is Our Business

Featuring
*Bass Hawk Boats
*Authorized Evinrude
Sales 8. Service

Ii

EVIflAUOE

*J.C. Pontoons
•Lz_t.T.

-

SALES &
SERVICE
JprIr•

s••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•

•• Hooks Wheel
••
•
• Alignment •
a

•

Tires, Wheels & Accessories:
•

.Aso( veer Alanaiac ARK Nliaottax MIX A110011111K Mal

Murray Bait Co.
Fred Gardner, OWner

# Wholesale Live Bait

•
Car, Truck, Tractor Tires •
•
• 11
Quality & Quantity Guaranteed
: Road and Field Service •
•
•
• Hwy. 94 East
410 N.4th
Phone
•
•
Murray,
Ky.
42071
753-8364-753-6779
•
502-79-5693
•
leow•••••••••••••••••0•••••••ii*Nomomem

7114101811941

****************************

*

*

*

On Ledbetter Creek at Kenlake State Park

Kenlake Manna

:Complete line of Fishing and Sporting Equipment :[3

Boat, Motor,Pontoon I Ski
*
*Rentals
Guide
Service-Co
vered
Storage:
*
*
*
Launching Ramp-Tackle, Bait
*
*
*
*
(502)474-2245 or 474-7211,ext. 171 *
* Rt. 1 Hardin
*
*
****************************
8

WHY WAIT

esti' spring to get your boat
and moor la shape? Costae, Bob Steeds, former
sarvice wiameger of Mack A Mack, year atitherised
Mercury A MerCruiser Service leakr.

Aurora Marine
Senrici Inc.
Located at Jct U.S.68 & 80 ot the west end of Aurora, Ky,

Movers: Mon.-Sat:8
Sem. 1-6 p.m.
Aurora, Ky.

512-474-22$4
1 . ,11 1
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Fins & Feathers
Lake-By-Lake Rundown
Barren River — Crappie night on worms, cheese and
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
— Unstable weather condi- fair on minnows over corn; clear to murky,stable,
water stickups and shallow cover; 19 feet below power pool and
tions
and
temperatures in the low 60s black bass and white bass 61 degrees.
Cave Run — Crappie and
are making things difficult slow in headwaters; clear to
for Kentucky fishermen at murky,stable at 9 feet below black bass slow; clear to
most Kentucky lakes. The summer pool and 61 degrees. murky to muddy, falling, 1
Green River 7 Crappie foot above summer pool and
exceptions are Barkley and
Kentucky, where crappie good on minnows over 62 degrees.
Buckhorn — Crappie and
are moving into shallow submerged cover; black
bass slow on spinnerbaits white bass fair on minnows
areas.
The lake-by-lake rundown, and medium runners; clear around cover; murky to
as compiled by the Depart- to murky, rising slowly, 5 muddy, rising slowly, 6 feet
ment of Fish and Wildlife feet below summer pool and below swnmer pool and 59
56 degrees.
degrees.
Resources:
Herrington — Crappie fair
Kentucky — Crappie good
on minnows around stickups on minnows around shallow
and shallow cover; black cover; black bass slow • on
and
bass slow on crankbaits and spinnerbaits
spinnerbaits; in tallwaters, crankbaits; clear to murky,
catfish, crappie and white rising slowly, 2 feet below
bass fair; clear to murky, summer pool and 56 degrees.
The restoration to healthy
Cumberland — Crappie numbers many
stable, eight-tenths foot
of
previously
below summer pool; 61 good on small minnows threatened or diminishing
along, shallow banks in
-degrees.
wildlife speces is a tribute to
Barkley — Crappie good tributaries; black bass and the success of this country"
on minnows around stickups white bass fair in heads of sportsmen-sponsore.'
and shallow cover; in creeks; in tailwaters, trout wildlife management protailwaters, white bass, crap- good (some limits); clear, grams. Yet, a recent survey
pie and bluegill fair, catfish rising slowly, 16 feet below indicated that some eighty
slow; clear, stable; 'eight- the timberline and 60 percent of school age
tenths foot below summer degrees.
youngsters were unaware of
Dale Hollow — White bass this
pool and 60 degrees.
success story.
Crappie.good_on /air ott small spianers_ani_seepi_misiftforma44.3
Nelki
minnows around shallow jigs in tributaries; black lack of information ci
cover; black bass and white bass slow off shallow points wildlife management probass slow; clear to murky, on large minnows and grams and their interrelarising slowly, 7 feet below crankbaits; clear to murky, tion with regulated hunting
summer pool and 62 degrees. stable, 5 feet below summer poses a potentially serious
, Rough River — Crappie pool and 60 degrees.
problem for state, federal,
Laurel*— Crappie good on and private wildlife
slow to fair on minnows over
agensubmerged cover; clear to minnows over submerged cies, for individual sportmurky, rising slowly, 7 feet cover; black bass fair on smen and sportsmen's
and groups, and for the future of
below summer pool and 60 spinnerbaits
crankbaits; trout good at wildlife itself.
degrees.

Grayson — Crappie fair
but small on minnows over
submerged cover; clear to
murky, rising slowly at summer pool and 60 degrees.
Fishtrap — Crappie fair on
minnows over submerged
cover; murky to muddy, rising slowly, 12 feet below
summer pool; 65 degrees.
Dewey — Crappie slow on
minnows over submerged
cover; clear to murky,
stable, at summer pool and.
65 degrees.

'The Un-Endangered
Species'

The importance of broad
public understanding by
tomorrow's adults of the
The Kentocky-Barkky Bass'. Gals held their husband-wife boss tournalUent
Selfishly April 13, at Little River on
essential role played by the
Barkley Lake. Members fishing were left to right, Carlos and Glenda Black, Mary
and Ricky Atkins, Charles and
various wildlife manageDonna Henry, Dan and Sondra Grimes, Jeanette and Charles Storey.
ment programs is obvious.
Recently, a new and effective way of bringing this
critical message to school
age youngsters has become
Ily Mary Morrow
ray gait Co., Thursday with
available. It is called "The
Wednesday, April 16, a limit of 60 nice size crapUn-endangered Species," a
Barkley Lake upper stage pie.
ovidIng_a_cam,-35
Friorw-tiie--looks-04-414e—
:19, luwer stage 30919.
prehensive and highly
Water temperatures: sur- water level it. Won't be long
ttibtrdatfbe examination of
face 61 degrees; 10 feet 61 before the crappie begin to
the success of wildlife
degrees; 25 feet 61 degrees. move in to spawn.
magement in North
According to the Browse A
Kentucky Lake upper stage
America. The presentation
Bout, at Lake City, the crap358.20.
is moderated by internaThursday, April - 17, pie fishing below the dam is
tionally known wildlife
Barkley Lake upper stage doing real well. There has
ecologist, Dr. Anne
358.20, lower stage 310.10. not been any report of any
LaBastille, and includes perWater temperatures: sur- sauger or catfish being
tinent discussions by John
face 62 degrees: 10 feet 61 caught, but there had been
Gottschalk, retired exdegrees;,25 feet 61 degrees. several bass caught.
ecutive vice president of the
J.W. Wilhain at Kenlake
Kentucky Lake upper stage
International Association of
Marina said there had been
358.20.
Fish and Wildlife Agencies;
Friday, April 18, Barkley lots of fish brought in all last
Thomas L. Kimball, exLake upper stage 358.21, week. Thursday afternoon
ecutive vice president of the
lower stage 311.71. Water 'he had two men come in with
National Wildlife Federatwo limits of bass with two of
tion; and Daniel Pool, presi- temperatures: surface 62
them going abpot
degrees;
10
feet
61
degrees;
dent-of the Wildlife Managepounds each, Wilham said
25
feet
61
degrees.
Kentucky
ment Institute.
the crappie seem to still be
Lake
upper
stage
358.25.
Prepared primarily for
Martha Gardner, of Mur- scattered but that the
use ,,in. sehaals -The Unray Bait Co., said the crap- "figierMen-are still catchim
endangered Species" comes
some in about-eight feet of
as a complete teacher's kit, pie reports have been good water.
Witham said he
this past week. The crappie
Mary Atkins shows off the big bass of the day whirl
including a 19-minute color
seem to be scattered with thought this spring is the, weighted
filmstrip with narration and
in fly, pounds six ounces. Mary and Rkky also
some coming from the best since 1973. The biggest
supporting instructional and
weighed
in
the largest string for the day.
bushes and some still on the problem has been the wind,
reference materials. Proridges in 8 to 10 feet of water. but those Who venture out
grams such as these have a
Photos By Mary SIKIFOW
Sam Rodgers was by Mur- are bringing in fish.
useful school system life of
five to six years, and can
reach thousands of children.
- Sportsmen's groups are
urged to obtain these kits for
donation to their local
"Cooking is part of the "We lived for months in Botebooks, Box 248, DeLeon over toast, pancakes,
schools at the low cost of just sport, the adventure, and the spots where there were no Springs FL 32028. It is a hard Chinese noodles, or rice.
$6.25
each,including postage skill of camping, boating and stores. I had to make all our cover book, containing more
Welveeta-type cheeses
Bennie Boyd, Murray, has hese having seine good luck despite the wind, here he
bread, pastries and meals of than 300 recipes. Here's one need no refrigeration.
and
handling.
The
filmstrip
.
•
outdoor
sports,"
enthuses
has AI la2pe crappie he caught Thursday.
format is compatible with Janet Greene in introducing all types on my two-burner of thenn:
"Eggs keep for weeks
Shipped Beef
Dukane projectors, com- her new cookbook Cooking Primus stove. I explain four
without refrigeration. Coat
monly used in most schools. on the Go. Greene, who lived or more methods for baking 2'2 oz. jar dried, chipped fresh eggs with shortening or
The program is also aboard a small sailboat for atop the stove. They work for beef, torn up
petroleum jelly.
available as a 35min slide set years in the Caribbean has outdoorsmen, and even for. small onion, minced
1 one-pound can tomatoes
for Kodak carousel and also lived for months in a singles and students in
similar projectors at a cost small camper and for weeks dorms and tiny apart- 8-oz. package process
--cheese*
of $16.45 each, including at a stretch in tents, cabins, ments."
. •
Coyotes are tough, wily
1
or
2
eggs"
Since
Part
One
of
the
book
strip.
houseboats, and other
Heat the tramatoes, onion, animals that will eat almost
A descriptive flyer with kitchen-less situations all contains recipes with ingreshredded beef and sim- anything. Rabbits, rodents,
and
dients
that
can
be
stored
for
order blank can be obtained over the world. Now she
and carrion form most of
We
had
a
tough
time
Whenever you can find a It anyway. Danny and San.
by writing to The Un- writes for the outdoors- weeks, the book is also a find mer, covered, five minutes.
their
diet. The U.S. DepartCut
the
cheese
into
place out of the wind you dra Grimes brought in five fighting the wind which was endangered _ Species, 1075 loving family,
cubes.
for
sportsmen
who
pack
into
especially
Take the tomato mixture off ment- of Agriculture says
should catch some fish. or six very nice bass Sunday pushing a cold front through, Post Road, Riverside, Con- those who have
camp
for
an
entire
season,
or
no ovens nor
Crappie, bass, bluegill or afternoon, which they but let me tell you, we found necticut, • 068i8. Individual refrigeration.
for families who store food the burner, add cheese, and coyotes are responsible for
bass everywhere we went.
stir to melt. Heat again, but most , of the million or so
catfish, something will be caught in about an hour.
kits at the prices mentioned
"My book has no ugly sur- for emergencies. Greene
sheep and lamb losses to
To
shorten
the
story
some,
Being the super nice peoalong whatever bank you
above can also be ordered prises, like recipes that start tells how to maintain your do not boil, until cheese is
predators each year Based
melted
mixture
and
ple that they are, I was told we ended the day with a total directly from the same ad- out with
is
choose.
canned chicken and own yeast and sourdough
heated through. Remove on last year's U.S. sheep
The crappie are not what the bass were caught of eleven bass in the boat and dress by sending checks then
without
refrigeration,
and
ask you to add frozen
from heat, stir in eggs, population of 12.5 millon,
spawning yet but many of on and the type of structure twenty five ,others that we made out to The Un- broccoli and
bake it all at 350 how to keep yogurt without
had on but lost!
them have moved into where they were found.
refrigeration.
She also tells cover, and set aside a few that's an 8 percent average
endangered Species.
degrees," Janet promises.
No
joke
now
it was almost
Surprised, you bet I was
shallow water brush as far
where to send for unusual minutes until eggs set. Serve loss.
unbelievable
for
us
too,
but
as they can go. We are still a but I didn't doubt it for a
foods such as hams which
we really had twenty five
foot or so, shy of water in minute.
need no refrigeration, and
Tuesday morning I fished other bass on, which, for a
both lakes and it is my guess
freezer-dried meats and
that summer pool will not be with my youngest daughter, hundred reasons we couldn't
vegetables.
reached until the end of Lesa, and we really got into ;et into the boat.
Part Two covers special
At
Jonathan
Creek
I cleaned the fish and did
needs such as boat camping,
April.
the bass.
Announces
complete bake-take meals,
This was Lesa's first trip stomach analysis on each.
NEW 10'and 52'Covered Slips For Houseboats
This is the first spring in
their
stomach
were
comand cooking ahead of the
out this year and she was a
NEW 30'Covered Slips For Cruisers
several years, that the fish
long, long outing. Included is
LOCAL DEALER for GAL VA -LIFT Boat Hoists
little rusty on her casting for pletely empty of any food of
have moved this good. If we
any
kind
and
all
but
one
fish
Easy
to
operate-eIminates
marine
growth
a
recipe for a fruitcake that
bottom
on
boat
about five minutes. After
had that summer pool stage
up for 25 years — a
lasts
working the kinks out, she was male.
EVIRRUDE
Olympic Plaza-Murray, Ky.
Authorized EVINRUDE DEALER
already, it would be a
favorite with families who
SALES &
began knocking the eyes out This should tell you bass'n
Sales
Service
Er
madhouse in the backs of the
SERVICE
'olks something you have
are sailing around the world.
of the gnats.
coves and bays.
Cooking on the Go (Sail
Adjacent to SporismanS Safari Cawnpground
Our first bass of the day been waiting to hear, so go
I am sure a lot of you know
Books/W.W. Norton) is
was caught by Lesa and just get'em.
42025
Benton,
KY
Rt.5
502/354-6568
about the black bass hitting
available in book stores or
happened to be one I tagged
worms now but I'll mention
can be ordered by mail for
Happy Fishing!
and released last year!
$15.50 postpaid from

Local Fishing Report

Cooking Is Part Of The sport

aitnyakepia's

Fishing tine

Sportsman's Marina

SPORTING GOODS

AL'S NOME IMPROVEMENT

Storey's

Since 1966•15 Years Of Dependable Service
Fully Insured For Your Protection
4
Finest Quality Workmanship
Buy Direct From Your
Local Contractor

*Cover AS Winclowe
*Cover Over Nang
On Brick Homes
Never Pebn Again
*Complete Remodeling
We Rued Cupboards To Rt
*Roofing
*atom Windows ft Doors

appy
Holiday Travel,Inc
Panorama
Shores on Kentucky Lake

Free Estimates Cal

DON AAcCLURE
GRAYSON McCLURE
Yak, 94 t S 010 Of Murray for 2 ,,,,tes lurn roghl or) 780

436-2802

Follow 280 for 7 milts past Bonner s Grocery Take
biack top •nto Ponorarridand follow blacktop to your right

Rt. II Bon 2011111 Murray, Ky

Telephone,502436-5483

FOOD
GIANT
Open 7 Days A Week
8 a.m. - 11:00 p.m.
Hwy. 641 So.
Phone 753-8322

-41P
.
...Jo
hnson
.
....

.
.
4.,4,
.
.:
•4, Darnell Marine Sales...4. .
OUTBOARDS

* Route 3 Box 80
Murray, Ky. 42071 44..
*
Highway 94 East
*
*.
*
*.

OWNER: Gary Darnell
BOATS-MOTORS-ACCESSORIES-MARINE SUPPLIES

4
1
:
7

a.
'? •
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Man, Woman Have Been Stabbed

Bodies Found Near Lexington Notidentified

Dean)

LEXINGTON,Ky.(AP) —
No identification had yet
been made of the two burning bodies found near InBy Abigail yan Buren
terstate 64 just east of Lexington,' according to State
medical examiner George
Nlcchols.
•
Nichols, who conducted
the autopsies in Louisville,
DEAR ABB : I've been married for five months and I'm said Friday that the _bodies
just about all in. I think my husband is trying to act a were those of a man, believregard. You never saw a guy with so much pep!
ed to be about 25, and a
teAid to him last night,"I do believe you married me just female, about 18 to 20 years
to-have somebody to sleep with regularly." He said, "Sure, old.
dummy. What else would a man get married for?"
He said both had been
I took it as a put-down. Fle,said it was a compliment. What stabbed
numerous tuBes and
would you call it?
LUCILI.E

Husband's Pep Partner
Losinp Her Cheer

had died Wednesday evening
of massive internal bleeding
from multiple wounds.
The bodies were found
before dawn Thursday by a
television
reporterphotographer who said he
heard of the fire from a radio
call by a police officer passing the fire.
Police Lieutenant John
Mitchell, who is supervising
the investigation, said three
Clark County Jail escapees
had been questioned in connection with the case.
Four escapees broke jail

DEAR LUCILLE: Stupidity.

Wednesday evening and
three were reCaptured
Thursday. Still at large is
Beverly Smith,20,of Irvine.
Those recaptured were
Danny Ball and Bronald
Johnson, both 20, and Tommy Alford, 32, all of Winchester.
Assistant
Commonwealth's Attorney Benny Hicks said police also
were considering other
theories, including the
possibility that the slayings
were committed out of a
"drug-revenge" motive.

Hicks said that tatoos on
the arm and rings on the
fingers of the man prompted
investigators to speculate
that the killings were
associated with motorcycle
gangs.
The man wore a black
onyx ring on the small finger
of the left hand and a HarleyDavidson motorcycle ring on
the ring finger.
He had a tattoo that ran
the length of his left arm.
The lower portion of the arm
had a tattoo of a skull and
winding snake with an open

mouth and forked tongue.
The woman had a small
wedding band on the ring
finger of her left hand.
B.W. Blanton, a newsnan
for WKYT-TV in Lexington,
said he heard the radio
report from Lexington police
officer Roy Mardis that he
saw a "bonfire" on the side
of the road. Blanton decided
to investigate.
"It was dark when I initially pulled up. I turned the
spotlighcfrom my news car
toward tge area of the fire,';
Blanton said.

."All I could see was
flames and smoke. I got out
of the car with a flashlight. I
walked to the front of the
car, put the flashlight
toward the fire and determined it was a body," he
said. "It was about 30 feet
from the emergency lane."
Blanton said he got a fire
extinguisher from his car,
"walked on toward the body
and extinguished the blaze.
Blanton said he saw one
body,that of a man. Later it
was determined that there
was also a woman's body.

IFITI4=111

•••

The Saving Place sm

DEAR ABBY: I recently met a man who is charming,
attractive, intelligent and holds a responsible position at a
bank. We've dated several times and relate to each other
very well, but he has one strange idiosyncrasy that bothers
me. He will not shake hands with anyone. It's very awkward
wisen someone extends a hand to greet him and he keeps
hie arms folded. He compensates with an enthusiastic
greeting and a very warm smile, but he will not shake
hands!
He has held my hand (in a movie)and doesn't seem afraid
to touch me, but his refusal to shake hands with people
puszle8 me. Is there something seriously wrong with him? I
am very much interested in this man, and he seems equally
interested in me.
. CONCERNED IN SYRACUSE

VISA'

vings on all your
SIN

bet
shi

master charge

Saturday thru Sunday
April 18- April 26
Open Daily 9-9
Sun.12-6

DEAR CONCERNED: The man is clearly a
my.aophobiac — one who has an abnormal fear o
contamination. He needs to shake fluids with a
competent therapist.
ountdown •
odels

•
Ziki2AL
.

Our Reg 2188

Sale Price

Daiwa Regal 'Silver Series' Fishing Rod Selection Now at Savings!
Spinning, spincasting and batcasting fishing rods, all with rich, new styling and new
DynafiC" guides Each rod has a cushioned grip for your comfort. See them. now!

Our Reg.
3.66
Fishing Cap with Emblem
Foam-lined twill, 4 mesh
panels. Choice of colors.

WE

1.97.2.77

Do you hate to write letters because you don't know
what to say? Thank-you notes, sympathy letters,
congratulations, how to decline and accept invitations and how to write an interesting letter are
included in Abby's booklet,"How to Write Letters for
All Occasions." Send $1 and a long, stamped (28
cents), self-addressed envelope to: Abby, Letter
Booklet, 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.
B0212.

Si

ed
ro
Tackle
not
tncluded

B. 29.97

Save $10 Ea.

Save 6.09 E
A

23.

Our
Re
29
'7

2B 97

Our
39.97
Each

Our Reg.
6.47
Rooting Fish Basket
Blue anodized wire, single
trap. Save at K mart.

Sc

Save 4.09

10.88

Our Peg

Model 63$

Waterproof, Three-Tray Tackle Box
Moveable dividers in top tray. Save.

they sing "Crown Him With
Many Crowns." Joan
Bowker will be organist and
Allene Knight will,be pianist.
A special program -of
music will be presented by
Church Choir at the 7 p.m.
service.
Sunday School will be at
9:30 a.m. and Church Training will be at 6 p.m.

Spinning. sprcasting, r casting rcas
foam or pistol-grip handle Save;

Spinning or casting rods with aluminum oxide guides Pistol grip or foam handle

w(
th
a
to

Our Reg
7.47
6x24-In. Rilet Board
Wood, with heavy steel
power jaw clomp. V-ribs.

U.S.C.G.
Approved

Save'
20
12

Save '2
Our
Reg
5.97
Foam-Filled Life Vest
Buckle-fastening web belt
ModM1285.nylon cushion 5.77

4.47

Located By Holiday Inn
U.S. 641 South, Murray, Ky.

Clear Blue Stren • Reel-Fill Pack
Spool of monofilament line Savings

c54.64,2ea4e

Sigma

RESTAURANT

-Electric Trolling Motor
12-110 thrust, 3 speeds, 33"
shaft, 3-blade prop.

Our
Reg.
7.97
Fillet Knife, Sheath
Stainless steel 6" blade
and birch handle. With
t.
sheath'.

5.97

Daime Silvercast* Series
SpIncasfing Reel on Sale
Anodized aluminum spool, onaff
anti-reverse switch, highspeed retrieve, 4.1:1 gear ratio. Holds 105yds.6-lb. line. Save now at K mart.
Right/Mt Nand Retrieve

•Tooreci sear*,

Monday Lunch Special
4

'Egg Roll *Hot & Sour Soup
*Sweet 8, Sour Ribs
*Chicken Chow Mein

Pock
of 22
Mann's6" Jelly Worm •
Natural look. Fruit flavors.

Only
Shimano' Bantam' Baitcast
Reel at Special Savings
Features include boll bearings.
fast line pick-up,adjustable star
drag. Holds 150 yds. 10-10. line.

$295
Also Serve American food EverydayOrder To Gs-753-44U
Opan 7 Days
A Weak

Drisakfast 6-10:30
Leach 11-2
Dimmer 4-10

A
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Yellow Jacket Fiberglass Rods Blackhawir Series Graphite Rods

First Baptist Church To Hear Pastor
The First Baptist Church
will hear.the pastor,the Rev.
Dr. Bill Whittaker, speak at
the 10:45 a.m. services on
Sunday, April 19. M. C. Garrott, deacon of the week, will
assist in the services.
Wayne Halley, minister of
music, will sing a solo,
•'Were You There?" and
direct the Church Choir as
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DEAR ABBY: The letter from BETHLEHEM, PA., about i
a woman's insensitivity to her mother's suicide threat,
touched me deeply. Nine years ago my mother — in a
middle-age menopausal depression" — did commit suicide.
She never threatened, she just took her life without warning.
It was a shock from which my father, my-sister and I will
never recover.
Consider this letter a plea to depressed, suicidal women
and men to swallow false pride and ask for psychiatric help
and family understanding. The best definition of suicide
that I've ever heard is, "It's a permanent solution to a
temporary problem."
C.K. IN SAN FRA4NCISCO
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Save 4.91

DEAR ALMOST: Yes. Unless you want to be
married to a man who is selfish, unfair and insensitive to your spiritual needs.
•
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•• •

DEAR ABBY: My fiance and I are to be married soon, but
we have one large problem. Religion!
I love my church and my religion. He never goes to his
.11Orch and doesn't really terbout it. When we et
married, he wants me to change religions because-he doesn t
like what mine is. He says he will give up his religion for
any other if I will also give up mine. Abby,for him,to give up
his,religion is nothing big, but for me to give up mine would
be like giving up a very important part of my life.
I told him,"No, I will not change, and I am not Asking you
to." I don't care if he stays what he is, but I want to stay
what I am. .
I truly love this man, Abby. Do you think I am right in
saying no?
ALMOST MARRIED
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While Quantities Last

suumnno

THE SAVING PLACE

Our
Reg.
5.77
Fish Weigh Scale Tap*
Accurate.'easy-to-read
dial. 40" tape measure.
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Dr. Mischke Will
Speak At First
United Methodist

Your Individual
Horoscope

The Rev. Dr. Walter E.
Mischke, Jr., will speak on
"Personal Appearance"
with scripture from I Cor.
15:34 at the 8:45 and 10:50
a.m. services on Sunday,
April 19, at the First United
Methodist Church. At the early service,
Margaret Boone will sing a
solo,"Spring Prayer."
'The Chancel Choir,
directed by Paul Shahan
with Bea Farrell as organist,
will sing the anthem, "Fanfare for Easter," at the later
service.
Also at the 10:50 service
the Chapel Choir will sing
"Easter Chimes," and the
Carol Choir will sing "It's
Easter." These choirs are
directed by Carol Thompson.
Church School will be
between the morning worship services.
The United Methodist
Youth Fellowship and the
Covenant Prayer Groups
will meet at 5:30 p.m. Sunday.

Frames Drake
FOR MONDAY,APRIL 20, 1981
Whet kind of day will tomor- LEO
row be? To find out what the (July 23 to Aug.22)
stars say, read the forecast
Don't let anyone talk you ingiven for your birth Sign.
to something against your
will. You have the right to
change your mind. Be
ARIES
understanding of loved ones.
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
Somebody may be pumping VIRGO
you for information. Close ties (Aug.23 toSept.22) WP%
Steer clear of dubious finandiffer with you about joint expenditures. Idealistic pursuits cial transactions. Somebody
may not follow through on a
are favored.
promise. Avoid making
TAURUS
(Apr.20 to May 20) ir-g4W. premature commitments.
A co-worker is out for LIBRA
himself. Work duties may take (Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) -L-LEel
There are hidden meanings
prierity over personal plans. A
health matter may also con- to what somebody says. Don't
be pressured. An ambivalent
cern you.
attitude towards expenditure
GEMINI
(May 21 toJune 20) 1114
9
. makesshopping difficult.
Someone with a line may toy SCORPIO
with your emotions. you're in- (Oct.23 to Nov.21) In,
e'V
clined to overdo now and
You may be too smart for
should protect against a minor your own good. Be more
health upset.
charitable in speech. Avoid
CANCER
behind-the-scenes manipula(June 21 toJuly 22)
tions. They could backfire.
Someone is pulling strings SAGITTARIUS
.0
and not necessarily in your (Nov.22 to Dec.21)'
4
favor. Watch out for shrewd
A friend insists on having
operators. Family duties in- the last word. This person is
terfere with pleasure.
trying to prove something to
himself. Don't let it bother
you.
CAPRICORN
G. CORN, JR.
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19) ld
A twist of circumstances afcareer interests. You
fects
win and switch to. ciuns. may have to revamp some of
holding.
club
With that
your plans. A social meeting
NORTH
may have to be changed.
4-18,
4
+87642
AQUARIUS
'AS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
•A Q
One-upmanship is the game
+8742
now. Don't get caught up in soWEST
EAST
meone else's quest for power.
+53
•10
It could be at your own ex•QJ10 9
V 76 4 3
pense. Be suspicious.
•9 6 5 4
•K J 10 8 2
•A Q 10
PISCES
+653
(Feb.19 to Mar.20)
SOUTH
The shrewd are liable fp
K 82
take advantage of the unwary.
•7 3
This is not the time for in4K.I9
vestments, no matter how
Vulnerable: Both. Dealer
tempting.

444z

Tot

THE ACES®IRA
"Keep out of ruts; a rut is
something which If traveled
too much, becomes a ditch."
— Arthur Guiterman.

_

Declarer dug a deep rut
for himself in his play of
today's sneaky looking
game. Instead of the routine
plan of trying to take winning finesses, declarer can
success only. if be forgets that they exist.
Dummy's heart ace won
the first trick and trumps
were drawn in two rounds.
A losing diamond finesse
went to East's king and East
switched to the six of clubs.
Declarer finessed his nine to
West's ten and the end for
declarer drew closer.. West
exited with a heart to
declarer's king and eventually West scored two more
club tricks to beat the game
one trick.
"Four cards had to be offside for me to have to go
down on that hand.'„••,lamented South. "That's wliat I call
rotten luck."
There is no doubt about
South's- bad luck, but .he
could have made his own.
After winning the firStTheart
and drawing trumps, declarer should cash his heart king
and ruff a heart-in dummy.
Next, he must refuse the
diamond finesse, playing
first the ace and then the
queen.
Regardless of which
defender wins the trick.
declarer is safe. Had West
won, he could make no lead
that wouldnot give declarer
at least one trick. With
today's layout. East would

X

South. The bidding.
South
I.
34
44

West
Pass
Pass
Pass

North
24
3*
l'ass

East
Pass
PassPass

Opening lead: Heart queen
declarer could get cute and
play any of his clubs in the
blind. West would win but
would now have to either
surrender a ruff and discard
or lead a club to give
declarer a tenth trick.
Bid with Corn
South holds: 4-18-B
_ _ 687642
'AS
•A Q
+8742
North South
111,
I.

ANSWER: Three clubs or
two no trump. Worth one
more bid in a try to reach a
possible game.
_
Send bridge questions to The Aces.
P0 Box 12363, Dallas. Texas 75225,
with self-addressed stamped envelope
for reply

BEDDING PLANTS
TOMATO-CABBAGE
BROCCOLI
BRUSSEL SPROUTS

Hoffman's
—A,
5O

NURSERY &
GREENHOUSE
TOTALLY FREE ESTIMATES

759-4512

For 6

SPECIALIZED
LANDSCAPING
OPUI 9-5 Mali .SUN.
CT.
541.

'Augur,

Pulitzer Controversies
Make Top Award
Subject Of CriticismEVANSVILLE, Ind. (API newspaper, said the system
— Two controversies within of awarding Pulitzer prizes
the past three years surroun- needs to maintain its integriding the Pulitzer Prize have ty.
But at the same time, he
made the prestigious award
the subject of criticism. And, said, "it offends me that the
John43lair, who was involv- system of the awards had
ed in one of those controver- come under attack."
"It's shame that someone
sies,says he finds that offenwould carry a lie to the
sive.
Blair won the 1978 Pulitzer lengths that she (Ms. Cooke)
Prize for spot news did," he said. "But it is sad
photography after an in- that someone would try to
vestigation revealed the find the Pulitzer at fault for
prize-winning picture had that."
The criticism directed
been taken by Blair, not by
United Press International toward the prize "belittles
photographer
Jim my award," he added. "I'm
Schweiker, who initially had proud of my Pulitzer. It is an
award of high regard for dobeen awarded the honor.
Blair, who was then on ing a professional job."
Blair said receiving the
temporary assignment for
UPI, took the winning belated honor takes "the
photograph of an In- wind out of the sails."
-I've never really been
dianapolis real estate executive being held at gun- able to celebrate. I wasn't
point. In presenting Blair the one who was named the
with his prize, Columbia day they were announced,"
University, which ad- he added.
But he said the controverministers the awards, said
an "honest mistake" had sy over his Pulitzer madg it
"bigger news," and as a
been made.
Blair said Thursday that result, his picture was used
he feels, sympathy for more than it would hate
Village Voice reporter been under ordinary cirTeresa Carpenter, this cumstances.
year's belated winner of the
Among the livestockprize for feature writing.
guarding dogs of Europe and
Ms. Carpenter was award- Central Asia
are the-Almeat
ed the Pulitzer after it was Pyrenees
from France, the
discovered that the initial komondor
and kuvasz from
winner, former Washington Hungary, the Marenuna
of
Post reporter Janet Cooke, Italy, the Anatolian akbash
had partiilly fabricated her from Turkey, and the Shar
story' about. an 8-yeir-old Planinetz from Yugoslavia.
heroin addict.
They are big dogs. A male
Blair, who now publishes a akbash, for example, can
weekly environmental weigh 150 pounds.

GUEST SPEAKER — Dan Shipley recently visited Calloway County Middle
School and spoke to the students about his church related trip to the Artrazon
River area in South America. This photo showt the hammock in which he slept
while on the long boat trip down the Amazon. Pictured are Shipley and the class
teacher, Patricia Lassiter.

* •W PEN*
Under New Management
JAN'S CAFE
(Formerly Sykes Cafe)

Grand Opening Mon., April 20th

•••••••FREE COFFEE ALL DAY......
We specialize in country ham breakfasts as
well as HOT plate lunches!
Hours Of Operation:
4:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.
Mon. Through Friday
4:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.
Sat. - Closed On Sun.

YOU BORN TODAY are
creative and imaginative.
Your empathethic nature inclines you to counseling,
psychology and teaching. You
dislike large ventures and
would be more at home in a
small business allied to the
arts. -

-1713

Located At
100 Maple St.
Janice Smith:
Owner/ Manager

011.1mmiwww.

Memorial Baptist
Will Hear Rev. White
The Memorial Baptist
Church will hear the pastor,
the Rev. Dr. Jerrell White,
speak on "The Risen & Living Christ" with scripture,
from Matthew 28 at the 10:50
a.m. services on Sunday,
April 19. Dr. Jim Carlin will
serve as deacon of the week.
Milton Gresham, minister
of music, will direct the song
service and the choir in
special music. He will also
sing a solo,"The Holy City."
Margaret Wilkins will be
organist and
Michael
Wilkins will be pianist.
At the 7 p.m. service Dr.
White will speak on "Showing Love For Christ" with
scripture from John 21:7-19..
Volunteer . nursery
workers will be Iva
Workman, Nancy Cathey,
Kelly Cathey, and Billy
Farley. Bus drivers will be
George Lewis, Don Slayter,
and Glenn Hale.
Church Teaching will be at
9:40 a.m. and Church Training will be at 6 p.m. on Sunday.

Frigidaire Frigidaire
Washer
30" Range
Cook top lifts up and
Heavy Duty • anchors
for easy

Frigidaire

• 2 Cycles, Regular
& Quick
• 3 Temperature
Combinations
• 2 Way Extra
Surging Wash
Action
WH • lint Filter

Matching Dryar

ONLY $298

• Porcelain
enamel on
steel tub
• 2 Detergent
dispensers

: Big 12 Cu. Ft. capacity
• 3 Refrig. Shelves
2 are sliding
• Spread Compartment
and
egg storage
Reversa-doors.
398
•

ONLY

CANDIDATE FOR

Dcg,.,178

Frigidaire Beitt-le
Dishwasher

REFRIGERATOR-FREEZER

RALPH BOGARD

DWU-22H

• Heated dry
energy savin901260^
• 4 cycle
operation

8
ONLY$29

MAGISTRATE

ONLY

$348

Frigidaire
1.3 ea. ft.
Chest Freezer
• Temperature
Control
• 1 Sliding shelf
and step dder
• Efficient foam
insulation
between liner &
cabinet shell
CF-11H

ONLY

$298

1111111111111h.

Support
Your
Community
Arts
Council

OF DISTRICT NO.3
I would like to present myself to the people of District Number 3 in Murray
and ColloworCounty. I am Ralph Bogard, a native of Calloway County and
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Hayden Bogard. I am married to the former Eva
Wilkerson, daughter of Mr. Francis Wilkerson. We have three children, Mrs.
Don (Judy) Curd and Shore Porker both of Oxford Drive and Kenny, a student
at Murray State University.
I am a member of Memorial Bpotist Church where I sonic: as deacon and
Murray Masonic Lodge No. 105.
I have formerly served a four year term as your magistrate, serving from
January 1974 through December 1977. I am familiar with the duties and
obligations of the office and promise to execute them to the best of my
ability. Having had experience as magistrate and operating my business of
rood building and gravel hauling for other thirty-five years, I believe I am
familiar with maintaining the roads and operation of the equipment required
for this maintenance.
I am interested in promoting programs for the youth and senior citizens of
this community. I am interested in spending tax dollars in a wise and conservative manner and promise if elected to serve to the best of my ability in
honestyand fairness to all.
I will try to see each of you before the election, but if I do not see you. I
ask you to please consider me for magistrate of District No. 3. Your vote and
influence will be appreciated.

• cCi"nin9
ontinuous cleaning
oven
• Window in black
glass door
• Full width storage
drawer

Join The Celebration
This Friday IL Saturday
April 17th 84 18th

;
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Dr. Roos Gives Sunday Sermon Topic
C. Roos a the 10:45 a.m. services on Sunday, April 19, at
the First Christian Church.
His scripture will be from
Mark 16:1-8.
Margaret Boone will
direct the Chancel Choir as
they sing the anthem, "The
Strife Is O'er, The Battle
Done" with Alison Marshall
Regular worship services playing the trumpet.
will be •held at the Grace
Assisting in the services
Baptist Church on Sunday, will be Kent Foster, Bailey
April 19, at 10:45 a.m. and Gate, Frank Wainscott, Jim
5:30 p.m. with the pastor, the Clopton, Mike Holton,
Rev. R. J. Burpoe, as the Robert Hopkins, Don .Mcspeaker.
Cord, Ann McKeel, Corinne
Leland Peeler will direct McNutt, Lenvel Yates, Brian
the choir as they sing and Dana Bullock, Mark and
-Praise To A Risen Lord" Diana Underwood, and
with Anita Smith as soloist, Rowena Cullom.
Dwane Jones as organist,
A service of dedication will
and Terry Downey as be for Jeffrey Brooks Kneppianist.
per, son of Rick and Barbie
At the evening service the Knepper, and the ordinance
ladies ensemble composed of of baptism will be for Laura
Joyce and Paula Underhill, Cella and Steven Shaw.
Mildred Burpoe, Catherine
The flowers will be in
Sinotherman, and Frances memory of F. L. and 0. 0.
Watt will 'present special Dublin by the family;
intisic.
Michele Amberly Holton by
Nurser workers will be the family; and Mr. and
Carolyn Caldwell, Rachel Mrs. Warfield Smith, Sr., by
Rickman,and Clovis Jones. Mr. and Mrs. Bill Van Meter.
Sunday School will be at Sunday School will be at
!1:45 a.rh. For bus informa- 9:30 a.m. and Youth Groups
tion. persons may call Don will meet at 5:30 p.m. on
Hale at 753-3063. ,
Sundae:.
-Incredible They Said-"
will be the subject of the sermon by the Rev. Dr. David

EVERY2. Notice
DRY IS SALE DAY

2. Notice

Grace Baptist
Church Slates
Sunday Worship

2. Notice

isid
Silver
Pews
•,
11./°
Olympic Plozo

PAWN Slu - TRADE
Open 9 o.m. to 8 p.m.

'kV

1

-

BIBLE CALL
Who Should Be Baptized? 7594444. Bible
Story - 759-4445.

SHOE
BUZZ JR
Children's Shoes
""DP.U1(
""
•

Bible Facts. Free Store for
the needy. 759-4600.

heck
our
d
`A

ii

Moving? Spring cleaning?
Have items you don't want?
Call New Concord Auction
Barn. We will pickup, sell,
and mail you a check. Call
436-5353.
Is your tiny tot having o
birthday soon' It's time
to come by

Carter Studio
753 8798
4011

Bill's Fish
Market

•

Advertisers or
requested to check th
first insertion of ads fo
corrections. This
newspaper will be
responsible for only one
incorrect insertion. ANY
ERROR SHOULD BE
REPORTED
IMEDIATELY. SO, PLEASE
HECK
YOUR
AD
AREFULLY AND NOTIFY
S PROMPTLY IN CASE
F AN ERROR.
Gardens broke then
ordered with power
tiller ready for planting.
Also
bushhogging, blade
work. 753-8786 or
753-5699.
Saddles, English &
Western Soles Repairs • Custom
Work - Tents and Boat
Covers made.
TAYLOR
LEATHER CO.

.

CATFISH
Whole
Steaks...
Boneless .
BUFFALO
Whole
Cat Up
607 S. 416

lb SO'
lb 90'
753-9311

Pre-register for-thognorning
Weight Watcher's Class,
9:30-11:30, April 22, First
Presbyterian Church, 16th
&Main.

Vernon's
Western
Store
Olympic Plaza

Lieber Vests
Now $49.95
Reg. $100.00
Opee

am. MOP pm.

753-7113

BEDDING
PLANTS
6 for 904
Flowers
vegetables.

and

NEW CONCORD
GROCERY
New Concord, Ky.
436-5353

116 S. 686 MoyhoW
1-247-3934

TNINK
%IOU RE

YOU

USELESS?

:
- F••••••
eft•s••-•-•• • I_

Amu-in

AS SOON AS
YOU GET
-1'40.5E PAILS
WASI4ED YOU
CAN TAKE
OFF, BEETLE

tukuu
Li,

WHAT DO`,OU HAVE FOR A
PU55YCAT

PERCUME

6:4414',1o,

4-18
GOING ROME
wiTH YOU.

WE'RE
BACK IN THE CAR,

ADY

I, Danny Todd, would like to
announce my support for
James L. Johnson for Circuit Court Clerk.

RIVERIA
COURTS
Has mobile homes
for rent. Students
welcome! Special
rates!! We also
have special deals
for lot renters!
Come live with us!
753-3280.

High School/College Paper
or Yearbook Staff? Media
Retiree? Practitioners? Persons with experience in
publicity and public relations to work with dynamic
young community theatre
program for at least one
year. specialties sought in
broadcast,
print,
photography,. layout and
design, promotions and
records librarian. Must be
knowledgeable or ready to
work like dog. No pay, no
benefits, no opportunity for
advancement; working conditions terrible, chief editor
tempermental
prima
dona..almost impossible to
work with. Community
Theatre finest of its kind in
five state area. If interested, check in with
local mental health
authorities, or send resume
and current contact/employment data to:
George Kaufman, 510 N
5th St.. Murray, KY 42071.
. Phone: 753-4807. Deadline
May 1, 1981.
Needed. Hair dresser.
licensed operator. Call 7538282 or 1-246-6504.
Part time receptionist/secretary needed. 8:3012:00, 5 days per week.
Send resume to 106 North
4th Street.
NEED A JOB? Qualifications
16-21 years of age. No H.S.
diploma or G.E.D.
Unemployed. A school dropout for at least 9 months.
Call Dan Walker, Job Coordinator, Nikki Blanchard,
,Counselor. 753-9378 or
753-3033. Calloway County
YETP Program

A .PERSONAL
INVITTION FROM
THE PRESIDENT?

WHAT DO YOU
SUC,GE5T
IN A NICE

Ibiner Newest
Issiesive Sekleilles
lieedgete blew
Paved streets, curbs
and gutters, city
water and sewer, R-1
restrictions. Located
on Johnny Robertson
Road. Financing
available.
Creoltwood
Developers Inc.
753-4091

6. Help Wanted

TH15 WOULD BE A
DRAB WORLD U./III-400T
50N6BIRDS,SELIEVE ME
YOU ARE VER'( NECESSARY..

(LOH‘( 00

I RECEIVED
A PERSONAL
NVrTATION ro
HAVE DINNER
AT THE
iTE HOUSE
NEXT WEEK

•41=limaft.111

Will do baby sitting in my home or
lust watch child
for a short time
while 'mama' ryas
to town. Call 4362598. Ask for
Judi.

304 Moon

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
3 While
1 Mast
4 Corded cloth
Answer to Friday's Puzzle
5 Drag
5 Rabbits
9 indefinite
6 Be present
number
7 Guido's note
12 Gaelic
8 Carry
13 Aleutian
9 Amerces
island
10 Oral pause
14 Anger
11. Pronoun
15 Preposmon
17 COniunction •
16 Harbor
19 Above
18 Revolver
21 Comfort
?0 Tellurium
23 Comely
symbol
25 Levees •
22 Sand bar
26 Barters
A
24 Saucy
27 Fond wish
0
27 Colorless
28 Twisted
29 Ginger 30 Good
31 Weight of
33 Jump
of •
measure
India
35 Revolve
51 Printer's
60 Wager
32 Artist's stand 38 Quarrel
measure
61 Tantalum
34 Soil
40 Go by water 53 Latin consymbol
36 Calcium syrn- 43 Wears away
'unction
62 Preposition
bol
46 Urged on
56 Employ
64 Pronoun
37 Views
48 Growing out 58 Cloth
66 Digraph
39 Stirred
11 2 3 4
5 9 7 9
41 Pronoun
9 10 11
- 42 Record
12
13
14
440curtain
lys 28
45 emale ruff
le n
1 2,
3\431 5
47 Peel
12525
49 insect eggs
50 Rim
52 Pitch'
32
54
35
m
54 Chinese mile
.....55 Akican
37
,
36
40
antelope
41
57 Appointment
1111112
44
59 Siberian river.
a
49
6 1 Pedal digit
63,Kidney fat
30
es
65 Solitary
56
1
1 P652 57
67 Coniunction
68 Actual being
61 42
a 64
165 06
69 For fear that
DOWN
17
es
se
1 FIX firmly
2 Prolonged

Two women to
clean houses or
office. ;6.00 an
boor. Call 7539587 ask for
Broads.

IA THE WISSIFIEDSI

WE'VE RE9TE0 ENOU6H

TIME TO 60 NOME _A mom

FELLA.
h.

:
17%7
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• NI

--414 11111re:rd
COA/r,p,
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6. Help Wanted

10. Bus. Opportunity

19. Farm Equipment

Lady for general restaurant
work, part time, Friday,
Saturday, and Sunday. Call
Cypress Springs Resort,
436-5496 for appointment.
Mechanic. Opening 'for a
certified mechanic, NAISE
preferred, need own hand
tools. Good pay, good
benefits, good working conditions. Call for aa appointment, Service Department,
Murray Datsun, 753-7114.
Salesmen - See our ad
under Business Opportunities. Snap-Oa Tools Corporation.
VETERANS. If out less than
48 months, have honorable
discharge, E-4 and, above,
the Navy has immediate
openings. Must have been
recommened for reenlistment. The Navy offers
advance technical tr.aining,
good pay, outstanding
retirement
benefits,
commissary/BX shopping,
security, steady advancment, and job satisfaction.
Make an appointment with
your local Navy recruiter to
qualify. Phone Navy, 7536439 or toll free 1-800-8418000.

Western Auto has an excellent opportunity for a
store in Fulton, KY. Prime
location, nominal investment with partial financing
available from Western
Auto. Full details available
from Floyd Hanna at 618993-5392.

Garden seeder, plants 21
different vegetable seeds,
$39.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
446-16 Hp Case lawn and
garden tractor. Call 7534699.
There is nothing better than
Adams hard surfaced plow
points, regular plow points,
cultivator shovels and
sweeps. Vinson Tractor
Company, 753-4892.
Tillers, 5 hp, chain drive,
Briggs & Stratton engine,
$239.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.

9. Situation Wanted
Handyman will do the odd
jobs you have been putting
off. Call 753-3058 or 7624352 after 5 pm.
House cleaning and window
cleaning, also sewing,
alterations on clothing and
zippers. Call 759-1197.
L & B Cleaning Service. Spring cleaning, windows.
reasonable rates, references
offered: 436-2784 or 4362292.
Will break and disc
gardens. Call 753-5463 or
753-0144.
Will work on lawn mowers
Call 753-0751

10. Bus. Opportunity
Log Homes, Factory,Direct
Dealership Available, Investment
Required,
Unlimited Income Potential. Call Mr. Stacey 1-800438-9528.
Snap-on Tools Corporation
has a dealership available.
If you *can meet our
qualifications, you may be
awarded a territory in the
Murray-Mayfield area. There
is no charge for a deafership, but it is necessary to
maintain an inventory. This
is your chance to become
an independent business
man and have the advantage of a strong proven
sales program behind you.
Interested parties should
already be in the $25,000$35.000 income bracket
with qualified sales experience. For further information contact: Dean
Driver, 611 Idlewood Drive,
Clarksville, TN 37040.(615)
647-9292.

The City of Murray wi
se mg
three (3) 1979 Buick police cars.
Vehicles may be seen at the City
Hall, 8 a.m. til 4 p.m., Monday
through Friday. All bids must be in
by 5 p.m. April 23rd at the City
Clerk's Office. Public Safety Committee and Chief of Police have the
right to refuse any or all bids.
NOTICE OF PUBLIC NEARING
COUNTY ROAD AID
The County of Calloway will hold a public
hearing on May 19, 1981 at 1:00 p.m. in the office of the County Judge/Executive for the purpose of hearing _comments pertaining to the
possible uses of rounty Road aid funds for Fiscal
Year July 1, 1981 through June 30, 1982. All
citizens, especially senior citizens, are encouraged to submit written or oral suggestions
for the expenditure of an estimated
$281,379.00 to be received by the county during
fiscal year 1981-82. All monies received under
the county road aid program are to be expended
on county roads.
Robert 0. Miller
County Judge/Executive

SPECIAL PROGRAM CONSULTANT to the Kentucky
Humanities Council: to develop guidelines for
humanities
programs- In
Kentucky's
primary/secondary schools; examine such
programs in other states; develop contacts and
consult with teachers, school officials; work in
Lexington office plus travel required.
Qualifications: experience in working with
teachers, school administrators, education officials; advanced training in a humanities field.
Salary: up to $6,000; 1/3-2/5 time; flexible
hours; June, 1981 - March, 1982. Send resume,
names of 3 references, and application letter to
Dr._ Ralph Janis, Executive Director, Kentucky
Humanities Council, Ligon House, University of
Kentucky, Lexington, Kentucky 40506. Deadline:
May 15.

t.
•••

11. Instructions
If your name is Mr. John
Hyneman of Shady Oaks
Trailer Court, Murray, KY,
you are a winner of a free
classified ad! Call 7531916 today!
Private pilot accelerated
ground school, Saturday
and Sunday. April 25th and
26th, written exam givenApril 27th, Mayfield Airport, 1-247-6866.

1).-For Sale or Trade
You are a winner Mr. Ben
Nix of Rt.2, Murray, KY!
Call in today for a' free
classified ad, 753-1916.

14. Want To Buy
Want to buy: Used card
table. Call 474-9729 or
475-2346 after 5 pm.
Want to buy trailer lot off of
94 East, about 10 miles
out. 753-447'3.

15. Articles For Sale
For sale: Easter rabbit. Call
753-3723, Paul Bailey, Utterback Road.
1974 Ford van; 4 captain
chairs; table; bed; ice box;
sink; closet; good condi • n.
One Wrier. Ca1l753- 0.
For sale: Black Locust
tomatoe sticks, seasoned. 6
it. long, $1 each.. Phone
'753-2987.
Galvanized clothes line
posts, 2"x84".' holds 7
lines, $16.99 a pair. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
Like new, Craig AM-FM
stereo, 8-track, turn table.
and speakers. $125. Also a
Craig AM-FM stereo, 8track, turn table, and
speakers, $50. Also a small
coffee table, $10. Call 7538465.
Moving sale! Refrigerator,
small deep freeze, 71r4
horse Sears boat motor, used tires and other small
items. 753-8780 or can be
seen at 641 South, Midway,
David Etoyd's Used Cars
Southern Belle prom dress
with hoop. Worn once. Orchid. Size 5. 753-4092
before 5:30.

16. Home Furnishings
Commodes, white, A-grade,
$43.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
Dishwasher for sale, cheap!
Call 759-1692.
For sale: Solid hard-rot
maple bed. box springs,
and mattress. four-poster.
Also two Ice Cream chairs.
upholstered covering. Call
753-7406 after 5 pm.
Kelvinator refrigerator
freezer, 66", $250. Call
489-2330.
Kenmore electric renge, 2
years old. Call 753-5618.

19. Farm Equipment
Disk blades, regular and
heavy duty, get our price
before you buy disk blades.
Truck tool boxes and
tailgait protectors. Vinson
Tractor Company, 7534892.
For sale: WD45 Allis
Chalmers tractor'753-0521
or 436-2165 after 6 pm.
For rent: 966 International
tractor. Call 759-4588 or
753-7637.
Goodyear, Firestone, B.F.
Goodrich, and others; tractor and farm tires. We have
tire trutk for on farm tire
service Vinson Tractor
Company, 753-4892.
Garden plows with wood
handles, double pointed
shovel, mouldboard, and 5prong cultivator, $29.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.

Farm Equip.
1000 and 1415
gallon NH-3 Nurse
tanks, with or
without wagon and
flotation tires.
Taal bars 5 to 9
row and 15 to 21'
foot widths. A
complete supply of
tanks, pumps,
valves and NH-3
accessories, James L Kellett Co.,
Sikeston Mo.
63801. Call 1314-471-0988.

20. Sports Equipment
The Pistol People: Invest in
a feeling of security, largest
variety, lowest priced, no
registration or red tape in
Kentucky. Country Boy
Store, 9 miles west of
Hopkinsville junction KY
164-117. Hours 8-5, Sunday
12-5,(502)885-5914.

22. Musical
SAVE
Save 1-5 of new price
on this repossessed
. Less than 1
oar old. Take up
itthly payments.
•
753-7575

Hammond 112 organ with
147 R.V. Leslie tone
cabinet. 753-6605 .-after- 4
pm.
Must sell Spinet piano, excellent condition. Call 4354150.
ish you could play
e organ? But have
no organ? We'll furnish the organ in your
home at no charge you
pay only for the
lessons.
CLAYTONS
753-7575
PIANO. Excellent Spinet Console. May be seen locally. Party with good credit .
can make payments at big
savings. Write immediately.
Midwest Piano Co., 1713 E Sunshine, Springfield,
Missouri 65804.

24. Miscellaneous
Aluminum Martin houses,
Lynn Grove Market 4354171
Antique bricks, u-pick,
Saturday only, $15 load.
753-7861 daytime, 4362606 night.
Brownell nylon No. 21 and
24, $3.29 lb.; No. 9, $3.98
swivels,Be
lb.;
$
r k216y
.45 McMahon
loo:
per
Mustad hooks 1/10, ••
$11.50 per 1000. East Y
Grocery, 753-8786.
Condominium for rent: -;
Hilton Head Island, SC;
home of the famous Family --Circle Tennis Tournament
and Heritage Golf Tournament. For more information
call 1-926-4031.
Firewood for sale, $15 a
rick you haul, $20 a rick
delivered. Call 437-4731.
Lawn mower batteries, 12
volt, 24 month guarantee, .
$21.99. Wallin Hardware, :Paris.
"Let's go fishing!" Red 1.
worms, Nite crawlers, fresh
from bed to box. Free gift. •• •
Rex's Worm Farm, Rt.6, Boxf
325 (lrvan -.Cobb Road),
Murray, KY 42071. Phone, ...436-589t
•
Oregan bars for Homelite7
Poulan; or Echo chain saws,
16", $16.99; 20", $19.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
PLANTS. Garden, bedding,
houseplants, fruit trees and
shrubs. Open 8:30-2:00,
mornings, 5-7 PM evenings,
Monday through Friday. 8-5
Saturday. Sunny Acres
Nursery. 901 Johnny
Robertson road, 753-3619
and Murray Sport Marine,
718 South 4th, 753-7400.
Snapper mower blades,
25", 26", 28", 30" or 33",
$5.99 each. Wallin Hardware, Paris.
Small 5 hp riding mower,
like new. Call 753-8963.
VW,engine and trans axle,
good condition. $315.
Phone 436-5869.
Woods mower, 60" cut with
3 point hitchf Call 1534699.

26. TV-Radio
Pioneer Cintra stereo and t
speakers, cassette deck, :
[SR turn table, AM-FM :
tuner, $175. Call' after 5'
pm, 767-2548.
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32. Apts. For Rent

26. TV-Radio

For rent: 2 bedroom
Satellite t.v., 20 channels. townhouse apartment,
We install at your house for carpet, range, refrigerator,
&4250. Guaranteed. Phone disposer, dishwasher,
502-382-2174.
washer-dryer hookup, cenVideo recorder and 6 tapes. tral heat and akr. Call 753$400; 19" color t.v., $50. 7559 or 753-7550.
753-4530.
Furnished apartment, 1 or
Wanted. flesponsible per- 2 bedrooms, also sleeping
son to take up small mon- rooms. Zimmerman Apartthly payment on 25" color ments, South 16th, 7536609.
t.v. Warranted. 753-7575.
Garage apartment, 2
27.Mobile Home Sales bedroom, wall to wall
carpet, water furnished,
Aireline mobile home,
yard mowed, garden
12x60, 2 bedrooms, 2 privilages.
753-5733.
baths, good condition. Call
437-4874 after 6 or 1-354- New 2 bedroom duplex, all
kitchen appliances, outside
8638.
storage,
references,
Extra large 24x52 for
deposit.
No
753-0814.
pets.
carpeted
$7995. Fully
with
3 bedrooms, 2 baths, built- New 2 bedroom duplex.
in dishwasher, refrigerator, available now. Phone 753range, washer and dryer. 9400.
Wood siding. Call 527- One bedroom furnished
1427.
apartment,
newly
$3995 For a used home, redecorated, private en12x60, 2 bedrooms, living trance, near University. Call
room, kitchen, one bath, 753-7418 after 3 pm.
new carpet throughout, un- One bedroom furnished
furnished. Call 1-527-1427. apartment, one block from
1974 Mobile home, 12x60. M.S.U., couples only, no
2 bedrooms, furnished, pets, gas heat and water
furnished. $150. Call 753$5500. Call 753-1378.
12x70 Mobile home, $1500 1203.
DN. Call 753-0219 from 9 Two bedroom apartment for
rent. • Range,
oven,
to 5.
refrigerator, dishwasher,
12x70 Mobile home. 3
bedrooms, 11
/
2 bath, pole. disposer, washer and dryer
.hookup, air, . carpet. No
blocks and porch. In good
condition. All electric. 498- pets. 1 year lease. $225
deposit required. $225 per
8732 after 5 pm.
month. Call 753-2622 or
12x60 Mobile home for 753-3865.
sale, excellent condition.
_Two bediciorn--deplek- all
753-0236. ----- appliances furnished. And
Owner leaving town must 1 bedroom furnished apartseAl immediately! 10x55, 2 ment. Call 753-2967 after 5
bedrOom. 11
/
2 bath, newly pm.
carpeted, wishing-well bar.
Will sacrifice at $2200. Call Two bedroom duplex, fully
carpeted. close to M.S.U.,
75'3-3085. •
airelectric
heat,
12x60 Two bedroom trailer, conditioned. Call 753-2792.
central gas and air, furnishapartment for
ed or unfurnished. Call Two bedroom
partially
rent,
furnished,
753-7230 after 5.
$170. 753-5619.
• 28. Mob. Home Rents Two bedroom duplex, all
12x60 trailer for rent. See kitchen appliances, central
Brandon Dill at Dills Trailer heat and air. Call 753-8146
Court, located Murray Drive- or 753-2437.
In entrance.
34. Houses For Rent
12x60 -Two bedroom, furgarden
spot,
nished,
$140 2 Bedroom house with
month plus deposit. refrigerator. Call 753-5094.
Located 5 miles north of For rent: 3 bedroom house,
Murray. Call 753-41.
gas heat, nice yard, good
Two bedroom trailer fork neigRbothood. 753-8895.
rent, furnished, clean, in For rent: 2 bedroom unfurMurray. No pets. Call 489- nished house, one block
2118.
from M.S.U. campus, stove
Two bedroom trailer near furnished. $150 per month.
Murray. No pets. Call 489- 753-4419 after 6 pm.
2611.
House for rent, close to
29. Heating-Cooling Kentucky Lake on 94 East.
3 bedrooms, living- room,
Air conditioners, cleaned and 2 baths. $200 per monand repaired. We buy used th. Call 354-6678.
air conditioners. Brandon
Nice 2 or 3 bedroom house
Dill. Call 753-9104.
on Poplar. Appliances, good
30. Business Rental location and neighborhood.
•
Call 759-1020 evenings.

/Mal
Warehouse'
Storage Space
- For Real
753-475$

For rent: Single or multiple
office
space,
near
downtown Murray. Phone
753-4109.
For rent: Cleanup shop with
air-compressor and gas heat
at 327 North 4th. 7533018.

Rental space for retail
irore in Dixieland
Shopping Center on
I Chestnut Street next
to Murray State
University. Call 753.
30 1 8.

Two car shop, $175 per
month, water and electric
furnished, one mile from city limits. Call 753-0709.

32.Apts. For Rent
Apartments for rent, near
downtown Murray. 7534109.
Duple( available for retired
individual. No pets. Call
753-3913 or 759-1616.

Three bedroom, 2 bath,
, den, living .room, .IUtchen
dining combination, fenced
backyard with tall hedge for
privacy, concrete patio and
Excettent
grill.
neighborhood, on quiet
street near M.S.U. One year
lease required, $400 per
month. Available June 1,
1981. Call 753-5805 after
5:30 PM.
Two bedroom, unfurnished,
highlest heat bill, $30.
References and deposit.
$185. Inquire at 1501 Belmont.
Two bedroom, living room,
dining room, kitchen,
study. gas heat, airconditioned, $215 per Month. Call 753-7213.

36. For Rent Of Lease
Need It?
Rent It!
Air Compressors
We got it end moo,
masa mere.
Send Blusters
C111192111
RENTAL SALES

CENTER
2111. Nam 7531201

Now Taking Applications
For

MUR-CAL
APARTMENTS
Northwood Dr., Murray, Ky.
1, 2 and 3 bedroom units. Pne bedroom
handicapped units.
Apply 11104.-Fri. 11 sm. to 1 p.re.

The Village,641 North
502-437-4157
Equal Housing Opportunity

34. Houses For Rent 43. Real Estate •
Three bedroom house,
washer, dryer, stove and
refrigerator, dishwasher,
garbage disposal. 7535094.

37. Livestock-Supplies
Gentle mare, registered
Tennessee Walker, kid
broke, anyone can rid. Call
354-6281 after 6 pm.
Mr. Max Underwood of Rt.
8, MurraLKY is a winner of
free classified ad! Call 7531916 today!
Rabbits for sale. Call 4928205.
REE - MAR ARABIANS.
Purebreds for sale. Trained
and started. 753-6126 or
753-6100.
Visitors
welcome.
Two horse T-bred trailer.
Ramp, walk-through door,
new iloor, new tires, excellent condition. 7538654.

Bedroom, 2 both,
brick veneer, close to
town with a separate
24 x 30 garage
orkshop on a 9/1 0
re lot. Coleman
sal Estate, 753898.

MED 43. Real Estate
•

II)

753-1222

46. Homes For Sale

49. Used Cars

Brick house, 2 years old, 3
bedrooms, 2 baths. formaldining IOW, large den, 2
car garage with concrete
drive, large patio with cedar
fence. House' has many extras. See at 1809 Wiswell
Road or call 753-5287 or
753-0839 or 436-2935.
For sale by owner: 2
bedroom brick duplex, central heat and air, gas heat,
stove, refrigerator, washer
and dryer hookup.- near
shopping and church. Low
$40's. 753-8631.
For sale: Brick duplex.,
located 400 S 6th St. Call
1-247-1459.
htOirmg out of state, rriuSt
-sell 3 bedroom, 2 bath.
brick home. Large kitchen
with built-ins, economical
central gas heat and air, attached garage, redwood
deck in back. In nicer subdivision in Southwest
school district. $43.500.
753-9259.

1979 Grand Prix, 2-tone,
35,000 miles, AM-FM
cassette. $5100. 753-.8860.
1980 Mustang, good condition, has all the extras. Call
753-7301 or 436-5360.
1973 Pontiac, excellent
condition, $800 firm. Call
753-0219 from 9 to 5.
1980 Pontiac Phoenix Li.
5-door, 18.000 miles. AT.
ps, pb. ac, AM-FM stereo
cassette player, C.B. radio.
4 cylinder, good mileage,
22-28 mpg, $6250 firm
Call after 5 pm. 753-6869.
1963 Studebaker Lark
Must sell! $600, 2115
Gatesborough. 753-9620.
1974 Vega state wagon, has
air. extra nice. $1150
1972 Datsun pickup. good
condition, $1495. Call 4892595.

53 Services Offered 53. Services Offered
Professional
painting
paperhanging, paneling
Commercial or residential
20 year experience Free
estimates' 759-1987

AS Super Shell

Dale Spencer's portable
GOOD INVESTSooth 4* Street
sand blasting and painting
Marrey
MENT
Call 753-6626 or 753-5198
Complete
Auto
Three bedroom brick
753-98911
Repair. Free Labe with
within walking
DEPENDABLE LAWN MOW•
oil and filter change.
distance of the
LA
ING References. Free
ts1 1,1 s'
753-7896.
v- University.
This
estimates. Call Mike at 753& PROPERTY MANA
house could be good
8877.
Professional painting ininvestment property
terior and exterior, 14 year,
Experienced carpenter
Established business, good
as a rental, or would
remodeling and additions experience Free estimates
location, limited low inbe ideal for a young
Will
consider
other Call 489-2139 after 2 terest financing available.
couple's first home.
miscellaneous
work
Sharpen hand saws arm
Consider trade for real
Price just lowered
References. Cali 759-4815
skill saws-Call 753.4656
estate. Call 753-4109.
E3000 to $32,000.
;',...._4161/41114iceem; --"Vareltnow
rn
Phone 753-1222, KopFor sale commercial office
Call Sears, 753-2310 for pruning.
Call
T
&
D LANDperud Realty.
building with four private
free estimate for your
SCAPING 436-2333
THE OLD
offices. large reception
needs.
room, conference room,
COUNTRY STORE
Will haul driveway white
Far
• plumbing_
air- rock and Ag lime also
storage room, one and a
Lots of good property
have
conditioning, painting, roof- any type -of.
half baths, garage. goad
and lots of good
erow n or white
Trucks
Used
50.
ing.
carpentry
and
Call
location, zoned for busmess
memories go with
pea gravel Also do backhoe
1974 Chevrolet C-10 753-9822.
'•
(B2). Ken Shores Estates,
,this unusual listing.
work Call Roger Hudson
Pickup, $1575. 1974 Guttering
1111 Sycamore, 753-7531
by Sears. Sears 753-4545 or 753-6763
Turn of the century
38. Pets-Supplies
Chevrolet Luv, $1875. Both continous gutters
or 753-0101.
installed
General
Store
with
excellent condition. Call per your
AKC registered Poodle pup47. Motorcycles
Small engine and
specifications, Call
all
the
old
display
489-2595.
pies for sale, very small,
mower repair.
Sears
753-2310 _for free
For sale: 1975 Kawasaki
cases and many old
reasonable. Call 492-8974.
S. e41 Shell
F-150
estimate.
Forid
41978
Deluxe,
175,
only
2350
askmiles,
furnishings included
S 12th St
AKC German Shepherd puping $545. Outstanding gas wheel drive. 351 .motor General home repair
in sale. Located in
rails, sliding window, super Carpentry, concrete
pies, 28 champions, 5
753-9131 or
mileage. Call 759-1303.
old Almo, property
work.
tuner Pioneer stereo.
generations. Registered
759 1504
includes a full city
19781
/
2 Full dresser Harley 28.000 miles, $4100. Call plumbing. roofing. siding.
American Eskimo Spitz
window
and
door
inblock.
Davidson,
black
color,
new
Ideal
for
BOYD-MA1O
753-0195 after 4 pin.
puppies. 502-5544153:
Warrung!
4- read this
stallatron. Free estimates.
tires, - new chain and
restatirant or any
REAL ESTATE
unless you're in need of
Ford
No
F-350,
1979
1-ton,
lob
too
small
Call
474sprockets.
Dog obedience classes for
linings,
brake
type
retail
business
753-8080
roofing, carpentry or elec
AKC competition or more
and clutches double light long wheel base, white, 400 2359 or 474-2276.
including its present
trical work New or repair
-.Professional Services
V8
engine,
12'
-steel
bed
obediant pet. Boarding fish.
bar,
.exhaust,
full
tail
use as a General
WEST
All guaranteed Call loe
With The Friendly Touch"
covered runs. 436-2858.
chrome covers. Like new. with short construction
Store, $39,500. Phone
KENTUCKY
753-9226 for tree estimate
sides, with hoist. Parker
Paris,
TN
901-642-2706
Kopperud
Free, only to 'good home or
ON STATE
ASPHALT
Ford,
753-5273.
after 6 pm or 901-498Wet basem
I
753-1222 for all the
farm. 7 month female
LINE RD.
wet basements dry. work
-- 1-9-71-FOrd 170M,16d-40i-_8E1days
hound dog. 753-6744.
sealing
details.
OFF121
completely guarenteed. Call
753 8163
1972 Honda 125 street and sport stripes, loaded, one
SOUTH
Irish Setter pups, 7 weeks
or write Morgan Con
THE BEST THINGS COME IN trail, blinkers, mirror
owner,
originally
sold
by
and
A 300 acre farm on
'Old, $50. Call 753-6497
Heating, refrigeration, and struction Co., Route 2 Box
SMALL PACKAGES. Small horn. Excellent condition. Parker Ford 753-5273.
black top that is wellafter 5 pm.
electrical repair
Bob s 409A Paducah, KY 42001
price, big value!! In town.7 less than
5000 miles. 85 1978 Ford Bronco XLT, dark Refrigeration • Service.
suited for a cattle
bedroom, $18,500. South plus mpg. New
or call day or night 1-442
and
brown
white,
loaded
tires. 489operation. There are
Hazel.
KY,
498-8310
or
of town, remodeled, 2 2825 after
7026.
40. Produce
with lots of options. new
3:30 pm.
five large grazing
753-7829. Bobby Lockhart
of
bedroom,
$21,300.
East
Michelan
snow
mud
and
Will
do lawn mower. garden
Plants, variety of garden
fields (20-60 acres in
town, 3 bedroom with 1977 Honda 350 for' $400. tires. Real sharp! Local Hutching Sales. Route 5 tiller
and chain saw repair
and sweet potatoe plants,
acreage, $17,100. Near 436-2450.
each Each field has
trade-in. Parker Ford, 753- Box 2221. The only factory Quality work. pickup- awi
wholesale or retail, half
lake, 3 bedroom with 1 Honda 175, electric start'. 5273.
a pond and fencing.
authorized dealer for Filter delivery available Call 753
mile north off 94 on 121
acre, $13.500. look them and Honda 90. Call 753Approximately
75
Queen sales and service in 4-162 or 753-9952 anytime
and Pilot Oak. 376-5155.
Ford
pickuri,
low
1973
•
..
over. Now's the time to 8670 after 5 pm.
acres is tillable.
mileage, standard shift. this area. Days 753-6068, Willie's interior and esterftir
buy! Call Spann Realty
Owner
nights
will
436-2367.
consider
1975 Kawasaki 500. $450. Call 753-6747 after 5 pm. •
41. Public Sale
painting 13 years e.•
Associates, 753-7724
financing. The proPriced low to sell fast, must
Handyman will do the odd perience. free estimate
Carport sale. Saturday, 9-5.
1978 GMC short wheel base
perty is also wellsell by end of month. Call pickup, cylinder, straight lobs you have been putting Phone before 8 AM or atter
1974 Schult Mobile
Girl's clothing, toys, games,
6
suited for a subdivi767-4756
between
1 lpm shift, topper. AM-FM off Call 753-3058 or 762- 5 PM 759-1867.
home with pull out
miscellaneous. 1510 Valension.
lam,
and
Monday- cassette stereo, good gas 4352 after 5 pm.
for extra living
tine Ave.
ROOFING
IDEAL
Thursday.
space. Central elecmileage. $3300 Phone K & K Stump Removal. Do
Gigantic yard sale. Saturday
Bullt-Up & Slinglos
BUSINESS
Suzuki 185 street bike. 901-247-5439. 2"
you need stumps removed .
tric heat and air.
IRoferoocos. All work
only, 8 til 5. 809 North
SITE
electric start. luggage rack,
from your yard or land
Located
on
a
large
toed.
Fro*
I
C1-7,
19th St. Canceled if rains.
Jeep
1979
white
and
517. 12th B 4 zoning
sissy bars, 1500 miles. blue Renegade. low' cleared of stumps? We can
tloroiss.
wooded
lot
.
.
.
ex- Approximately
Neighborhood yard sale.
$550. Call Steve 767-2978 mileage, one owner. New remove stumps up to 24''
Coll 734-111S1 or
cellent buy!
acres, 285' frontage
1600 Catalina Drive. all day
weekdays,
below the ground, leaving
753.4511
and
tires
wheels.
loaded._
1977
Skyline
- 14 x 70
on 12th St.- Plenty of
Saturday.
only .sawdust and chips
model.
Special.
Excellent
1979
650
condition.
Call
with central heat and
room for - building
Call for ,free estimate,. Bob Will mow yards. 15 year
Yard sale, Saturday, 9 AM.
Ca11437-4341
-753-0207 after 5 pm
air, has house type
with
ample
parking
Kemp
435-4343 or Bob experience.
oftet North 4th St. on 65 B
roof
with
Yamaha
1979
XS-1100
large
space, high traffic
51. Campers
Kemp. Jr. 435-4319. ,
Will do yard work odd,
Creek Drive. Adult and
covered concrete
Special Low mileage. must
count for a prochildren's clothes, odds
trailer, self- Licensed 'electrician and lobs, and hauling Depen
travel
Foot
28
sell. Call before 6 pm, 492patio.
Large,
sperous business.
and ends
Atained Call 75,',Full?
gas installation. heating in- dable and reasonable Call
8507.
beautiful lot with city
Mondai,
stallation
43. Real Estate
52. Boats and Motors 753-7203.and repairs. Call 753-9834
wiater. Close to town.
1979 Yamaha 650 Special
18 Years experience in
black, less than 3000 Crownline 14' pleasure
1978 Holly Park - 3
bathroom and kitchen
deal & Thermal
MITCHELL
BLACKTOPPING
miles. $1800. Call 759- boat. 65 hp Mercury motor.
bedrooms, 2 baths
rli:
ilinllie•
Commercial and residen- work, brick
489-2602after 4 pm.
4749
in
Once
a
lifetime
with
a
home
living room adtial. Also patchmg, sealing, fireplaces. cerarnic tile
Real Estate
like this -crimes along.. The
dition. Central heat
1978 Yamaha Enduro 175, 35 Foot thrisCratt Romer and striping For estimates Take advantage of fixing
Saliba&(sort Sq.
Sedan Cruiser Call 1-314- call 753-1537.
your home while the craft
grounds of this stately two
and
on
and off road motorcycle
air.
Fully
furMur ay,At
Kentucky
1-314-471available.
story solid brick home gives
748-5561
Call James Ray
or
miles
new,
Like
only
2000
nished.
This is the
753-4451
MOBILE HOME ANCHORS Hamilton 753-9400
the illusin of a private
8188.
Two helmets included
Cadillac of all mobile
underpinning, roof's sealed.
"estate" within the city
$650. 759-1814
homes. Located on a
15 Foot Crosby bass boat patio awnings, and house YATES ROOFING. _Shingle
BUY OF THE YEAR! Be in limits. From the entry hall,
large lot with city
with trailer, 50 hp Mercury type roofs for mobile roofs, new or re-rooting, old
1980 Yamaha 175, $650
the center of everything in• to your right is a warm
motor. May be seen at hoMes. 753-1873. Jack root removed,i replaced or
water, good garden
Call 753-8902
this convenient location. spacious living room with
Darnell Marine, 94 East.
repaired. hot asphalt built
spot, fruit trees, and
Conveniently priced with fireplace,-to your left is a
Glover.
48. Auto. Services
up roofs, metal Tots
grape arbor. Close to
owner
financing
to charming library with floor
MARINE SERVICE. Evinrude
429
Engine
and - Johnson - Mercury, OMC Need work on your trees? painted: root coatings and
town.
qualified buyer. Features 4 to ceiling bookcases, to the
transmission, sttH running Sterndrive and Mercruiser. Topping, pruning. shaping. roll rooting All types root
bedrooms, large kitchen rear is the formal dining
in car, $150 firm. Call 753- Murray Sport & Marine, complete removal and repair References to. ric
and living room, plus dry room and compact kitchen
more. Call BOYER'S TREE ed 18 years experience an
0219 from 9 to 5.
basement. Bring the kids to with storage in every cor718 South 4th, 753-7400.
Murrny-Cullowu
SERVICE for professional work guaranteed Call the
y
enjoy the large backyard. ner. On the second. floor,
49. Used Cars ' Searay 700. 152". 100 tree care 753-8536
County Realty
Professionals
753-45%
Lots of storage rooms plus you will discover three
1975 Buick LeSabre, $850. horse Mercury, and Pamco
(502)7533146
or 901-642-0158 collect
garage. Call Wendy at bright airy bedrooms with
Call 753-7521.
trailer, in very good condi304N. 12111 St,
Spann Realty Associates to- the master bedroom having
.-Free Cdu m n
Itxpert car and home 56Merroy, Ky. 42071
1978 Buick Limited, load- tion. $2500. 474-2708
day. 753-7724.
it's own fireplace. This
ere° repair.
Mr
Steven Graham of 1316
low.* Grow.- 435.2431
ed. 753-3632.
53. Services Offered
home has the charm of
Premic• 0•••- 753.5755
SOUND
Of
WORLD
iThigiud
Di . Murray KY you
No. 105 Nice trees in front for
Weil Sr- 751.24419
ALCOA ALUMINUM SIDING
yesterday, the comforts of
shade, has shrubs. Frame home
222 S. 12tio St.
are a winner" Call 753
51244•411111hod- 753-3443
has been recently refinished on
today and.the conveniences
or vinyl siding and trim.
Terry 5195••••4•1. koctios•••
753-5865
1916 today for a free
the inside and offers 2
1980 Volkswagen
753.9324
Aluminum trim for brick
of tomorrow. Won't you
JlaSSIfled ad!
bedroom,
, bath, kitchen with
Roy A. Moms&MAW
Rabbit, 4-door,
houses. Jack Glover, 753come and let' us give you /MEW
range, window air-conditioning
unit, electric baseboard heat.
10,000 miles, A/C.
1873.
your private tour today? Call 44. Lots For Sale
Nome insulation. carpeted
65500.
759-1492. Offered by CENAlunirrium *rine
floors. city water, 2
otIft13 roinii.Fronts-paved road -WRY 21
Loretta lobs, Beautiful lot, Anderson
aluminum and vinyl siding
225 L. P. Miller St. (Across from Community Center)
HATCHER
and is on a corner lot, only 2 Realtors.
Shores. must sell, $1700.
.
custom
trim
work
AUTO
bliicks Irian stores. In town iota'
SALES
Specializing in Senior Citizens
502-886-6358.
References. Call Will Ed
tom, 1.1.r miles from lake. Own for
753-4961
127.501i.
Bailey, 753-0689.
For sale: 2 half-arre, lots in
Open Hours
STRoUT BF:Al:TV
Murray, nice residential
driveways
Asphalt
parkand
Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
(oiNJJ
Joe I hem..... lirolter
area. 753-4186.
1968 Chrysler. 4-door, good ing lots'sealedby Sears for
Ci1.1I oldstaier Itil
j
8-12 753-3685
sa%rirm.,
Nice, level lake lot in Pine condition, excellent body, free estimates call 753753-1222
/5341186
2310.
Bluff Shores in Calloway S40 Call 489-2595
For Appointment
County. Has water and elec- 1972 Datsun 1200 good Bolls ifome Improvemen1
Hey! Hey! Want a garden
Service Remodeling„ pain
tricity. price $1000. ,CIII sh9e. Call 753 1'669.
and a place for a horse? We
ANOTHER NEN
cement work gelieral
have it! A 11
753-8014.
/
2 tract with 3
tAsTING
For sale 1915 Ford Cian
home
bedroom brick home, barn - Attractive
maintenenace and in•
Panorama Shores overlook- Torino Elite Power steer
with 8 stalls and fenced
bedroom, 2 bath
ing lake. Water and septic mg, windows, brakes, dlr, spections. Free estimates.
pasture. An additional
home approximately
tank in. $6750, $750 down and cruise control. Call 753-4501.
feature is assumable- VA
.me year old. Located
owner finance balance at 753-3376
Carpenter Service. New
loan with small equity and
homes, reniodeling.
in small subdivision
113%. Call 753-5405
Ford
1972
stationLTD
low interest rate. Let us
cabinets, decks, anything
Also household, lawn,indoors
halfway
between
wagon.
trailer
a/c,
hitch,
Farms
45.
SaTeFor
show you a great investwith wood, quality work.
Murray
Michelins.
and
battery,
new
and outdoors!
ment. You'll be glad you
10 Acres near Blood river brakes 88,000. $400. 753- Phone 753-0565.
Mayfield. Offered in
did. Priced in the $40's. Of- •
lake,
to
access
public
has
7744.
thy mitid $40's with
Call BILL'S UPHOLSTERY
ftred by CENTURY 21 Loretroad and water. 436-2427.
1962 Falcon. runs good, for your furniture needs.
assunia
hie
ta Jobs, Realtors. 753Prellesskaal Pest Control
body sound. upholstery Choose from thousands of
Phone "1)3-1222. K-op- 46. Homes For Sale
1492.
oeeds_work:
mpg,
24
first
-paint Realty for
durable
scotchguard
cloths
By Owner 3 bedroork 2
OWNER SAYS SEW
and naughyde vinyl. Behind
Real Service in !teal
bath brick home. Wooded $395 takes it! 753-7418.
3 bedroom brick, 518
Dairy(Men. 753-8085.
lt
lot/garden area. attached
4-UNIT APARTMENT greenhouse, and deck. Well
Brood St. Fireplace inOldsmobile
COLDWATER LAWN &
1981
BUILDING
GARDEN
sert stays with house,
SHOP.'
insulated, central air, gas
Wen LS Sidon,
Good rate of return
Lawnmowers. Rob:-tillers.
heat, and wood stove. 753natural gas heat, very
car.
Ed
Driver's
on this 2 story, 4 unit
chain saws, expertly
1362 before 5 or 7.53-9866
nice lot Ond more.
Special micel
rental property. after 5 pm.
repaired
Pickup and
Shroot-Waidrop Real
Termites. You spend thousands of dollars for o
Prima in the •$50's.
delivery available. 489flonte but never think about termites - they cause
Estate, 759-1707.
PURDOM
Assumable loan and By owner: 1505 Oak, 3
2853. 8 AM to 5 PM.
the most damage next to fire. Hove your home
owner financing. bedroem brick, large den,
Slim&
OLDSMOBILE
treated nowl 753-3914, Kelley's Termite & Pest
Concrete
and
brick
block,
built-in
combroakitchen,
e
PONTIAC
Illfaikkep • availabl
work.
Basements.
Control, 100 South 13th Street, Murray, KY.
reasonable terms. non Irving-'room, -Ws of CADILIAC
drive4ays, storm cellars,
Over 33,years experience. Home owned and
storage,
carpeted.
fully
Real Estate
Phone 753-1222, Kop753-5315
porches. 20 years exMust see to appreciate. Call
operated.'
Kook Jill C4044o 7110-1707
rud Realt
perience. 753-5476.
753-9818.
753-2378 or

753-8080

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

TERMI
vNTTES

FOR DEPENDABLE

Kelley's Termite &
Pest Control, Inc.
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MSU Conducts Research On Treadmill

Show Horses Receive Workout

Mrs. Dorothy Pogue
Dies In New York

By JOHNNY MILLER
College athletes are not
the only warm-blooded cornpetitors who follow a
regimen of strenuous exercise. Show animals —
especially horses — also
receive a daily workout.
Research being conducted
at Murray State University
in the department of
agriculture may confirm
whether the use of a treadmill device is helpful in conditin.".wahow horses.
Dr. Jim Rudolph, director
State's
of
Murray
horsemanship program, explained that the treadmill
has become popular among
horse trainers in recent
years. It is used primarily to

Research grant, a treadmill animals eventually receive He added that the devices
WIM purchased this spring 15 minutes of daily training.
have not gained as much
Mrs. Dorothy .Pogue,
To impress upon his popularity with trainers of
and horses from the Murray
formerly of Murray, died
state ,herd enrolled in the students that the treadmill is race horses.
Thursday at Patchogue, N.
"very strenuous," Rudolph The treadmill is one of
experiment.
,Y..She was80 years of age.
A total of 16 horses were had his students walk it for several research projects
Her .husband, Leslie
the
in
3elected. Eight 'of the five minutes each. "Much to conducted
Pogue, died in August 1966.
in
horsemanship
program
their
surprise,
they
found
animals receive a daily run
Born April 18, 1900, in
that walking the next morn- which students may receive
on
the
treadmill.
The
other
Michigan, she was the.
a minor in equine science.
eight, a control group, do ing hurt a little," he said.
daughter of the late Swann
In
addition
to
checking
Later this year, research
not.
Anderson and Julia Johnson
muscular development, into embryo transplanting in
Anderson. One son, Dr.
All 16 horses are also exer- which is measureil using a horses will begin. Rudolph
William L.(Bill) Pogue,died
cised in the field by students "caliper," the researchers noted that the process has
in August 1970.
in the horsemanship pro- also check the animals' become commonplace in
She is survived by one
gram's "breaking and train- heart rate and respiration.
cattle, but is still in the exdaughter, Mrs. Julia
EASTER EGG HUNT — The Murray School of Practical Nursing, connected with the
ing" class. By the end of
Similar to a track athlete perimental stage for horses.'
Elizabeth
Betty ) Pogue vocational school, held an Easter Egg hunt for the students of the adult activities
May, when the current ex- or runner, the heart rate of Students
in
the
Brauer, Patchogue, N. Y.;
periment ends, horses sub- the horses should drop. horsemanship
class at the Murray-Calloway Comprehensive Care Center. The hunt was one of the
program
one sister„Mrs..,Lydia Hicks,
jected to the treadmill Rudolph said it is checked train for jobs as 4-H agents,
annual community protects by the nurses. _
Bit'ininghatb,
two
should havr a better ap- using a stethoscope.
farm managers, trainers
granddaughters, Marilyn B.
Pearance, if the adverJulie Farmer, a graduate and teachers. Rudolph noted
Clark, Patchogue, N. Y., and
tisements are correct.
assistant from
Mur- that the "horse industry" is
Beth Pogue Barr, Lex' A treadmill to exercise
Why is walking a treadmill physboro, Tenn.', said the in need of "a supply of
ington; one great grandson,
horses is very similar to one better exercise for the horse animals "give surprisingly management-level inAdam Pogue Barr, Lexa cardiologist might use in than galloping around the little re,.sistence" to walking dividuals."
ington.
checking a person's heart. corral?
the treadmill. The device
Rudolph, a native of
Memorial services will be
On the other hand, the 64By CHARLES WOLFE
It was charged that Of course,the device is horse
Rudolph explained that the has a maximum speed of Paducah who received his
held Monday at 2 p.m. at the
year-old legislator was in St. Stamper, who had obtained size — about 20 feet in treadmill is elevated at a 15- five miles per hour.
Associated Press Writer
doctorate at Oklahoma
Murray City Cemetery. The - LEXINGTON,Ky. API— Joseph Hospital, in stable options in Link's name on the length.
degree angle, forcing the
And the training has a side State, said tht horse inJ. H. Churchill Funeral It appeared that Georgia condition from a possible 54L7 acres, used his inAdvertisements for tread- animal to walk uphill. The benefit. Miss Farmer said dustry "has become a
,Home is in charge of the ar- Stamper and Pauline 'wart attack, at the very mo- fluence to further its sale to mills, which are often car- extra effort required helps to that once
the horses learn to billion-dollar industry. Many
rangements.
McKenzie didn't know. ment the verdict was an- the state for $515,000.
ried in magazines related to develop the animal's enter the treadmill shoot, animals are syndicated for
The family requests that whether to laugh or cry.
nounced.
Investors Trust Inc., an the horse industry, claim the muscles.
they readily load onto a upward to 20 and 30 million.
expressions of sympathy
On the one hand,state Sen.
The women were torn Indianapolis-based in- devises improve the ap- "We're already seeing horse trailer.
Murray State presently
take the form of contribu- Woodrow Stamper —
Rudolph said treadmills maintains a herd of 42
between exhilaration and surance holding company, pearance of horses by trimmer horses. These
tions to the Murray State Georgia Stamper's husband;
anxiety Good Eriday even- bought back the options for enlarging muscles and pro- animals don't have any gut," were introduced about five horses. Several of the more
University Scholarship Fund Mrs. McKentie's brother ='
years ago and have been in valuable animals have been
they weted outside $67,988.81 after the sale was, ducing a lean, healthy- said Rudolph.
or the University of Ken- had just been acquitted of a ing as
the swinging double doors of closed. Stamper was charg- looking animal, said The treadmill is especially 'use' t.y trainers of show donated by friends of the intucky Dental School at Lex- charge of signing falsified
helpful in development of the horses for about two years. stitution.
the hospital's coronary-care ed with failing to report the Rudolph.
ington.
payment on his original and
federal income-tax returns. unit.
"Although they make hick or loin area. Rudolph
They had been fixtures in amended tax returns for these claims,there has been added that trainers in the
•
•
no research toonfirrn—aa=-7ield Offen force a horse-To -1977o
the
Jurors said the verdict vantages of conditioning walk backward to develop
Stamper was carried away
on a stretcher as the trial that •Link's innocence had horses ori a treadmill. That's back and hip muscles.
Horses begin the treadmill
ended its 10th and final been decided early in their what we hope to determine."
five days: of deliberation.
With financing from a training with a maximum
week.
JEFFERSONVILLE, Ind. turns out 20,000 different
There was bitter debate $2,500 Committee on In- five-minute walk. Adding 30
"I was just thinking about about Stamper's involveAP — Hillerich & Bradsby specifications in bats and
stitutional Studies and seconds each day, the
Co., one, of the best known Babe Ruth, if he were living, him then," Mrs. McKenzie ment, they said, but most
•
names in baseball, is closed would hardly recognize said, -1 didn't even think agreed the deadlock was 8-4
Just as you protect yourseff from the heat and
about the courtroom."
for the long Easter holidly some of them.
in favor of acquittal on all
sun, so should you protect your home. The
women,
however,
Both
but there is.no change in the
Sorne of the bats are made
charges.
summer sun beats down on your roof, raising the
picket line outside the plant. of aluminum, not white ash, said they were disappointed
Prosecutors -could retr3
temperature in your attic, then penetrates down
The pickets, operating to capture the softball trade. that a mistrial had been Stamper on the charges lot
into the living area of your home, putting an extra
around the clock, appeared The company estimated declared on four other which there was no verdict, By HUGH A. MULLIGAN about First Amendment
burden on your air conditioner.
Tuesday after 326 workers, there are seven million charges against the West but defense attorneys said AP Special Correspondent abuses involved in screening
represented by Local 3931, aluminum bats on the Liberty Democrat. The they.
thought that unlikely.
NEW YORK (AP) — So out Dial-a-Joke jokes from
seven women and five men
United Steelworkers of market.
State Sen. Pat McCuiston, the federal government is the federal switchboard, our
America, rejected the coinIn days past, Ruth, Lou on the jury were unable to D-Pembroke, relayed the lowering the boom on bored public servants could push a
t
/./••
pany's latest offer and voted Gehrig and all the rest would reach a verdict on one count jury's decision to the bureaucrats who try to button on their desks and
•7to strike,
head for H&B as soon as they of conspiracy, two counts of hospital and remained there brighten up their day by dial- hear Henny pour out one
'-‘
•
71
••
//,
Hillerich & Bradsby, hit town during the exhibi- mail fraud and a second tax with Stamper's family ing Dial-A-Joke.
liners over the intercom
'
devuw/fa.gripere
which makes the Louisville tion season. Ted Williams charge.
through the evening.
According to a story in the along the lines of:
Slugger bat and other spor- not only would visit the plant
The mood was markedly
His Senate desk had been New York Times the other "I come from a family of
angentahlip
tine equipment, declined to but would crawl over stacks lighter; meanwhile, in the adjacent to Stamper's for 'day, Dial-a-Joke
and other five brothers: three are still
discuss specifics of the con- of lumber to pick out the downtown tavern where eight years, he said, and the
-junk calls" from just one alive and two work for the
tract dispute.
piece he wanted used for his Stamper's co-defendant, two were good friends,
federal office building in federal government."
Some workers, . however, bats.
Robert F. Link, celebrated
McCuiston, who also spent New York,26 Federal Plaza, "How can you tell a
said it centered on wages, inMost current players his acquittal on one count several days in the cour- add $3,000 a month to Uncle federal employee in line at
surance and seniority.
never have been near the each of mail fraud and con- troom, said he didn't discuss Sam's phone bill.
an OffTrack Betting parlor?
"We're going to starve in plant but H&B entices major spiracy.
the trial with Stamper,"but, And this, as bureaucrats He's the one with the
there, so we might as well leaguers to use its bats by
The _cha rg es againt hasically, I thought they'd say, is only the tip of the binoculars."
starve out here," said Carl handing out bonuses to those Stamper and.1,,ink rose from acquit him.
iceberg. Last year Ma Bell "What do you call a bunch
Kaelin, one of the pickets.
reaching certain milestones the state's purchase of land
"As complicated a thing as laughed all the way to the of bureaucrats standing on a
Bill Williams, a company or becoming the Most at the old Hidden Valley that was. I think it was dif- bank,splitting her
sides over corner singing while sipping
spokesman, predicted the Valuable Player. •
resort in Powell County. in ficult for a jury to. pe_290 —altvittaisipver
oi eating apple? The
s':1111i0Whave anWhen Hank Aaron hit his 1977.
undefStra
on Tab and Apple Eating
Various Dial-It lines — Dialmediate effect on.consumers 700th home run with a
a-Joke, Dial-a-Prayer, Dial- Choir."
because orders for sporting Louisville Slugger, the coina-Horoscope, etc — that rak- As Will Rogers observed:
goods equipment for the pany gave him a $7,000 bonus
ed in $18 million, an increase "There's no trick to being a
coming year were filled in and he gave H&B the bat.
of 34 million such calls over humorist when you have the
Top off your home protection by installing
January and February.
. H&B also makes offers to
whole government working
the previous year.
adequate insulation (at least R-19, but preferably
He said if the dispute con- golfers on the pro circuit.
ANN ARBOR, Mich. API and students began to The U.S. General Services for you."
R-30) over your ceiling to slow the flow of heat.
tinued for some time, the
The company is the oldest — A psychology student evacuate the hall. There was
Administration is , battling The only problem is if the
company may not be able to continuous manufacturer of faces murder charges today a confrontation between Kelthe phone company over the government takes over Dialfill requests for additional golf clubs in the United after two students fleeing a ly and two students, said costs of installing
special aJoke what will the
equipment.
States but H&B still lives by firebombing at their Univer- Washtenaw County Assisscreening devices to screen telephone pollsters use for
The last strike occurred in the bat, as it has for more sity of Michigan dormitory tant Prosecutor Lynwood
out the yuks in keeping with an alibi next election? The
1969, when the plant was than 96 years.
were killed by pointblank Noah.
Murray—Mayfield
President Ronald Reagan's voters had the last laugh last
located in Louisville, Ky.,
At least three shotgun budget cutbacks.
blasts from a sawed-off
time.
and lasted six weeks. In 1974kTh
blasts were fired, hitting the
shotgun, authorities said.
As usual, the bureaucrats
the plant was moved to the"s
Leo E. Kelly Jr., 22, of two students, Edward Siwik, are approaching the proJeffersonville area but the
.Detroit, was arrested shortly 19, of Detroit, and Douglas C. blem from the wrong direcCOrritiGHT
corporate and sales offices
after the deaths of the two McGreaham, 21, of Caspian, tion.
remained in Louisville.
students, who were gunned Mich., Corbett said.
The solution is not to
Once recognized only as a
Siwik, enrolled as a screen out Dial-a-Joke calls,
down early Friday as they
bat and golf club manufacCHICAGO (AP) — One ran through a Bursley Hall freshman in the College of but to provide a rival inturer, H&B branched out in thousand more Americans corridor filled with smoke Literature, Science and
house service that would cut
recent years and added ball died in accidents during 1980 from a Molotov cocktail.
Arts, died of a chest wound Ma Bell off at the quip.
gloves and hockey sticks to than in 1979, according to the
Authorities said Kelly, a at the University of The Reagan people should
its line. National Safety Council.
junior, allegedly threw the Michigan Hospital shortly begin by creating a DepartThe Louisville Slugger
Accidents in homes, firebomb at another student, after t. he shooting. ment of Comedy at cabinet
name goes on -its baseball workplaces and traffic ac- resulting in a blaze on the McGreaham, a senior art
level and then recruit Henny
and softball lines, whether it cidents claimed 106,000 lives sixth floor of the 1,100- education major, was shot in
Youngman as its secretary.
be a pitching machine, bat or last year.' the council said student dorm.
the back and died almost two Instead of
gathering
ball. The name is famous the Thursday.
-Everybody was shocked. hours later during surgery at morosely around the water
world over and has been the
Work-related deaths drop- He Kelly ) never was the St. Joseph Mercy Hospital.
cooler griping to each other
engine that kept sales going ped 300, to 13,000; traffic crazy type," said Warren
Siwik was a student fire
even in hard times.
deaths rose from 52,800 to Fudge, 21, a resident of the marshal who was attempDepending upon shapes, 53,500; and home deaths rose dormitory.
ting to evacuate students LEXINGTON,Ky.(AP) —
A lot of people would have you think that God really is
weights and lengths, H&B from 22.000 to 23.001T
dead. Don't you believe it.
Police have not determin- when the shooting occurred. Anita Madden's annual Kened a motive for the slayings. McGreaham, who lived on, tucky Derby party has been'
On this day, about 2,000 years ago, God proved His
They arrested Kelly after the fifth floor, had gone to in- cancelled because of Mrs.
power over life, death, and the universe. On this day, He
KEEP THAT GREAT
finding him sitting in his vestigate the fire alarm and Madden's recent hospitalizaresurrected His son, Jesus of Nazerath. Men of that time
GM FEELING WITH
dorm room wtth a 12-gauge, to help evacuate students.
thought that they had done away with an inconvenience,
GENUINE GM PARTS.
The shootings occurced.a.s...t.!°
sawed-off shotgun,,said Ann
but they had actually proven the reality of the Messiah.
./s...Maddeo, is reported
Arbor Police Chief William students crammed for final in good condition after four
Easter Sunday is a day for all of us to rejoice in what
God has revealed to us about His power and the teachings
Corbett.
examinations that start days in a coma following an
Kelly, who was held at the Monday.
of Jesus.
apparent overdose of
Washtenaw County Jail, Authorities said there medication last week.
Come and rejoice with us at the Christian Church
"hasn't said a word except were no plans to charge Kel- The annual party, one of
(Disciples of Christ). We believe that every individual
that he wants a lawyer," ly with the firebombing, the famous preliminaries to
should show his or her love for God in their own way.
said police Detective It. which blackened at least one the Derby,is held every year
There is a good worcrwith which to express the joy of
room. The unidentified stu- at Hamburg Place, the
Easter.
Dale Heath.
Hallelujah!
Kelly had no criminal dent at whom Kelly alleged thoroughbred farm owned
1
record, police said. ly tossed the firebomb was by Mrs. Madden and her husLet's shout it together this year.
Honorable discharge papers not badly burned.
band, Preston. The party
from
the, -Air Force were
'76 Capnce
benefits the Kentucky Heart
found in his room.
.1 Owner local COT, 4 door hardtop, am/fm
Association.
Students said 'Kelly, who
The Maddens "promise
radio, power steering, power brakes, air
had moved into the dorthat the party next year will
conditioning, 35,xxx miles.
North of the square on Fifth Street
mitory in January, lived
be better than ever," accoralone and spent little time
The Calloway County High ding to Vikki Shannon, Mrs.
Dr. David C. Roos, Ministr.7
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet Inc.
around the building. School Athletic Booster Club Madden's secretary.
753-2617
641 South, Murray
"Nobody knew him," said will meet at 7:30 p.m. Tues- Madden described his wife
student Terri Thomas..
day.
as "completely lucid. She
After the firebomb was
The meeting is scheduled feels fine — in fact, she's
thrown early Friday morn- to be in the high school perfectly all right,except for
OSPIIIIAL loarces PANTS DivISION
ing, a fire alarm sounded library,
being weak."

Stamper Has Possible Heart
Attack On Last Day Of Trial

Louisville Slugger Bat- ---Company Still On Strilse

Govemment Finds Joke
Service Is Expensive

TOP FT OFF
FOR YOUR OWN
PROTECTION!
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Michigan Student Facec
Two Murder Charges

p
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West Ky. Rural
Coop. Corp.

ousand More
Americans Die
In 1980 Accidents

God is dead.

Madden Fest Halted,

Calloway High •
Booster Club To
Meet Tuesday

The First Christian Church

